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ABSTRACT

OVERVIEW OF GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURES OF NDUT:

A CANGIN LANGUAGE OF SENEGAL

Publication No.______

Daniel R. Morgan, M.A.

The University of Texas at Arlington, 1996

Supervising Professor:  Donald A. Burquest

This paper provides an overview of some of the grammatical structures of 

Ndut,  a  Cangin  language  of  the  Atlantic  branch  of  the  Niger-Congo  language 

family.  As several processes operate to obscure morphological boundaries, a brief 

description  of  the  phonological  system  is  presented.   Insights  from 

underspecification theory and feature geometry are applied to the analyses of the 

[ATR] based vowel harmony and two assimilation processes. Normal word order in 

simple clauses is SVO, but where a verbal auxiliary and a main verb are present,  

pronominal  objects  occur  between  the  two  verb  forms.   Postposed  noun  class 

markers, the associative marker, and the three term deictic-demonstrative system 

are also considered.

The verbal inflectional and derivational suffixes and auxiliaries that make up 

the verb phrase are presented.  Three types of subordination are also examined. 
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Subject-verb  word  order  inversion  is  observed  in  certain  adverbial  and  relative 

clauses. 
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this thesis is to provide a description of some of the basic 

structures  of  Ndut  grammar.   As  no  extensive  analysis  of   Ndut  syntax  has 

previously been undertaken, this is necessarily a first approach to almost all of the 

topics covered, and many important structures are left untouched or are treated in 

a very tentative and superficial  manner. It will be noticed that some areas have 

received more detailed attention than others, and this description is intended lay 

the foundation for further research into the form and functions of Ndut language 

structures.

1.1  Present situation and history of the language group

Ndut is spoken by approximately 21,2001 people originating in twenty-three 

villages in the area northwest of Thiès commonly known as Mt. Roland (see figure 

1).   Though  it  is  difficult  to  estimate  the  exact  number  of  speakers  due  to  a 

significant amount of migration to Dakar, Thies, and other major cities in search of 

economic  opportunities,  the  most  recent  census  figures  indicate a  population of 

some 13,000 in the area of origin.  Oral tradition holds that the ancestors of the 

present day Ndut2 took part in the great Serer migration, with people moving south 

in several successive waves from the Senegal river valley some 900 years ago, at 

the time of the fall of the empire of Ghana.

The Ndut are traditionally farmers and pastoralists, raising millet as a staple 

and  such  cash  crops  as  peanuts,  manioc,  beans,  tomatoes,  mangoes  and  corn. 

Goats and cattle are frequently entrusted to Peul (Fula) herders living nearby.

1 Population figure taken from Grimes (1992).
2 For discussion of language classification see section 1.2.
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Catholicism was introduced 100 years ago, and the first converts to Islam 

came some twenty-five years later.  The Ndut are now approximately 30 percent 

Catholic, and the remaining 70 percent are Muslim.3  There appear to be very few 

monolinguals among the Cangin groups. Children learn Wolof by the age of eight, 

and the language of instruction in mosques and churches is Wolof.  Nevertheless, 

Ndut remains the language of the home, and there is no evidence of language shift  

toward Wolof in the domains of the family or intimate interpersonal relationships 

(Williams, et al. 1989).

Figure 1.  Senegal.

1.2  Language classification

According to the classification outlined in Wilson (1989), Ndut belongs to 

the Northern sub-branch of the Atlantic branch (seen in figure 2) of the Niger-Congo 

3 Williams (1994) reports a few remaining Ndut who consider themselves neither Muslim nor Catholic.
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language family.  It is part of the Cangin sub-group,4 along with Noon, Safen, Lehar, 

and Palor, the most closely related languages. 

Figure 2.  Group average classification of Northern sub-branch of Atlantic
 (Wilson 1989:92).

Walter  Pichl  was the first  to write  about  the ‘Cangin languages’  in 1966, 

taking the term for the city of Thiès in one of the languages5 to designate the five 

related languages clustered around that city in west central Senegal.  His work was 

of  a  comparative  nature  based  on  word  lists  collected  in  each  of  the  Cangin 

languages and considered the degree of their relatedness to Serer Sine,6 a much 

larger language group found seventy-five to one hundred miles to the southeast. 

Pichl proposed the term Cangin to avoid confusion with Serer, of which the Cangin 

languages were long thought to be dialects.  To this day in the popular conception 

4 Note that group average values  (for lexical similarity) of 40% and above are not represented in figure 2. This 
accounts for the absence of Ndut and the other Cangin languages in the figure. The Cangin languages are 
discussed at length below.
5 The term is that used by the Noon, who were the original inhabitants of  Thiès, now Senegal’s second largest 
city.
6 Also known as Sereer, Serere, Seex, Sine-Sine, etc.
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they retain the label Serer, and the Ndut people, for example, are known as the 

Serer-Ndut or Serer-Mt. Roland.7  Indeed, the people see themselves as Serer8 and 

share many of the same patronyms and the same traditions regarding their origin as 

the more well known Serer Sine.  When questioned in their own villages, the Ndut 

most often say simply that they speak Serer,  though they would not understand 

Serer  Sine,  with  which  the  Cangin  languages  have  only  a  22  percent  lexical 

similarity

There have been a number of comparative and classificatory studies on West 

Atlantic9 languages since the appearance of Koelle’s Polyglotta Africana in 1854.10  I 

mention  here  only  those  appearing  after  Pichl’s  1966  work,  and  containing 

significant information pertaining to the structure of  Ndut or the Cangin languages 

in general.  Sapir’s inventory of West Atlantic languages (Sapir 1971) compares the 

noun  class  systems  and  includes  some  discussion  of  consonant  alternation 

phenomena. Sapir gives credit to Pichl for having ‘dug out’ the Cangin languages, 

and confirms the conclusion that they are indeed a separate sub-group from Serer 

and the other Senegambian languages, with which they share only an average of 14 

percent lexical similarity. Doneux (1975) attempts to reconstruct some features of 

proto-Atlantic, presenting a great deal of data on features of the noun class systems 

of Atlantic languages, but including also some statements on verbal derivational 

7  Named after the place of origin (in the Jura mountains of France) of one of the Catholic Fathers responsible 
for missionizing the Ndut.  There is no actual village that carries the name Mt. Roland. The Ndut villages are 
divided into three communités rurales, one of which is the C.R. of Mt. Roland, and the name has come to be 
used to designate the pays Ndut, in the more general sense. The people of Darou Alfa, which lies outside the 
C.R. of Mt. Roland, use the name Mt. Roland to designate the (predominantly Catholic) villages and market in 
the vicinity of the mission.
8 The Serer Sine number 848,000, and Serer enjoys the status of being one of the six national languages 
recognized by the government.  The  Cangin languages are still officially considered dialects of Serer, and 
retaining that classification may be advantageous to the Cangin groups.
9 The term was originally employed by Koelle, and later shortened following Doneux (1975). See Sapir 
(1971:45), Wilson (1989:81).
10 For brief summaries of the development of these studies see Wilson (1989) and Sapir (1971).  For a brief 
summary of pre-Pichl references to Cangin languages see Williams (1994:49).
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morphology. Doneux (1978) calls on linguistic evidence in an extended discussion 

of the historic connections between the languages of Senegal.  He also concludes 

that the Cangin sub-group had to have separated fairly early from the other Atlantic 

languages.

68
74

84 84
Ndut Noon

Palor Lehar
74

Safen

Figure 3. Lexical similarity contours for Cangin groups (Williams 1994:51).

A fairly  comprehensive  sociolinguistic  survey  was  carried  out  in  1986-87 

under the auspices of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, and it revealed that Ndut 

and Palor form a cluster, having 84 percent lexical similarity between them, as do 

also  Lehar  and  Noon.   Safen,  the  largest  group  with  34,500  speakers,  has  74 

percent lexical similarity with Palor, Noon, and Lehar, but only 68 percent lexical 

similarity with Ndut.  The score between Ndut and the Noon-Lehar cluster is also 

given as 68 percent. On this basis the Cangin group has been tentatively divided 

into three languages: Ndut-Palor, Noon-Lehar, and Safen.  The scores between the 

Cangin languages and Serer Sine are all given at 22 percent (Williams 1994:51).

Asked to group the Ndut villages impressionistically according to whether 

they had a similar pronunciation, language associates identified six ‘speech areas’ 
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or varieties of Ndut spoken, all of them mutually intelligible, however.  The most 

radically different dialect is that of the village of Palo, which regularly substitutes 

the pre-nasalised stops /mb/, /nd/, /nj/ for the implosive stops  /ɓ/, /ɗ/, /ƴ/.11  

Because of its importance as an administrative center, and the presence of 

the principal Catholic mission among the Ndut, the Mt. Roland dialect is perhaps 

the closest to having the status of being the standard, or prestige dialect.  The early 

establishment of schools at the mission assured that a disproportionate number of 

Ndut intellectuals at the present time are Catholics from the Mt. Roland area.

1.3  Survey of previously published research

As I have already mentioned the comparative and classificatory studies of 

Sapir  and  Doneux,  I  present  here  only  works  providing  synchronic  linguistic 

analysis of the Cangin languages. Note that Pichl’s (1966) work did include data 

and some brief discussion of syntactic structures in several of the Cangin languages 

beyond just the lexical and noun class system comparisons which seem to be the 

primary focus of the Atlantic classificatory studies described above.

Gabriel Gueye12 is one of the first I am aware of to have published a linguistic 

analysis of one of  the Cangin languages. His Mémoire de maîtrise at the Université 

de Dakar, Contribution à l'étude phonologique du Ndút, appeared in 1980. Despite the 

modest title, this is a very solid contribution, with a great amount of detail on the 

phonemic  inventory,  including facts  regarding the distribution and frequency of 

phonemes, and a succinct if not exhaustive statement of the  main facts of stress, 

11 I have access to unpublished texts collected by Pichl at Palo in the 70’s (and entrusted to Gueye after Pichl’s 
untimely death) in which apparently no implosives are transcribed. The transcriptions are difficult for me to 
read, however, and I have not made a thorough examination. Texts collected in 1995 by Maas Mbengue in 
Faam Pëëní (a hamlet close to Palo) have been transcribed mostly with implosives, with just occasionally the 
prenasalized stop where the implosive is (in other ‘dialects’) expected.  Interestingly the area with the most 
marked speech (Palo) is (or was) also the village with the last professing animists (see footnote 3).
12 He is himself Ndut, and currently a professor of phonetics at the Université de Dakar.
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syllable structure, vowel harmony, and vowel and consonant alternations. Gueye’s 

Contribution  and his patient and generous counsel and encouragement have been 

of inestimable value to me in this project.  The same year his Memoire appeared, he 

published a brief summary of the vowel harmony system,  L’harmonie vocalique en  

Ndút   (a  modified  extract  from  his  Memoire).  In  1984  Gueye  published  his 

Contribution à l’étude phonétique du vocalisme Ndút, his dissertation at the Université 

de Strasbourg on the articulatory and acoustic correlates of the ±ATR (Advanced 

Tongue Root) distinction in Ndut. Gueye (1986) is a summary of that work.

Paula  D'Alton  published  as  her  thèse  de  doctorat  du  3ème  cycle at  the 

Université  de la  Sorbonne Nouvelle,  an  Esquisse  phonologique  et  grammaticale  du  

Palor,  langue  Cangin   in  1983.   A  fair  number  of  the  structures  that  I  will  be 

discussing also appear in her description, some of them very clearly functioning in 

the same way in Palor as in Ndut. She notes in her introduction that the Palor also 

use the same name,  Siili, to refer to both themselves and their Ndut neighbors to 

the north.

Lopis-Sylla (1985) is a comparative look at the relative clause in each of the 

Cangin  languages.  Other  works  on  Cangin  languages  cover  the  phonology  and 

nominal morphology of Noon (Lopis 1980), and the phonology and morphology of 

Saafi (Mbodj 1983).

1.4  Research and data corpus

I lived, with my wife and two young children, among the Ndut in the Muslim 

village of Darou Alfa from November 1992 to August 1994.  Our residence there 

(under  the  auspices  of  the  Société  Internationale  de  Linguistique,  Sénégal) was 

interrupted by several absences totaling perhaps four to five months, and leaving a 

7



total time in residence of approximately sixteen months.  In the initial stages of 

language learning we relied on some of the young people whose French ability was 

sufficient to allow us a basic level of communication. As we began to spend more 

time out in the community there were many who patiently taught us their language. 

We began to work with Maas Mbengue in January of 1994.  Maas is forty years old 

and  has  a  lively  interest  in  his  own  language  and  culture.  We  have  greatly 

benefitted from our collaboration with him, and he has continued to work in our 

absence, sending annotated texts and answering queries dashed off by e-mail via 

the S.I.L. secretary in Dakar. 

I  use  as  data  our  own  field  notes  collected  during  our  stay  in  Senegal, 

sentences  and  phrases  elicited  by  correspondence,  and  six  texts  which  were 

transcribed by Maas Mbengue using the orthography developed by Dr. Gueye.  A 

dictionary database of 1300 words has been built up from these same sources.  Mr. 

Mbengue  has  also  provided me with  annotated  free  translations  of  the  texts  in 

French, providing additional examples of some lexical items and their morphemic 

breakdown. Where examples in this thesis are drawn from texts I have included the 

name of the text and the line number of the example following the free translation.  

For  examples  taken  from our  field  notes  or  elicited  sentences  I  have  given  no 

reference.

In a number of cases where smaller structures or lexical items are in focus I 

have truncated examples (as indicated by the ellipsis, ‘...’) in the interest of brevity 

and space.
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1.5  Description of Texts

Of the  six  texts  presented below,  three  may be said  to  represent  written 

versions  of  commonly  told  folk  tales  or  stories.   Two are  oral  texts  containing 

mostly  narrative,  but  also including some procedural  discourse.   One is  a  short 

Biblical narrative which was translated from Wolof into Ndut.13

‘Njawoor’ relates the oral tradition of the origin of the Ndut people as they 

migrated from the north in two successive waves around the twelfth or thirteenth 

century. To seal the end of their migration, one of the elders had himself buried 

alive and became the focus of rites (libations) performed at the site of his grave up 

until  about fifty or sixty years ago.  The text was prepared14 some years ago in 

written  form  in  consultation  with  Dr.  Gabriel  Gueye  on  the  occasion  of  some 

cultural  commemoration.  I  believe  it  to  represent  a  more  careful  written  style, 

though it is possible that it was transcribed from a recording. It has been ‘corrected’  

by  Mr.  Mbengue  to  account  for  (minor)  differences  between  the  speech  of  the 

village represented in the original and the speech of the village where most of our 

data were gathered, Darou Alfa.15 The text consists of thirty-four sentences which 

have been broken into fifty-nine main clauses, and approximately twenty dependent 

clauses.

‘The Crying Boy’ is a narrative which begins and ends with a statement of a 

common  proverb  and  seems  to  warn  against  permissive  parenting.   The  story 

relates the grief of a mother who couldn’t bear to refuse her small son’s wishes. 

13 Indications of the number of sentences may be inaccurate for some of  the texts, as some very long sentences 
were broken up before numbering the texts for interlinearization.
14 Probably by Mr. Thomas Gana Diouf, though I do not have this information confirmed as of the time of 
writing.
15 In details of pronunciation, mainly.  Darou Alpha has a reputation for mixing more Wolof  in casual 
conversation, but Mr. Mbengue is sensitive to this and has preferred Ndut lexical items over those of Wolof 
origin when both are current.
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When he one day wanted to play with a sharp needle, she finally let him, with the 

result that he poked out his eye.  Normally an oral text, it was produced in writing 

by  Mr.  Mbengue  for  the  purpose  of  analysis  and  language  learning,  who  also 

indicated  that  he  filled  in  some  detail.  ‘Crying  Boy’  is  approximately  forty-two 

sentences broken into ninety-one main clauses and thirty-two dependent clauses. 

Interlinearized transcriptions of  ‘Njawoor’ and  ‘Crying Boy’ are provided in the 

appendix.

‘The  King  and  His  Two Wives’  is  a  narrative  which  tells  of  the  jealousy 

between two co-wives, one who was pregnant, and the other who was not. The text 

was taken from ‘Goneel’, a French language publication of  the Ndut youth of Mt. 

Roland which appeared for a time in the early 1970s.  Written in an early Ndut 

orthography  with  a  free  translation  in  French,  Mr.  Mbengue  updated  the 

orthography and made changes to it as described for the text ‘Njawoor’.  It consists 

of approximately fifty-eight sentences.

‘Sinaa’ and ‘Re-incarnation’ are transcriptions of oral interviews with some 

of the older women in the community.  The common theme to these interviews is 

‘Traditional knowledge and customs’.  The genre of discourse is largely narrative 

with  some  recounted  dialogue  as  well  as  some  procedural  discourse  mixed  in. 

‘Re-incarnation’ deals with how to recognize and treat an infant suspected of being 

a re-incarnation of a recently deceased kin, and is approximately fifty-six sentences 

in length. I have edited examples taken from this text as it was a close transcription 

which included hesitations, false starts, etc., and was broken into intonation units 

(about five per sentence, on average). This accounts for the high numbers in the 

references.   ‘Sinaa’  recounts the personal experience of one of the ladies with a 

traditional remedy for infertility. It is thirty-one sentences in length.
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Finally, ‘Matthew’ is a trial translation of the account of Jesus’ birth taken 

from the first chapter of the Gospel of Matthew.  It was translated from Wolof with 

extended discussion in Wolof and French.  It is twelve sentences in length.

1.6  Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 presents an overview of some of the main facts of the phonology. 

Dr.  Gabriel  Gueye’s  descriptive  statement  of  the  phonological  system  provided 

much of the basis for this chapter, and I present his observations on the phonemic 

inventory, syllable structure, sandhi, and stress.  I also give a brief analysis of the 

[ATR]  based  vowel  harmony,  using  underspecification  theory  to  explain  the 

‘dominant’ nature of [+ATR] roots.  Two assimilation processes are described in 

terms of underspecification theory and feature geometry theory.

Basic word order typology and nominal structures are presented in chapter 

3.  The normal word order in simple clauses is SVO, but where a verbal auxiliary 

and a main verb are both present, pronominal objects occur between the two verb 

forms.  The noun class system of Ndut is presented, along with its proposed Atlantic 

correlations.   Noun  phrase  structure,  the  associative  marker,  and  the  deictic-

demonstrative  system  of  Ndut  are  considered  in  some  detail.   A  brief  look  at 

prepositional phrases and the numerical system close the chapter.

In chapter 4 I  survey the verbal inflectional and derivational  suffixes and 

auxiliaries  that  make  up  the  verb  phrase,  and  briefly  discuss  some  of  the 

derivational  suffixes  in  terms  of  their  functions  as  voice  and  valency  affecting 

devices.

Three primary subordinate constructions, adverbial clauses, relative clauses 

and complements, are more or less briefly examined in chapter 5.  An interesting 
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feature here is the subject-verb word order inversion observed in both adverbial 

clauses, particularly past  when clauses, and relative clauses in which the NPrel is 

anything other than the subject.
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CHAPTER 2:  PHONOLOGY

An  overview  of  some  aspects  of  the  phonology  will  be  useful  to 

understanding the material presented in the body of this thesis.  I have adopted the 

orthography developed by Gueye (p.c.), and present in this chapter a number of his 

observations, as well as some of my own analysis cast in the theoretical framework 

of generative phonology.

2.1  Consonants

The twenty-seven consonant phonemes of Ndut are shown in table 1. The 

orthographic representations shown in parentheses are used in the textual examples 

throughout this thesis.

TABLE 1
NDUT CONSONANT PHONEMES

labial alveola
r

palatal velar laryngeal

voiceless stops: p t c k
voiced  stops b d ɟ (j) g

glottalized (implosive) 
stops

ɓ ɗ ʄ (ƴ)

prenasalized stops mb nd ɲɟ (nj) ŋg (ng)
fricatives f s
nasal sonorants m n ɲ (ñ) ŋ
liquids l,r
glides w y ʔ(‚), h

The voiced and pre-nasalized stops do not occur in final position.  According 

to Gueye (1980a:9-13), the voiceless stops are unreleased in final position following 

a long vowel, but aspirated in final position following a short vowel.  My earlier 

phonetic  transcriptions  suggest  that  the  glottalized  stops  also  are  unreleased  in 
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word final position, leading to an apparent neutralization with voiceless stops in 

that  environment.  Articulatory  analysis  carried  out  by  Gueye  (p.c.),  however, 

shows that a laryngeal lowering occurs in such segments.  Arguing primarily from 

syllable  structure  (there  are  no  initial  CC  attested  in  the  language),  he  also 

maintains  the  interpretation  of  pre-nasalized  segments  as  single  units  (Gueye 

1980a:39).   Though  Gueye  places  /ʔ/ and  /h/  with  the  stops  and  fricatives, 

respectively, I have interpreted them as non-consonantal glides, for reasons to be 

discussed below (see section 2.6). 

Gueye bases his argument for the phonemic status of the glottal stop on the 

oppositions found in medial and final positions, and on the syllable structure of the 

language,  which  does  not  include  syllables  without  an  onset  (see  section  2.4, 

below). Nevertheless, because it is entirely predictable in word initial position, in 

the Ndut orthography the glottal stop is written only in medial position, and word 

finally in monosyllabic roots, or after a long vowel, where it has a more ‘energetic 

articulation’ (Gueye 1980a:14-16).

2.2  Vowels 

There are two sets of vowels which define [+ATR] (advanced tongue root) 

and 

[-  ATR]  classes,  and  there  is  ATR-based  vowel  harmony.  The  absence  of 

[+ATR] /o/ creates an asymmetry in which both /a/ and /ɔ/ in the [-ATR] set 

alternate  with  schwa  in  the  [+ATR]  set.   Note  again  that  the  orthographic 

representations in parentheses will be used in textual examples in the body of this 

thesis.
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TABLE 2
NDUT VOWEL PHONEMES
+ATR -ATR

i   (í) u  (ú) ɪ   (i) ʊ  (u)
e   (é) – ɛ   (e) ɔ   (o)

ǝ   (ë)  a

Length  is  phonemic,  which  accounts  for  the  characterization  in  Gueye 

(1984:7) of the vowel inventory as consisting of eighteen vowels, rather than the 

nine presented above. Long vowels are represented orthographically by a doubling 

of the vowel, but the accent marking the [+ATR] vowels is written only over the 

first vowel of the pair, as in fíisé ‘trace! (imperative, sg.)’.

2.3  Vowel harmony

The Ndut harmony system presents a problem to traditional (linear) analysis. 

The  ATR quality  of  a  derived  word  cannot  be  predicted  on  a  root/affix  based 

approach, nor on a ‘direction of spread’ approach. Instead, a [+ATR] segment will 

spread  this  feature  to  the  rest  of  the  word,  regardless  of  the  direction,  and 

independent of whether that segment is in a root or an affix.

An  underspecification  approach  allows  us  to  represent  this  dominant 

character  of  the  [+ATR]  feature  by  excluding  [-ATR]  from  underlying 

representations.  At  the  same  time,  an  autosegmental  approach  allows  us  to 

represent  the  indifference  to  directionality  which  the  vowel  harmony  process 

displays in Ndut.  While the domain of harmonization is generally the word, clitics 

such as the determiners and some functors (such as the subordinate marker rA) also 

harmonize to the preceding word.16 Note the following examples:

16 This fact figures into the discussion in section 4.1.3, for example.
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[+ATR] spreads R to L (from suffix to root):
(1) dap ‘plug’ + -ís ‘reversive’  > dëpís ‘unplug’

pOn 17 ‘fold’ + -ís ‘reversive’   > pënís ‘unfold’

[+ATR] spreads L to R (from root to suffix):
(2) kún ‘close’ + -AAt ‘iterative’  >  kúnëët ‘close again’
 
No spread of  [ATR] (root and suffix have same ATR value):
(3) pOn ‘fold’ + -AAt ‘iterative’  >  ponaat  ‘fold again’ (-ATR)

kún ‘close’ + -ís ‘reversive’   >  kúnís  ‘open’ (+ATR)

In the analysis proposed here, the [±ATR] contrast in underlying forms is 

actually  an  opposition  between  unspecified  roots  and  [+ATR]  roots.   On  the 

autosegmental  tier,  any [+ATR] autosegment associates to all  the vowels of the 

word by an association rule. Vowels in words which remain unassociated are then 

each assigned [-ATR] by a default rule.  No neutral vowels or opaque segments are 

posited, and no disharmonic roots are attested in Ndut.18  See Morgan (forthcoming 

b) for a full discussion of this analysis.

2.4  Syllable structure and sandhi

2.4.1  Syllable structure

According to Gueye,  the syllabic  canon is  CV(C),  where C represents  any 

consonant (with the exceptions mentioned in section 2.1 for final position), and V 

any vowel, long or short, [+ATR] or [-ATR].  Ndut has a strong preference for one 

and two syllable  words,  with 56.4 percent  and 40.3 percent  respectively of  the 

words in Gueye’s 1,147 word list. Three syllable words represent 3 percent of the 

sample, and four syllable words only 0.26 percent.

17 Vowels unspecified for ATR are represented in this thesis with small caps.  
18 Mbengue (p.c.) reports several examples of a [+ATR] suffix /-ée/ failing to induce a change in the vowel of 
the preceding stem. Thus ñamée, ‘to eat with (an instrument)’, and añée, ‘to eat the noon meal (at a location)’, 
are attested though they would be illegal forms in my analysis.  In other cases the same morpheme appears to 
be transcribed as [-ATR].  See the examples in section 4.2.9, however.
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Of the monosyllabic words, the CVC pattern strongly dominates, with 97.8 

percent of the monosyllabic roots having this structure. CV roots account for only 

2.2 percent of all monosyllabic roots.  All combinations of these two patterns occur 

in two syllable words, but again the language shows a strong preference for closed 

syllables  in  word final  position,  CV.CVC and  CVC.CVC  patterns  being  the  most 

common  claiming  96.5  percent  of  the  total  of  two  syllable  words.   The  most 

common three syllable pattern is CV.CV.CVC, and four syllable words are rare, as 

indicated above (Gueye 1980a:74).

2.4.2  Sandhi

Gueye describes19 the following Sandhi features which occur at morpheme 

boundaries and across word breaks (1980a:86-88):

(a) Two identical vowels separated by a morpheme boundary may 
coalesce:

wa ‘they’ + ay ‘will’ + pay ‘go’ > way pay  ‘they will go’

(b) When two different vowels separated by a morpheme boundary 
meet, there are two possible outcomes. 
1. If the first vowel is short, it is the second vowel which appears: 

mi ‘I’+ ay ‘will’ + pay ‘go’ > may pay  ‘I will go’
mi ‘I’+ ot  ‘see’ > mot  ‘I see’
mi ‘I’+ ii ‘NegFut’ + pay  ‘go’ > mii pay  ‘I will not go’
fu ‘you’ + ii ‘NegFut’ + pay ‘go’ > fii pay  ‘you will not go’20

2. If the first vowel is long and the second vowel short, the long 
vowel will shorten and develop a front or back glide according to the 
front or back quality of the second vowel:

19 With this disclaimer (translation mine): “We do not in any way pretend to have exhausted the sandhi 
phenomena in the present study.”
20 Gueye notes that the contractions exemplified in (a) and (b1) do not always occur; one can just as well say 
mi ay pay as may pay ‘I will go’ (1980a:87).  It is also necessary to distinguish between the kinds of boundaries 
in question.  Suffixes such as those in (b2), for example, will always entail the changes described there. See also 
discussion of example set (5).
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lOO ‘stomach’ + -U ‘your’ > lowu ‘your stomach’.
lOO ‘stomach’ + -I ‘his’ > loyi ‘his stomach’21

(c) Voiceless and implosive stops in root final position become voiced 
stops in intervocalic position when certain suffixes beginning with a 
vowel are added. 

The following example shows the alternation described in (c) produced at 

the juncture of the noun and the nominal classifier -Ø followed by the determiner 

-A:22

(4)  yAAɓ +ØA yaaba ‘the hunger’
jIp +ØA jiba ‘the summit’
AAt +ØA aada ‘the uncircumcised male’
kOɗ +ØA koda/kora ‘the training (of children)’
wIc +ØA wija ‘the horn’
hEEƴ +ØA heeja ‘the dream’
ɓúk +ØA ɓúgë ‘the mouth

Since other suffixes (such as most verbal suffixes) do not seem to produce 

this alternation, it is expected that a lexical phonological approach would provide 

useful insights into the structure of this area of the morphophonology. Indeed, this 

classifier-determiner ensemble is unique also in another way: when it is joined to a 

two syllable noun ending in a short vowel, the result is slightly different than what 

is predicted above in (b1). While the second vowel does indeed appear, the vowel 

is lengthened so that there appears to be a conservation of the syllabic weight of 

the nucleus. Note the following examples: 

(5)  AnndA‚ + ØA anndaa ‘the clay bowl for heating’
bAAgE  + ØA baagaa ‘the palm oil’
bAylE  + ØA baylaa ‘the village square’

21 In the text ‘The King and His Two Wives’: loo + -Øa ‘Cl.Dt’ > loya.  This would argue against Gueye’s 
criteria of front vs. back vowels, and in favor of rounded vs. unrounded.  
22 When identifying morpheme breaks I will represent this class marker-determiner ensemble as -Øa and will 
gloss it as Cl.Dt. Note that this gloss will also be applied to the other classifiers which also occur with the 
determiner. See discussion in 3.2.1.
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jAAŋU + ØA jaaŋaa ‘the palm leaf basket’
kUUnI + ØA kuunaa ‘the palm fruit’
sUpI + ØA supaa ‘the ring’
télí‚ + ØA télëë ‘the road’23

Gueye also  observes  that  when /l/  encounters  /r/  or  /ɗ/,  it  results  in  a 

gemination of the /l/, as in the following examples:

(6) mi meel ɗoh      >  mi meelloh  
1s  ask   2sO
‘I ask you (for something)’

(7) hal      ɗëh        >  hëllëh24

forget pretend to    
‘To pretend to forget’

2.5  Stress

Gueye’s statement on stress in Ndut may be loosely translated as follows 

(Gueye 1980a:91):

Stressed syllables  are  distinguished from unstressed syllables  in  that  the 
vowel of the stressed syllable is longer and more intense than the vowels of  
the neighboring unstressed syllables.

(a) All monosyllabic nouns are stressed.
ˈmiis  ‘milk’ 
ˈpe‚   ‘goat’ 
ˈtoo   ‘millet’

  
(b) Two syllable words having only short vowels, or having a long vowel only 

in the first syllable, and ending with a closed syllable, receive stress on the 
first syllable.
ˈtigal      ‘bed’ 

23 The words in (5) were all checked by Maas Mbengue (see section 1.4).  According to Gueye (1980a), the 
glottal stop would be predictable in the final position in all of the words given here.  I have found, however, 
the transcription (both Maas’ and my own) of words ending with /h/, /?/, or a vowel to be inconsistent, 
suggesting that a more careful examination of such forms is in order.
24 The example is taken from Gueye (1980a), and suggests a V-Aux word order, contrary to the statement in 
section 3.1.2 (see example (36)).  The form ɗëh ‘pretend to’ occurs in only one of my texts where it is also 
associated with another verb to express the idea of re-incarnation: 
lím ‘to give birth/ be born’ + ɗëh ‘pretend to’ > lím ɗëh, lím ndëh  ‘to re-incarnate’.
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ˈwaset   ‘fish hook’ 
ˈpoogol  ‘hip’

(c) When a two syllable word ends with an open syllable, or has a long vowel 
in other than the first syllable, it is difficult to determine the place of stress.  
Both syllables seem to receive equal stress.
ˈcooˈnaa ‘soul’ 
ˈhooˈhaa ‘spear’ 
ˈcomˈnaar ‘mud wasp’

(d) Three syllable words in which all the vowels are short, and in which the 
primary stress falls on the first syllable, have a secondary stress present on 
the third syllable as well (secondary stress is marked with ˌ ).
ˈhégíˌlë‚ ‘to play’
ˈligiˌña‚  ‘to corner’

(e) When adding a suffix to a two syllable word with a stressed initial syllable, 
the vowel of the unstressed syllable may drop, as in the following examples:

ˈkilik ‘tree’ + ØA  Cl.Dt > ˈkilˌka  ‘the tree’
ˈgawa ‘grass’ + fA   Cl.Dt > ˈgawˌfa ‘the grass’
ˈbúumíɗ ‘blind person’ + ØA  Cl.Dt > ˈbúumˌdë 

‘the blind person’
ˈƴëkúl ‘puppy’ + ØA  Cl.Dt > ˈƴëkˌlë >ˈƴëkˌkë ‘the puppy’
ˈhúlúɓ ‘ravine’ + ØA  Cl.Dt >  ˈhúlˌbë ‘the ravine’25

2.6  Assimilation processes

In Morgan (forthcoming), I examine two assimilation processes for which a 

radical  underspecification  approach  yields  insights  into  several  aspects  of  the 

structure of the feature geometry.  The analysis has bearing on the placement of the 

features [lateral] and [continuant] in Ndut, and provides evidence for the identity 

of partially and maximally underspecified segments.

25 Some roots drop more that just the vowel, however:
guluŋ  ‘gourd spoon’ + Øa Cl.Dt > gulaa ‘the gourd spoon’  
muluɓ ‘water’ + Øa Cl.Dt > mulaa ‘the water’
ɓeleɓ  ‘woman’ + Øa Cl.Dt > ɓelaa ‘the woman’
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In the first process the verbal suffix indicating completed action (perfective 

aspect)  may  be  characterized  as  /CE/,  where  C  is  a  non-sonorant  consonant 

unspecified for Place, and /E/ is a mid-front vowel unspecified for [ATR].  The data 

in (8) show the Place assimilation which occurs when the oral consonant of the 

root  spreads  its  place  features  to  the  underspecified  initial  consonant  of  the 

completive suffix:

                                     + /C  E  /      >                  
(8) hAp ‘hit’ happɛ

lAɓ ‘hit, kick’ laɓpɛ
lOm ‘buy’ lɔmpɛ
Ot ‘see’ ɔttɛ
ɗAɗ ‘tear’ ɗaɗtɛ
hAn ‘drink’ hantɛ
Ac ‘come’ accɛ
suuƴ ‘bury’ suuƴce
sAAñ ‘leave’ saañcɛ
tIk ‘put’ tikke 
cAŋ ‘stand, wait’ caŋkɛ

(9) pAy ‘to go’ paytɛ
bAw ‘to bark’ bawtɛ
ñEE ‘to take a path’ ñɛɛtɛ
nEh ‘to draw water’ nɛhtɛ
nEEʔ ‘to sleep’ nɛɛʔtɛ

(10) lif ‘to be full’ liffe
hAs ‘to be new’ hassɛ

(11) lAl ‘be satisfied’ laltɛ
sEr ‘be expensive’ sɛrtɛ

The  data  in  (9)  show  that  spreading  does  not  occur  following  glides, 

vowels,  /h/,  and /ʔ/. Here the initial  consonant  of  the suffix is  realized as  /t/. 

When the Place node of the suffix consonant remains bare (as in the data presented 
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in (9)), [coronal] is filled in by a default rule. Note that in this process the voiceless 

stops in (8) and fricatives in (10) demonstrate (an apparent) complete assimilation. 

This suggests that the feature [continuant] should be located under the Place node, 

as Padgett (1991) proposed, since [continuant] spreads with Place.  Note also that 

since /ʔ/  and /h/ do not spread any features, they do not pattern with the stops 

and fricatives, and are thus treated here as glides.  While the data in (11) may be 

taken as suggesting that /l/ and /r/ do not participate in spreading, my analysis 

proposes that all consonantal segments spread features. Thus two final observations 

must be made concerning the data in (11).  First, /l/ and /r/ must be considered 

[-continuant] since they spread only [coronal], and not [continuant]. Second, since 

the feature [lateral] does not spread, it must also necessarily be located somewhere 

outside of the supralaryngeal node.26

Whereas the assimilation of the verbal suffix is  only partial  (spreading of 

place features only), the assimilation of the C of the noun suffix indicating definite 

plural27 is complete, resulting in a surface gemination of all root final consonants 

except /h/ and /ʔ/, as the data in (12) and (13) reveal. The proposed underlying 

form of the suffix is /-X/ , where X is the maximally underspecified segment, and is  

always  followed  by  a  determiner  morpheme,  usually  /-A/.  Where  no  spreading 

occurs,  as in (13), the segment of the plural  suffix is  filled in by a default  rule 

assigning to a  completely  unspecified segment the  high front  vocoid.  Since  this 

segment occupies the onset of a syllable it is realized as the glide /y/.

26 Halle, for example, proposes that the stricture features [continuant], [strident] (and perhaps [lateral]) are 
dependents of the root node.  Because these features are much less well understood there is little agreement 
about their placement in the feature tree (Halle 1992, as cited in Kenstowicz 1994:147).
27 This suffix marks the class of plural nouns. See discussion in 3.2.6
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(12) noun                                        plural  
jɪp ‘summit’ jɪppa
tɔɔɓ ‘rain’ tɔɔɓɓa
cam ‘sore’ camma
af ‘head’ affa

aat ‘uncircumcised male’ aatta
dʊʊɗ ‘stick’ dʊʊɗɗa
aan ‘drum’ aanna
lɛs ‘room’ lɛssa
anɪl ‘story’ anɪlla
ner ‘cloud’ nerrǝ
wɪc ‘horn’ wɪcca
hɛɛƴ ‘dream’ hɛɛƴƴa
bɛɛñ ‘sand dune’ bɛɛñña
ɓuk ‘mosquito’ ɓukkǝ
baaŋ ‘stalk’ baaŋŋa

baw ‘(dog’s) bark’ bawwa 
halay ‘courtyard’ halayya

(13) ɓaʔ ‘baobab’ ɓaʔya
añɔh ‘oath’ añɔhya

lɔɔ ‘stomach’ lɔɔya
sʊpɪ ‘ring’ sʊpɪya

My analysis  accounts  for  the  process  that  groups  /y/  and  /w/  with  the 

consonants  (assimilation occurs),  and /h/ and /ʔ/ with the vowels (assimilation 

does  not  occur).  I  propose  that  segments  with  Place  features  trigger  spreading 

provided they do not occupy the nucleus position of a syllable.  Thus, though they 

occupy the coda position of the syllable, /h/ and /ʔ/ do not have Place features, no 

feature spreading occurs, and  -y- is inserted by the default rule.  The glides /y/ 

and /w/, on the other hand, do have Place features, and since they (and all the 
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other  consonants)  do  not  occupy  the  nucleus  of  a  syllable,  they  spread  their 

features to the unspecified segment of the plural suffix.28

2.7  Conclusion

Understanding the processes described in this chapter should aid the reader 

in following the discussion of forms and structures presented in chapters 3 through 

5.   Vowel  harmony,  coalescence  phenomena  (sandhi),  and  the  assimilation 

processes described in section 2.6 all tend to obscure the identity of morphemes.  In 

a  few  cases  I  will  resort  to  three  lines  of  interlinearized  text  to  aid  in  the 

identification of morphemes, but for the most part I will present only two lines.29

28 The single exception to my analysis is the plural form ɓëëwë, ‘people’, from ɓëë ‘the person’.  This form is 
problematic in several respects, however. See discussion of the Class 1 noun class in section 3.2.1.
29 Note, for example, that words like ɓelaa ‘the woman’ will frequently be glossed ‘woman-Cl.Dt’. To make 
explicit the actual morpheme break, however, would require an additional line,  ɓeleɓ-Øa, since part of the 
stem is obliterated in the surface form when the classifier-determiner ensemble is added.
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CHAPTER 3:  NOMINAL SYNTAX AND MORPHOLOGY

This chapter presents an overview of Ndut nominal structures and syntax. 

Section  3.1  covers  case  marking  and  word  order  in  the  clause,  the  two  major 

devices  for  marking  nominal  constituents  of  the  clause  as  subject,  object,  or 

indicating other relations they may have with the verb.  In section 3.2 I present the 

noun class system in some detail, and the structure of the noun phrase is taken up 

in  section 3.3.   The deictic  system is  examined in  section 3.4,  and the  chapter 

closes  with  brief  presentations  of  the  prepositional  phrase  and  the  numerical 

system in sections 3.5 and 3.6.

3.1  Clause structure

The basic word order in Ndut is SVOX (where X is a neutral expression, or 

adjunct). Ndut has a very limited case marking system, using instead word order as 

a coding device to mark consistently the subject of both transitive and intransitive 

clauses.  This  is  the  salient  characteristic  of  nominative-accusative  languages  (as 

opposed to ergative-absolutive), and the evidence for this characterization is taken 

up in section 3.1.1. In section 3.1.2 word order and word order variations in the 

clause are examined in further detail.

3.1.1  Case marking in Ndut

There are several  kinds of overt inflections that may occur with nouns in 

Ndut.   They  are  the  classifiers,  the  definite  determiner,  the  associative  marker, 

possessive suffixes and the locative determiners. These last two may be considered 
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genitive and allative cases, respectively,  but see discussion in sections 3.3.2 and 

3.4.4

While nouns are not marked for nominative or accusative case, there are two 

sets of personal pronouns, shown in table 3, which seem to make this distinction. 

Note that no gender distinctions are made in the pronominal system:

TABLE 3
NDUT PERSONAL PRONOUNS

class 1 class 2
Person singular plural singular plural
1 mi yen (inclusive) so' yen (inclusive)

fun (exclusive) fun (exclusive)
2 fu ɗon ɗ/ro ɗ/ron
3 ɗ/ri wa ɗ/ri wa

Class  1  pronouns  typically  occur  as  subject.  Class  2  pronouns  occur  as 

object,  but  also  in  subject  position  as  emphatic  pronouns  and  in  such  roles  as 

benefactive.

Note that the only difference between the forms of the two classes is to be 

found in the first and second person singular, and second person plural. Further, 

the  ɗ-/r- alternation in the third person singular and in the second person plural 

tends  to  neutralize  the  grammatically  motivated distinctions  in  certain  phonetic 

environments. The ɗ- variant is preferred in subject and emphatic positions, the r- 

variant  in  object  positions,  but  note  example  (18)  below,  where  the  ɗ- variant 

occurs  in  object  position.   Both  variants  are  occasionally  found  in  identical 

environments.30

30 D’Alton reports an initial consonant alternation in Palor for the class 2 second and third person singular 
pronouns, as well as the second person plural pronouns.  These all have as variants for the initial C the series 
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The verb is marked for agreement in number with a plural subject. Note the 

following examples:

(14)a Asan  lom-pe    too ‘Assan bought millet.’
Assan buy-PFV millet

b mi lompe too ‘I bought millet."
c fu lompe too ‘you bought millet.’
d ɗi lompe too ‘he bought millet.’
e Asan  a     Marietou lom-u -te      too ‘Assan and Marietta bought millet.’

Assan and Marietta  buy-PL-PFV millet
f wa lomute too ‘they bought millet.’

In Ndut, the combination of number agreement in the verb and strict word 

order serve to distinguish subject and object.  In the following examples I will show 

that in simple declarative sentences, whether transitive,  intransitive,  active,  etc., 

the subject is uniformly coded in word order, pronoun class, and verb agreement.

Transitive (agent-subject, active verb):

(15)a tuŋka haw-u-te      mús-më ‘the children31 hit the cat.’
youth hit-PL-PFV cat-Cl.Dt

b wa  haw-u -te   ri ‘they hit it.’
3p                   3sO

c wa hawute so‚ ‘they hit me.’
                1sO

d mi  hap-pe   ri ‘I hit it.’
1s  hit-PFV 3sO

In  (15)  there  is  volitional  agent  and  affected  patient,  the  prototypical 

transitive clause. Note the contrast between the subject and object forms of the 1st 

ɗ-/r-/n-/l-.  These occur as follows: /r-/ after vowels, /n-/ following /n/, /l-/ following /l/, and apparently/ɗ-/ 
elsewhere.  In Ndut, an examination was made of eighty-nine occurrences of the third person object pronoun ri.  
64 percent occurred following a vowel, another 19 percent followed the glottal stop, 6 percent followed /h/, 6 
percent followed /n/, and the remaining 5 percent followed the collection /ɗ/, /ɓ/, /l/, and /k/.  No examples 
were found of any forms with initial /n-/ or /l-/, though an example of a class 2 second person singular 
pronoun with initial /nd-/ was found following an /n/.  It should be noted that the great number of forms 
beginning with /ɗ-/ are clause initial, but several examples were found following /ɗ/ and /n/.
31 Though morphologically single, tuŋka has come to have a collective sense, ‘children’, ‘kids’.
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person singular pronoun in (15c) and (15d). There is also no difference in how the 

non-affected patient in (16) is encoded, when compared with the object in (15d):

(16) mi yeel-te         ri ‘I looked at him/her.’
1s look.at-PFV 3sO

(17)a mi  on -te     Binta taangal  ‘I gave Binta a candy.’
1s give-PFV Binta candy

b mi onte ri taangal ‘I gave her a candy.’
c mi onte ri Binta ‘I gave it to Binta.’

(18) fu tëëk-íɗ   ɗi  la‚-a, ... ‘you sit him on the rock, ...’
2s sit-Caus 3s  rock-Cl.Dt  (Reincarnation:137)

Transitive (subject-experiencer, non-active verb)

(19)a mi  ot-te      ro   ɓaab-Øe ‘I saw you this morning.’
1s see-PFV 2sO morning-Cl.Dt

b fu otte so‚ ‘you saw me.’

Note  that  the  subject  in  transitive  examples  (14)  through  (19),  and  the 

subject  in  intransitive  examples  (20)  through  (24)  is  marked  in  the  same  way 

regardless of the transitivity of the clause, the action or non-action inherent in the 

verb, or the semantic role of the subject. Neither does the object of a transitive verb 

encode  in  the  same  manner  as  the  subject  of  an  intransitive  verb,  as  seen  by 

comparing (15c) and (15d) with (20a) and (21b).

Intransitive (agent-subject, active verb)

(20)a mi took-ke. ‘I sat.’
1s sit-PFV

b mi ee    took ra. ‘I am sitting.’
1s Exst sit    SM

(21)a ɓu  fa       baw -te. ‘the dog barked.’
dog Cl.Dt bark-PFV

b ɗi bawte ‘It barked.’
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(22)a Asan saañ-ce   méey-ín ‘Assan went to the field.’
Assan go-PFV field-Loc

b ɗi saañce bítík-ín ‘he went to the boutique.’
c ɗi saañce faam ‘he went home.’
d mi saañce faam ‘I went home.’

Intransitive (subject-experiencer, non-active verb)

(23)a Mustafa nee‚-te ‘Mustafa slept.’
Mustafa sleep-PFV

b ɗi  ee    nee'  ra ‘he is sleeping’
3s Exst sleep SM

c mi ee    nee‚  ra ‘I am sleeping."
1s Exst sleep SM

(24) ɗi húl-té ‘he died.’
3s die-PFV

Based on the examples presented above,  we may conclude that Ndut is a 

nominative-accusative type language,  uniformly coding the subject,  and showing 

none of the characteristics of either active-state or ergative-absolutive languages.

In addition to the class 1 and class 2 pronouns presented in table 3, there are 

possessive forms based on the personal  pronouns.   These are shown in table 4. 

Only those forms which begin with a vowel are consistently written as suffixes.32

TABLE 4
POSSESSIVE SUFFIXES

class 1
Person singular plural
1 -sO' yen (inclusive)

fun (exclusive)
2 -U -On / ɗon /-ron

32  Note that orthographic conventions for the writing of Ndut are still being developed.  Whether to write all 
possessive forms and classifier-determiner combinations as one word with the noun they modify is a question 
still under consideration.  One relevant factor is that vowel harmony operates on the classifier-determiners and 
on the suffixed possessive forms, but apparently not on the consonant initial possessive forms, except for the 
first person singular, as in examples (26) through (28).  The forms in table 4 which are susceptible to [ATR] 
vowel quality alternation are indicated with small caps.
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3 -I wa

In Palor, inalienable possession is marked by the suffixation of a virtually 

identical set of suffixes to the noun.  This is typical of expressions involving body 

parts and kinship.  To express alienable possession, the associative (see discussion 

in 3.2.3) is used in conjunction with a set of similar33 forms which are not suffixed 

(D’Alton  1983:204-206).   Examples  (25)  and  (26)  suggest  that  this  distinction 

(using the associative marker -I as in Palor) may also be made in Ndut.   Note, 

however, that Ndut is lacking independent forms for the second and third person 

singular, resulting in a neutralization of the distinction in those positions:34

ALIENABLE  POSSESSION
(25) pil ‘spoon’ pil-i yen ‘our (incl.) spoon’

pil-i so‚ ‘my spoon’ pil-i fun ‘our (excl) spoon’
pil-u ‘your spoon’ pil-on /pil-i ron ‘your (pl) spoon’
pil-i ‘his spoon’ pil-i wa ‘their spoon’

INALIENABLE  POSSESSSION
(26) púk ‘forehead’ faam yen ‘our (incl) house’

púk-së‚ ‘my forehead’ faam fun ‘our (excl) house’
púg-ú ‘your forehead’ faam-on ‘your (pl) house’
púg-í ‘his forehead’ faam wa ‘their house’

Other  factors  may  also  interact  with  the  representation  of  possession. 

D’Alton reports for Palor that if the noun is definite (déterminé), then the second 

pronoun  set  is  used  (still  without  the  associative  marker),  even  though  the 

relationship is that of inalienable possession (af-a so ‘my head’; af-a ko ‘your head’). 

33 There are distinct second person (ko sg., and kon pl.) and third person singular (ki) forms in Palor which are 
not found in Ndut.
34 The following discussion is based on relatively few examples, and thus to be taken as rather tentative.
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In Ndut, when the noun is plural, the associative marker appears, even though the 

relationship is one of inalienable possession: 
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(27) púk-k-í yen ‘our (incl) foreheads’
púk-k-í fun ‘our (excl) foreheads’
púk-k-í ron ‘your (pl) foreheads’
púk-k-í wa ‘their foreheads’

Note  that  the  classifier  seems  to  be  required35 in  order  to  suffix  the 

associative marker:

(28) púnndéet fë ‘the butterfly’ púnndéet fi yen ‘our (incl) butterfly’
púnndéet fí së‚ ‘my butterfly’ púnndéet fi fún ‘our (excl) butterfly’
púnndéet fú ‘your butterfly’ púnndéet fi ron ‘your (pl) butterfly’
púnndéet fí ‘his butterfly’ púnndéet fi wa ‘their butterfly’

Some forms in Ndut have fused with the possessive suffixes, changing the 

phonological shape of the word:

(29) baap ‘father’ boffi fun ‘our (incl) father’
bosso‚ ‘my father’ boffi yen ‘our (excl) father’
boffu ‘your father’ boffi ron ‘your (pl) father’
boffi ‘his father’ boffi wa ‘their father’

Possession of noun phrases is discussed in more detail in sections 3.3.1 and 

3.3.2.

3.1.2  Word order in the clause

As  stated above,  the  basic  word order  for  the  clause  in  Ndut  is  SVO(X).  

When both a direct object and an indirect object occur as full noun phrases in the 

clause the indirect object precedes the direct object, as seen in examples (32) and 

(33):

S         V        O         X
(30) Ɓuh fa      lík-ké        mús më     wote ‘The dog chased the cat today.’

dog Cl.Dt chase-PFV cat   Cl.Dt today

35 See discussion of classifiers in section 3.2, and footnote 19 (page 44)
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S          V       O
(31) aal-Øa    nís-sé           ñofaɗ-ɗ-i ‘The man removed his shoes.’

man-Cl.Dt remove-PFV shoe-pl-AM

S      V IO      DO
(32) Mi on-te       Binta taangal ‘I gave  Binta a (piece of) candy.’

I   give-PFV Binta candy

S      V         IO  DO
(33) Mi on-te  ri taangal ‘I gave her a candy.’

              3sO 

When the indirect object argument which occurs in the clause is a pronoun 

rather than a full noun phrase, it retains its position next to the verb as in (33).  

When both the direct and indirect object occur as pronouns, they also retain the 

same ordering, as in (34):

S      V         IO     DO
(34) Mi on-te  ro    ri ‘I gave you it.’

              2sO 3sO

This basic constituent order is sensitive to at least two other factors.  Note 

that when a pronoun appears as the direct object argument, and the indirect object 

is expressed by a full noun phrase, the direct object  follows the verb and precedes 

the indirect object:

S      V       DO  IO
(35) Mi on-te ri   Binta ‘I gave it to Binta.’

In clauses in which the predicate is expressed with a verbal auxiliary plus a 

main verb, the main verb precedes any full noun phrases, as in (36): 

S      AUX    V IO     DO
(36) Mi mín-éh        yeɗ   Mariyetu montor-Øa

 I  can-NegHab leave Marietu  watch-Cl.Dt
‘I cannot leave Marietu the watch.’
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When the non-subject arguments which occur are pronouns, however, they 

appear  between  the  auxiliary  and  the  main  verb,  following  the  generalization 

above:

 S   AUX  IO     V    DO
(37) M-ay    rii   yeɗ montor-Øa

1s-Fut   3sO leave watch-Cl.Dt
‘I will leave her the watch.’

S      AUX    IO DO    V
(38) Mi mínéh ro rii36  yeɗ

‘I cannot leave you it.’

Again, when only the direct object is realized by a pronoun, it occurs before 

the main verb, while the indirect object noun phrase is placed after the main verb:

S      AUX   DO  V     IO
(39) Mi mínéh rii yeɗ Mariyetu

‘I cannot leave it to Marietu.’

These constraints on constituent order may be summarized in the statement: 

When both direct and indirect objects occur in a clause, a pronoun precedes a full 

NP argument, and in clauses which have an auxiliary and a main verb form, any 

object pronoun arguments occur between the auxiliary and the main verb.  

Word order in information questions generally manifests the same ordering 

relations as in declarative sentences, with the question word appearing in the same 

position as the noun phrase on which the question is being formed.  The examples 

below show information questions formed on each of the major arguments of the 

36 In (37) through (39) the vowel of the third person object pronoun is lengthened when it occurs between an 
auxiliary and a non-finite verb, regardless of whether it expresses an indirect or a direct object.  The following 
examples show, however, that the second person object pronoun may also be lengthened, and that it is not 
always the second pronoun in a series which is lengthened:
a) Mi mínéh roo yeɗ montoora  ‘I cannot leave you the watch’
b) Mi ay rii ri on   ‘I will give her it’.
The motivation for this lengthening (whether grammatical or prosodic) is not understood.
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clause. In example (40), the question is formed on the direct object; in example 

(41),  the  indirect  object;  and  in  example  (42),  the  question  is  formed  on  the 

subject.  Examples (43) and (44) are non-verbal clauses in which the question is 

formed on the ‘subject’:

S      V       DO
(40) Fu  enoh yi? ‘What are you carrying (on the head)?’

2s carry  what

S     V     IO    DO
(41) Fu on  wa  taangal-Øa? ‘To whom did you give the candy?’

2s give 3p candy-Cl.Dt (lit. ‘you give they the candy?’)

S        V        X
(42) Daa  dek deh? ‘Who lives here?’

who  live here

(43) Daa boffu? 37 ‘Who is your father?’
who father-Poss2s

(44) Boffu            wa? ‘Who is your father?’ 
father-Poss2s 3p (lit. ‘your father, they?’)

Note that while (43) and (44) are roughly equivalent, the question as formed 

in (43) would usually be answered with an expression using a cleft construction as 

in (45), while the question in (44) would be answered with a verbless construction 

as in example (46):

(45) Ibrahima  daa    bosso‚ ‘It is Ibrahima who is my father.’
Ibrahima  who38  father-Poss1s

(46) Bosso‚ Ibrahima ‘My father is Ibrahima.’

37 An accurate representation of the morpheme breaks in this form would require an extra line of interlinear 
text to signal the original lexical item,  baap.  In the interest of brevity and readability I will gloss such terms 
without the morpheme breaks in the first line, and only add an extra line of interlinear text when it is deemed 
helpful or pertinent.
38 See discussion in section 3.4.3  where the analysis of  daa is reconsidered.
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Examples  (47)  through (50)  demonstrate  that  questions  built  on adjuncts 

also  do  not  precipitate  movement;  the  interrogative  adjunct  appears  in  the 

customary place for adjuncts in the clause:

S     V  LOC     TEMP
(47) Fu saañ dih     wote? ‘Where are you going today?’

2s go    where today

S     V    LOC         TEMP
(48) Fu saañ Ndakaru kirih? ‘When are you going to Dakar?’

2s  go   Dakar     when

S AUX  V        O                 INST
(49) F-ay     lín-ée                 meey-Øa   a      yih?

2s-Fut  cultivate-Trv-E   field-Cl.Dt with what
‘With what will you cultivate (the) field?’

S    V            O       QUANT
(50) Fu lah-a‚      koy  ɗi? ‘How many children do you have?’

2s have-Trv child how.many

Note that the question word ɗi may be translated as either ‘how many’ (as in 

the example above), or ‘how’, according to context:

(51) Ɗon nee‚-u-te         ɗi? ‘How did you sleep?’
2p   sleep-PL-PFV  how

(52) M-ay   hen-a‚    ɗi? ‘How shall I do (it)?’
1s-Fut do-Trv  how

In  subordinate  clauses  there  is  an  inversion  of  the  SV  order,  usually  in 

association with the subordinate marker  rA placed at the end of the clause.  The 

subordinate clause is enclosed in brackets in the following examples.  (See further 

discussion of subordinate constructions in chapter 5):
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   V S     X                V            DO
(53) [Kol-uu         wa daa   ra,] yíp-ú     Tiin

 rise-Trv.PL   3p there SM found-PL Tiin
‘Leaving that place, (they) founded Tiin.’  (Njawoor:7)

   V     S      S    AUX       V         DO
(54) [Na   pes-a‚      Njawoor   ra,]  ɗi húmú    lah-te         alal      lool.

Dur   live-Trv   Njaawoor SM  3s be-Past have-PFV wealth much
‘When Njawoor was living, he was very wealthy.’  (Njawoor:10)

Left dislocation is another word order variation found in Ndut.  In example 

(55) the subject is moved to the front of the utterance, leaving a trace in the form 

of an anaphoric pronoun:

S,       S     V         O
(55) A    sinaa fa,      ɗi húmú    yih?

and sinaa Cl.Dt, 3s be-Past what
‘And the ‘sinaa’, what was that?  (Sinaa:1)

Example (56) shows a noun phrase (head noun + relative clause) which has 

been moved to the left leaving a trace in the object slot, again a pronoun:

  O S AUX  O        V         X
(56) Baap,   yee     [won fu ra],   m-ay    ri     paŋ    maanen.

father   DemN  say  2s SM, 1s-Fut  3sO  make certainly
‘Father, what you said, I will surely do it.  (Sinaa:14)’

3.2  The noun class system

As indicated in section 1.2, comparative studies of the Atlantic group have 

given  a  fair  amount  of  attention  to  the  noun  class  and  consonant  alternation 

systems of these languages.   Doneux (1975) argues that Proto-Atlantic had class 

prefixes,  which survive in a fair  number of  Atlantic  languages,  such as  the Bak 

languages, the Tenda group, and Ñuñ.39  In Fula and Sereer, the prefixal system 

developed into a system of initial consonant alternation.  In still other languages 

39 As Sapir doesn’t list Ñuñ; this may correspond to Banhum or Banyun.
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such as Wolof and Ndut, postposed determiners or demonstratives which showed 

accord with the class prefix developed into simple class markers and the prefixes 

disappeared. This last group of languages still show traces of the ancient prefixes, 

however  (Doneux  1975:46-48).   Doneux  notes  the  correspondences  between the 

initial  C  of  the  noun  and  that  of  the  classifier  for  several  of  the  Ndut  classes 

reported below, and in fact calls them classes d’accord (Doneux 1975:79,89), though 

Sapir (1971:78) states that the concord system present in other Atlantic languages 

is not found at all in Ndut.

Ndut may be characterized as a language in which the noun class markers 

all follow the noun.  Doneux identifies five to eight noun classes40 in Ndut which he 

correlates with the reconstructed classes in Proto-Atlantic.41  D’Alton (1983) lists 

eight classes for Palor, of which six may be said to correspond to those enumerated 

by Doneux for Ndut.  Pichl (1966) lists six for the Cangin languages, though I find 

no Ndut example for one of these.  I propose six noun classes in Ndut; in addition 

another possible class will also be considered.  In Ndut as well as in Palor the noun 

stem occurring  alone  may  be  considered  either  indefinite,  or  unspecified  as  to 

definiteness.  D’Alton analyzes the consonant of the classifier as the class marker, 

and the following vowel as the determiner.  I adopt this analysis for Ndut as well.42 

Note, however, that the class marker never occurs without either a determiner or 

the associative marker, and the determiners may not occur without the presence of 

the class marker (see, however, discussion of class 2 -Ø  below).  

40 The uncertainty was introduced by the insufficient amount of data with which he had to work.
41 These are in turn numbered to show their putative correlation with the classes proposed for Benue-Congo 
(Doneux, 1975:114).
42 An alternative analysis might consider the presence of the class marker to indicate definiteness of the noun 
so marked, without actually isolating a definite morpheme therein. The sandhi rules described in section 2.4.2 
would account for the disappearance of the vowel of the class marker when a locative determiner or the 
associative marker is suffixed to the class marker.
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In the following I present each class which I am proposing for Ndut, discuss 

its merits in regard to the corresponding class (or classes) proposed by D’Alton, and 

mention  briefly  any  correspondences  to  Atlantic  classes  proposed  by  Sapir  and 

Doneux.

3.2.1  Class 1: ɓ-  Personal

This is one of the remnants of a prefixal system, and the class (if it is to be 

accepted as such) consists of only one item, the word ow ‘person’ or ‘human’.  This 

corresponds to Doneux’s Atlantic class 2, and is well attested in Atlantic as well as 

Benue-Congo languages.  There are several problematic features of this class. Note 

the following examples:

(57)a ow ana ‘two people’
b ɓëë ‘the person’
c ɓëy beh ‘this person’
d ɓëyée ‘this person’
e ɓëy faam ‘the people of the household’
f ɓëy gina ‘the people of the village’
g ɓëëwë ‘the people’
h ɓëëwí ƴee ‘these people’

   

First of all, why the change in ATR quality when adding the class prefix? 

Note also that the form ɓëy may be analyzed as ɓëë ‘the person’ + the associative 

marker -I.  This is supported by the observation that ɓëy is not found to occur alone, 

but  seems to require a modifier.  Note the parallel  structure in (57c) and (57h). 

While in (57b) through (57d) the sense is singular, in (57e) and (57f) the sense is 

plural, even though the form is singular. Following the structural pattern in (57c) 

and (57h), one would expect *ɓëëwí gina ‘the people of the village’ for (57f).
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In Palor, D’Alton proposes as class 1 the singular form ɓ-o-y-V, where ɓ- is the 

class prefix, o ‘human’ is again the only lexical item in this class, and V is the vowel 

of the determiner. Class 2 is the plural,  given as   ɓ-o-j-V.   As D’Alton makes no 

suggestion that the -y- of class 1 might be considered the genitive marker, it may be 

the case that a form corresponding to example (57b) does not occur in Palor.43

3.2.2  Class 2: -Ø

This classifier has no phonological content, and is the most common class in 

both Ndut  and Palor,  corresponding to  D’Alton’s  class  3,  and Doneux’s  Atlantic 

class 1.  As discussed above, the class markers do not occur without one of the 

determinative suffixes, usually the definite marker -A,44 or the associative marker -I. 

Indeed this classifier would not be discernible without the presence of one of these 

morphemes. The semantic content of this class in Atlantic is ‘singular for humans’,  

but in Ndut it is not marked by any unified semantic content; it seems rather to be 

the  ‘catch-all’.  Loan  words  are  given  this  classifier,  as  are  nominalizations  and 

many words which would semantically fit in one of the other classes.  Note the 

following examples:

(58)a aan ‘drum’; aana ‘the drum’
b af ‘head’; afa ‘the head’
c beeñ ‘sand dune’; beeña ‘the sand dune’
d ɓúk ‘mouth’; ɓúgë ‘the mouth’
e gin ‘village’; gina ‘the village’
f íl ‘eye’; ílë ‘the eye’
g líil ‘rag’; líilë ‘the rag’
h nér ‘cloud’; nérë ‘the cloud’

43 Proposing a separate class for the plural form ɓëëwë would be one way to deal with the problem that this 
single item poses for the plural assimilation analysis described in section 2.6, and would be consistent with the 
approach Africanists have employed in treating noun class languages. 
44 From whence the correlation with Atlantic class 1. 
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3.2.3  Class 3: f-

This  class  includes  many  animals,  fish,  and  insects,  but  humans  are  also 

found here. Ordinal numbers, times of the day and directions as well as various 

demonstratives  and  prepositions  may  occur  with  this  class.   It  corresponds  to 

D’Altons class 5, and Atlantic class 19, where it is also considered to be a class for  

animals.  Note that the preponderance of nouns beginning with a labial consonant45 

correlate with the labial f- of the class marker.  Examples are:

(59)a kúum fë ‘the bee’ 
b peedal fa ‘the chameleon’
c pe‚ fa ‘the goat’
d pënís fë ‘the horse’
e faam fa ‘the house’
f yaa fa ‘the mother’
g finiin fa ‘the evening’
h dín fë ‘the (place) over there’

45 A more thorough examination of the inventory of forms in this class would be required to determine if this is 
significant.  The most common initial consonants for nouns in this classare /b/, /p/, /c/, and /s/; each 
occurring in initial position six times (in my database).  A high frequency of non-labial initial C tends to make 
the results less convincing.
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3.2.4  Class 4: k-

This corresponds to classes 6 and 7 in Palor, which D’Alton separates into a 

class  of  mass  and  non-count  nouns,  and  one  of  diverse  (but  frequently  small) 

objects.   In  addition  to  this  semantic  criterion,  the  Palor  class  6  nouns  are 

distinguished by not manifesting any plural  form.  There are two corresponding 

Atlantic classes, 3, and 7/12, which take the form k- or g- in many of the languages. 

Doneux suggests ‘vegetable’ as a semantic theme for Atlantic class 3, at least in the 

northern  languages,  but  he  does  not  state  clearly  what  the  theme  of  the  7/12 

classes is.   All the members of this set in my corpus have an initial /t/ or /k/, 

which correlates with the class marker k-.

(60)a too ka ‘the millet’
b kíiɗ kë ‘the couscous’
c kuum ka ‘the honey’
d tíin kë ‘the metal’
e kiil ka ‘the needle’
f koy ka ‘the child/fruit’
g kuɗ ka ‘the pestle’

3.2.5  Class 5:  m-

This corresponds to D’Alton’s class 8, and Doneux’s class 6N, and is the class 

of  liquids  and  collective  or  indivisible  nouns.   All  of  the  forms  which  I  have 

collected in this class begin with a nasal consonant, corresponding to the nasal m- of 

the class marker.  Note the following examples:
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(61)a mún më ‘the flour’
b miis ma ‘the milk’
c misook ma ‘the urine’
d ñif ma ‘the blood’
e mira ma ‘the salt’
f ngilaaw ma ‘the wind’

The quintessential liquid, water, is not a part of this class in Ndut, though 

D’Alton makes a case for its being a member in Palor.  In both Ndut and Palor the 

indefinite  muluɓ appears as  mulaa ‘the water’ when the class marker and definite 

morpheme  are  added.   In  Palor,  however,  the  class  marker  -m shows  up  in 

associative constructions:

(62) mulub-m-i yaada ‘the water from the urn’

This is not the case in Ndut, where the equivalent expression would be mulii  

yaada ‘the water from the urn’.  I therefore consider muluɓ ‘water’ to be a member 

of Ndut class 2.

3.2.6  Class 6: Plural

This is the class of plurals for all nouns for which a plural sense exists. The 

class  6 classifier  is  the  radically  underspecified segment  whose  form in  Ndut is 

discussed in section 2.6.  Recall that the final consonant of the noun stem spreads 

its features to the otherwise unmarked timing slot of the plural marker, resulting in 

a gemination of the final C of the noun in all cases except where the noun ends in a 

vowel, /h/, or //.  In these cases the high front vocoid is filled in by a default 

rule, and syllabified as the glide /y/.  This assimilation does not seem to occur with 

the plurals in Palor, where instead the plural suffix is consistently realized as -ya in 

all  environments.  Doneux  also  notes  a  plural  class  4/8,  i-,  in  Atlantic.   The 
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correlation can thus be made between these classes in Palor and Atlantic, and the 

Ndut plural based on the those cases in which the default /y-/ occurs.

(63)a ɓeleɓ ‘woman’ ɓeleɓɓa ‘the women’
b faam ‘house’ faamma ‘the households’
c buur ‘king’ buurra ‘the kings’
d ya‚ ‘hand’ ya‚ya ‘the hands
e wic ‘horn’ wicca ‘the horns’
f koy ‘child’ koyya ‘the children’
g kilik ‘tree’ kilikka ‘the trees’
h loo ‘stomach’ looya ‘the stomachs’

While Doneux remarks on ‘a purely phonic alliteration’ of the final consonant 

of nominal stems, he does not indicate that this is a process which marks the class 

of  plurals.  Rather,  he  seems  to  want  to  group  some of  these  items  with  other 

classes, though he also expresses some reservations about them. Note the following 

comments from Doneux 1975 (translation mine):

Many if not all of the other themes have a post-fixed article which is nothing 
more than the alliteration of the final C of the nominal radical. (1975:75)

... the firm character of the class (ma) comes from the fact that the article 
doesn’t repeat the final C of the substantive; besides which there are a number 
of terms which at a formal level could be said to belong to this class ‘ma’ in 
Ndut, but which are very suspect for reconstruction in Atlantic because they 
present this alliteration of the final consonant: mbam-ma, ‘donkeys’, gélém-më, 
‘camels’. (1975:79)

... Ndut attests the class of accord fa : peedal fa, ‘the chameleon’; cëëf fë, ‘the fly’; 

... mof fa ‘the fist’,  ñif fa ‘the blood’, etc.  In a certain number of these terms 
one can distinguish that the definite article (certainly an ancient deictic) relays 
a final C -f of the noun.  It is a general characteristic of this language that the 
class system crosses in this way a purely phonic alliteration; this, in fact, only 
renders the appearance of fa more convincing for words which end in a 
completely different consonant than -f.  (1975:89)
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The indefinite plural is expressed in both Ndut and Palor by an invariable 

preposed morpheme. In Palor this morpheme has the form biy; in Ndut it has the 

form i: 

(64)a i ow ‘some people’
b i fana ‘some cows’
c i baaŋ ‘some stalks’
d i céhín ‘some months’
e i ɓúk ‘some mosquitoes’

3.3  The noun phrase

This section deals with the internal structure of the noun phrase.  In section 

3.3.1 

I propose a noun phrase structure rule to account for the most common structures. 

In section 3.3.2, the associative construction is examined as well as the role that 

determination or definiteness plays in the structures of the noun phrase.

3.3.1  Constituent order in the noun phrase

Ndut  demonstrates  a  head  initial  strategy  in  the  noun  phrase.   This  is 

consistent with Greenberg’s prediction for SVO languages, which states that “if a 

language ... has the order VERB-OBJECT in simple clauses, it should have the order 

NOUN-MODIFIER  in  noun  phrases”46 (Greenberg,  as  cited  in  Givón,  1984:189). 

Modifiers include other nouns (both common and proper), genitive and possessive 

expressions,  adjectivals,  relative  clauses,  numerals,  quantifiers  and  determiners. 

Note that while there is some evidence for a separate class of adjectives in Ndut,  

these generally take verbal endings.  As Welmers points out, true adjectives are rare 

in Niger-Congo languages, “and many concepts expressed by adjectives in European 

46 Note that this is not the case in English.
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languages are expressed [in Niger-Congo languages] by other constructions using 

nouns  or  verbs  or  both” (Welmers  1973:250).   References  to adjectivals  in  this 

study are  understood to refer  to what  are  probably  verbs  or  nominalized verbs 

acting to modify a head noun and occurring in a position in the noun phrase which 

I will call the adjectival position. Consider the following examples:

NOUN   +  MODIFYING NOUN
(65) kíil-Øë      yaab-Øa ‘the year of famine’  (King:1)

year-Cl.Dt hunger-Cl.Dt

COMMON NOUN + PROPER NOUN
(66) faam   Ngey ‘Ngey house’  (Njawoor:9)

house Ngey

ASSOCIATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS47

(67) laah-i          Maaka ‘Maaka swamp’  (location) 
swamp-AM Maaka (Njawoor:4)

(68) faam-i        bosso‚ ‘my father’s house’  (possession)
house-AM  father-Poss1s

(69) koy             nijay-u
child(AM?) maternal uncle/aunt-Poss2s
‘your maternal uncle/aunt’s child’ (kinship)

NOUN + ADJECTIVAL
(70) jén   gaan ‘big fish’

fish  big

(71) ow      njol ‘tall person’
person tall

NOUN + RELATIVE CLAUSE
(72) miis ma     [húmú    filiɓ   if           ra] ‘the milk that was in the calabash’

milk-Cl.Dt  be-Past inside calabash SM

47 Associative constructions include a wider range of relationships than simply possession. See discussion  in 
section 3.3.2.
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(73) yee     [na   won fu ra] ‘what you say’
DemN Dur  say  2s SM

NOUN + NUMERAL/QUANTIFIER
(74) ɓeleɓ    ana ‘two women’

woman two

(75) kay-i         yinëë ‘the other group’  (Njawoor:5)
group-AM one

(76) Séréel-lë ɓéeɓ ‘all the Sereer’  (Njawoor:1)
Sereer-pl.Dt all

NOUN + DETERMINER
(77) faam   fa ‘the house’

house Cl.Dt

(78) ya‚-Øa ‘the hand’
hand-Cl.Dt

(79) siig-Øa       beh ‘this rooster’  (Crying:17)
cock-Cl.Dt this

(80) ya‚-i         bín ‘that branch (over there)’  (King 21)
hand-AM that yonder

The general order of elements within the noun phrase may be expressed by 

the structure rule in figure 3. In definite NPs, adjectivals and numerals agree with 

the head noun in number, and internal elements (including the head noun) up to 

the  associative  construction  (AC)  are  marked  with  the  associative  marker  (see 

discussion  in  section  3.3.2).   NPs  may  be  nested  in  this  position.   Possessive 

suffixes, as discussed in section 3.1.1 and seen in examples (68) above and (86) 

below, will be considered a kind of associative construction.  The DET is the class 

marker-determiner  ensemble,  or  a  locative  determiner  suffixed  to  the  rightmost 

constituent, as in examples (82) and (83) (see discussion in section 3.4.4).
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Figure 4.  Noun phrase structure rule.

Examples of some of these noun phrases are:

N
(81) kuɗ ‘pestle’

N + DET
(82) kuɗ ka ‘the pestle’

      Cl.Dt

N + ADJ + DET48

(83) kuɗ ki        ɓídë ‘the heavy pestle’
      k-I        ɓít-A
       Cl-AM  heavy-Dt

N + ADJ + AC
(84) kuɗ ki ɓíd-í     Yaamusaa ‘the heavy pestle of Yaamusaa’

               -AM  

N + ADJ + NUM + AC 
(85) kuɗɗi          ɓíttí     éeyëyí     Yaamusaa ‘the three heavy pestles of 

Yaamusaa’
kuɗ-X-I        ɓít- X-I éeyë- X-I Yaamusaa
     -pl-AM             three

(86) kuɗɗi ɓíttí éeyëy-ú ‘your three heavy pestles’
                            -Poss2s

48 It seems that the class marker is required for ‘docking’ the AM, as examples (84) and (85) suggest.  Note 
however that if the determiner joined to the adjectival to indicate definiteness includes the classifier, the latter 
does not agree in class with the head noun, but is rather always the Ø class morpheme. It may thus be argued 
that the discrete morpheme indicating definiteness may occur with adjectives and numerals without the 
presence of a classifier to dock it. 
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N + ADJ + NUM + DEM
(87) kuɗɗi ɓíttí éeyëyí ƴeh ‘these three heavy pestles’

                           these

N + ADJ + AC + QUANT
(88) kuɗɗi ɓíttí Yaamusaa ɓéeɓ ‘all the heavy pestles of Yaamusaa’

                                all

When both AC and DEM occur in a noun phrase, a different structure is used 

in the associative construction. This may be formalized in the expression “X-LOC 

ke49 AC  DEM”  where  X  is  the  element  preceding  AC,  whether  the  head  noun, 

adjectival,  or  numeral;  and  LOC  is  the  locative  suffix  agreeing  with  the 

demonstrative. Consider the following examples:

N + AC + DEM
(89) gin-ee         ke  yen beh ‘this village of ours’

village-Loc ke  1pe  this

(90) gín-ín     ke wa bín ‘that village of theirs (over there)’
     -Loc  ke 3p  that yonder

N + ADJ + AC + DEM
(91) ɓelii wunee ke buur beh ‘this beautiful wife of the king’

ɓeleɓ-Ø-i         wun-ee          ke buur beh
woman-Cl-AM beautiful-Loc ke king this

N + ADJ + NUM + AC + DEM
(92) kuɗɗi ɓíttí éeyë-y-ée   ke Yaamusaa ƴeh ‘these three heavy pestles of 

Yaamusaa’
                      -pl-Loc ke Y..          these

3.3.2  The associative construction

Welmers  describes  associative  constructions  as  constituting  “an  important 

aspect  of  noun modification  in  a  number  of  Niger-Kordofanian  languages,”  and 

49 In a similar construction in Palor, this form is ki, which D’Alton considers an independent form of the AM 
that occurs when a nominal is already marked with a locative determiner.  Further investigation of the Ndut 
forms ke and ki (found in association with some nominalizations of verbal/ adjectival forms) will allow a more 
definitive statement to be articulated.
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surveys their usage in a range of these languages, starting with Bantu, “in most of 

which an associative construction is conspicuous” (1973:275).  Welmers’ Swahili 

examples and following discussion will serve as a useful point of departure as they 

reflect the structure of the most typical associative phrases in Ndut:

kisu cha Hamisi ‘Hamisi’s knife’
nyumba ya mtu yule ‘that person’s house’
mkono wa mtu yule ‘that person’s hand’

In each of these phrases, the second word consists of a concord appropriate 
to the class of the preceding noun, plus a morpheme /-a/.  The beginner is 
likely to refer to such constructions as “possessive”, and to /-a/ as a 
possessive morpheme (Welmers 1973:275).

As  Welmers  points  out,  however,  the  range  of  semantic  relationships 

expressed with the associative construction includes many which have nothing to 

do with possession.  While he finds the usages of an associative construction to be 

very  similar  to  those  of  the  genitive  case  in  languages  such  as  Latin,  Welmers 

prefers “to reserve the term ‘genitive’ for inflected noun forms in languages with 

case systems” (Welmers 1973:275).50

In Ndut, the associative marker is the morpheme -I (unmarked for [ATR]). 

As  in  the  Swahili  examples  above,  this  morpheme  is  suffixed  to  a  “concord 

appropriate  to  the  class  of  the  preceding  noun”  and  occurs  between  the  two 

elements being associated.  Since by far the most common class in Ndut is class 

2,  -Ø, the associative marker is most commonly found suffixed to the end of the 

head noun.  Note the following examples, and the range of relationships expressed:

(93) gub-Ø-i        eetta-a ‘the [kind of wood] hoe’  (material)
hoe-Cl-AM   [kind of wood]-Dt

50 Note that the English and French prepositions of and de also serve to associate  nouns in a similarly wide 
range of relationships.
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(94) cic              f-i        Assan ‘Assan’s grandparent’ (kinship)
grandparent Cl-AM Assan

(95) ya‚ -y-i         húrs-ë ‘the hands of the co-wife’ (body part)
hand-pl-AM  co-wife-Cl.Dt (Crying:30)

(96) húrs -í          yaa      fa ‘the co-wife of the mother’ (social 
relationship)
co-wife-AM mother Cl.Dt (Crying:30)

(97) kuɗ     k-i      ɓíd-ë ‘the heavy pestle’ (attribution)
pestle Cl-AM heavy-Cl.Dt

(98) pep-p-i         too      ka ‘the grains of millet’ (source)
grain-pl-AM millet Cl.Dt (Crying:11)

(99) las-i                 too      ka ‘the separation of the millet’ (complement)
separation-AM  millet Cl.Dt (Crying:23)

(100) faam-i       bosso‚ ‘the house of my father’ (possession)
house-AM father-Poss1s

(101) ɓeleɓ-ɓ-i         ana-y-a ‘the two women’ (number)
woman-pl-AM two-pl-Dt (King:3)

I have made informal reference up to this point to the distinctions between 

definite and indefinite noun phrases and constructions, and the different ways these 

distinctions are represented in the structure of the Ndut noun phrase.  Discussions 

of  definiteness  usually  involve  looking  beyond  the  sentence  level  to  the  larger 

discourse context.  Givón places definiteness squarely in the “functional domain of 

topic  continuity  in  discourse”,  and  defines  it  in  terms  of  the  ‘communicative 

contract’: “Speakers code a referential nominal as definite if they think that they 

are entitled to assume that the hearer can—by whatever means—assign it unique 

reference” (Givón 1984:399).
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While many of the examples in this study have been taken from texts, there 

are  a  number  (especially  in  this  chapter)  which  have  been  elicited  as  single 

sentences, or even as simple noun phrases.51  In general, I will continue to refer to 

expressions as definite (or indefinite) if they are marked as such, or if they can be 

shown to be such in reference to the context. 

Although Welmers seems to take the presence of an associative marker to be 

the defining element of the associative construction, some of the same associations 

that are made in Ndut between nouns in a definite NP with the associative marker 

may  be  made  in  an  indefinite  NP without  such  a  marker.   Note  the  following 

examples:

(102) gup eetta‚ ‘a [kind of wood] hoe’  (material)
hoe [kind of wood]

(103) kuɗ    ɓít ‘a heavy pestle’ (attribution)
pestle heavy

(104) ɓuh loh-oh ‘a dog of a thief’ (possession)
dog steal-AG

(105) ɓeleɓ    ana ‘two women’ (number)
woman two

These examples suggest that the associative marker is but one strategy for 

associating  nominals  in  a  range  of  relationships.   Other  strategies  include 

juxtaposition and associative (or possessive) pronoun suffixes.52  In addition to the 

51 It is beyond the scope of the present study to do more than plainly state the need for further work to 
examine the structures presented here in a functional and discourse oriented framework.
52 I am not suggesting that all such associated nominals be considered ‘associative constructions’.  Note that the 
NP structure rule given above restricts associative constructions to a certain position in the noun phrase, 
whereas the associative marker is also used to link nominals with numerals and adjectivals in definite 
expressions.  Note also that the formula for expressions combining AC and DEM is descriptive only for such AC 
as occur in that position.
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indefinite constructions cited above, juxtaposition is used in common noun-proper 

noun sequences, and in literal and figurative expressions involving body parts:

(106) Caac Njawoor ‘Grandfather Njawoor’
(Njawoor:8)

(107) Faam Ngey ‘the Ngey household’

(108) tal    ndoŋ-Øa ‘the base of the mortar’
base mortar-Cl.Dt (Crying:10)

(109) af     kuɗ    ka ‘the head of the pestle’
head pestle Cl.Dt (Crying:12)

(110) íl    këkëy-Øë ‘the child’s eye’
eye child-Cl.Dt (Crying:29)

(111) un      koy ka ‘the child’s voice (lit ‘throat’)’
throat child Cl.Dt (Crying:23)

In all of these expressions the second nominal is marked as definite, and has 

already been introduced in the text.  These constructions might also be analyzed as 

compounds,  or  even  as  expressions  involving  inalienable  possession.   Notice, 

however, that body part expressions (which might be considered a clear case of 

inalienable possession) also appear marked with the associative marker, as in this 

example :

(112) ya‚ -y-i        húrs-í          yaa       fa
hand-pl-AM co-wife-AM mother Cl.Dt
‘the hands of the co-wife of the mother’  (Crying:30)

Nor is the structure ‘indefinite nominal-definite nominal’ restricted to body 

part and common noun-proper noun relationships:
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(113) les    boffa ‘(a) room of the father’  (Crying:30)
room father-Cl.Dt

(114) ɓeleɓ   buur-Øa ‘wife of the king’  (King:45)
woman king-Cl.Dt

In example (113) the room is being introduced for the first  time, but the 

father, though he has not been a part of the story, is identifiable in relation to the 

child.  In (114), both the wife and the king are major participants and would be 

identifiable to all the participants in the story, as well as to the hearer.

An  indefinite  construction  in  which  the  nominal  is  repeated  is  used  to 

indicate a ‘one among several’ relationship:

(115) ɓeleɓ    di53     ɓeleɓ-ɓ-i          buur-Øa
woman among woman-pl-AM king-Cl.Dt
‘one of the king’s wives’  (lit., ‘a woman among the king’s women’)

(116) húrís     di       húrís-s-i            cic-f-i                    Asan
co-wife among co-wife-pl-AM grandparent-Cl-AM Assan
‘one of the co-wives of Assan’s grandfather’

A  similar  construction  using  the  demonstrative  bi54 expresses  distributive 

relationships (each, every):55

(117) yíkëë  las     bi   yíkëë  las    waɗ-ɗ-ée  njot
owner room Dem owner room owe-**     tax
‘Each father of a family should pay the tax.’

(118) Filiɓ   faam  bi     filiɓ    faam  lah-te       raju
inside house Dem inside house have-PFV radio
‘In each house there is a radio’

53 The preposition di may also be translated ‘in’.
54 This demonstrative is often translated ‘which’. See discussion in section 3.4.1. 
55 Mbengue (p.c.) reports that each of the examples (117) to (119) can also be expressed with the word ëë in 
place of the demonstrative bi, so that (117), for example, would read yíkëë las ëë yíkëë las waɗɗée njot  ‘Each 
father of a family should pay the tax.’  He did not supply a gloss for the morpheme ëë.
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(119) elew     bi      elew    lah-te       téeré bíníyë-ë
student Dem student have-PFV book writing-Cl.Dt
‘Each student has a notebook’

3.4  Deictic system

The  demonstrative  pronouns  in  Ndut  participate  in  a  three  term  deictic 

system with proximal, medial, and distal terms.  A fourth term is used to form the 

interrogative  pronouns.   The  three  terms  indicate  relative  distance  from  the 

speaker. According to Anderson and Keenan (1985), two major types of three term 

systems may be distinguished according to the interpretation given to the middle 

(or medial)  term.  In a distance oriented system, the middle term represents an 

intermediate distance with respect to the speaker.  In a person oriented system, the 

middle term indicates that an object is closer to, or otherwise identifiable by the 

addressee (1985:282).  While there is no evidence that the middle term in Ndut is 

interpreted  as  closer  to  the  addressee,  it  does  appear  that  the  middle  term  is 

frequently used anaphorically to refer to entities and concepts previously mentioned 

in  the  discourse.   In  these  cases  it  may  be  considered  neutral  with  regard  to 

distance;  indeed,  some  of  the  examples  do  not  lend  themselves  to  a  spatial 

interpretation  at  all.   Where  they  do,  however,  the  translations  seem  to  be 

consonant with the distance oriented interpretation.

In addition to the demonstrative pronouns, demonstrative nominals, locative 

adverbs, and manner adverbs also participate in the deictic system, and there are 

existential and presentative verbs and locative determiners which also display the 

same  deictic  shape.   The  demonstrative  adjectives  can  be  formed  from  the 

demonstrative  pronouns  by  the  insertion  of  the  associative  marker  between  the 

noun and the demonstrative pronoun.  While it would be possible to further break 
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down the forms given here into an initial consonant plus a deictic suffix, they are 

presented here as they tend to occur in the examples.  Note that the existential and 

presentative verbs will be discussed in chapter 4.

TABLE 5
NDUT DEICTIC SYSTEM

proximal medial distal interrogative
Nominal deixis

demonstrative 
pronoun sg

be  ‘this’ ba  ‘that’ bín  ‘that yonder’ bi  ‘which’

demonstrative 
pronoun pl

ƴe  ‘these’ ƴa  ‘those’ ƴín  ‘those yonder’ ƴi  ‘which (ones)’

demonstrative 
nominal

ye ya (unattested ) yi  ‘what’

Adverbial deixis
manner 
adverb

ɗe  ‘like this’ ɗa  ‘like that’ ɗín  ‘like that yonder’ ɗi  ‘how’

locative 
adverb

de  ‘here’ da  ‘there’ dín  ‘yonder’ di  ‘where’

locative suffix 
(determiner)

 -ee -a(a) -ín -

Verbal deixis
existential ee aa ín -
presentative abeh abah a bín -

D’Alton analyzes the demonstratives in Palor into an initial consonant plus a 

vocalic  (or  vocalic  initial)  element  having  a  spatial  or  deictic  value.  The Palor 

forms do not correspond exactly to those listed here, however. The medial term, 

which in Ndut is always characterized by the presence of the vocalic element -a(a), 
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is replaced with  -in in Palor.  The distal term is given as -inin56 (1983:184-185). 

D’Alton also reports different deictic values for the determiners in Palor.  While the 

same  determiner  suffixes  occur  in  both  Palor  and  Ndut,  the  proximal  and 

intermediate forms are reversed in Palor.  The suffix -a/-ë is used when the referent 

is  near the speaker;  -e on the other hand,  represents  a slight  distance  from the 

speaker,  though  still  present  (1983:183).   There  is  accord  between  these 

determiners  (suffixed  to  nouns)  and  the  demonstratives,  as  shown below (from 

D’Alton 1983:185):

56 Such a reduplicative suffix also occurs in Ndut, but may be applied to any of the three deictic terms. It seems 
to have an intensifying or emphatic meaning: beneeni ‘this very one’; bíníiní ‘that one way over yonder’; 
deneeni ‘right here’.
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TABLE 6
PALOR DEMONSTRATIVE-DETERMINER CORRESPONDENCES

determiner corresponds to demonstrative
-a bee (sg),    jee (pl.)
-e bee (sg),    jee (pl.)
-in bin (sg),     jin (sg)
-in binin (sg),  jinin (sg)

The examples given in this section of D’Alton’s work make it clear that she is 

describing the demonstrative adjectives.  In the following chapter she goes on to 

discuss the demonstrative pronouns as ‘non-personal pronouns.’  Here she lists five 

series  of  pronominal  forms  which  correspond  to  the  first  five  rows  of  table  5 

(1983:191-197).  Each series in Palor contains not four, but seven demonstrative 

forms, because of the inclusion of what D’Alton calls ‘anaphoric demonstratives’.  

These will be discussed and further comparisons will be made as each Ndut series is 

introduced.

There appears to be some conditioned variation in the phonological shape of 

the various demonstratives in Ndut.  Those listed in table 5 as ending in a short 

vowel also appear in various positions with a long vowel or with a word final /h/. 

A similar phenomenon is observed with respect to the subordinate marker rA.  While 

this problem demands closer scrutiny, it appears that phrase or clause finally the 

final /h/ is frequently observed, and at the head of a noun phrase or relative clause 

the long vowel variant often occurs.  For some of the demonstratives listed below, 

such as di ‘where’ and de ‘here’, the short vowel variant does not seem to occur at 

all.  The long variants of be ‘this’ and da ‘there’ are also rare in their deictic sense, 
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but frequently occur in constructions which may or may not have derived from the 

deictic form (see discussion below).

3.4.1  The demonstrative pronouns

The following examples demonstrate how these forms appear in Ndut text. 

Note the different phonological variants of the proximal demonstrative pronoun be 

in examples (120) and (121):

(120) ...muuf-i   won-Øa     daa       ri    be 57    :
...end-AM say-Cl.Dt. DAA58 3sO this
‘... the conclusion of my speech is this: ...’  (Njawoor:32)

(121) beh  lím-ú       rek, ɓëëwë  yúh -ú -té        biti      bee  Musaa Saar.
this born-Pass just  people know-PL-PFV CMPL this   Musa  Saar
‘As soon as he [lit. ‘this’] was born, they knew that this was Musa Saar.’ 
(Re-incarnation:19-20)

(122) Yéel-úu          wa  ɓa‚-Øa          rah,  bee  [hen-ay   loo        rah],
regard-Trv.PL 3p  baobab-Cl.Dt SM this    do-Neg stomach SM,   
‘When they looked at the baobab, this (one) who was not pregnant,

bi     yúh    ri    ɓa‚-Øa            merees     won  téeñíd-Øë          ti, ...
Dem know 3sO baobab-Cl.Dt. habitually say   pregnant-Cl.Dt. Quo
which/who knew    the baobab from habit, said to the pregnant one, ...’  
(King:11).

While the long variant of be appears as a demonstrative pronoun in (122) as 

the  head  of  a  relative  clause,  the  bee which  appears  in  (123)  as  an  adverbial 

introducer does not seem to be related to or derived from the demonstrative:

57 In clause final position, this would actually be expected to end with an /h/.  This example may be a 
mis-transcription (see footnote 8 in chapter 2).
58 A morpheme repeated in capital letters on the gloss line indicates uncertainty as to which (if any) of several 
possible interpretations or functions should be indicated.  The morphemes which are occasionally glossed this 
way are DAA, RA, and NA.
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(123) Wa ɗar-uu         bee   tee‚-uu         wa a     buur-i      Síñ-ñë         Waalu  ra. 
3p  tear-Trv.PL when meet-Trv.PL 3p with king-AM Wolof-pl.Dt Waalo  SM  
‘They separated when they met with the Wolof kings at Waalo.’  (Njawoor:2)

Examples  (124)  and  (125)  show the  use  of  the  (proximal)  demonstrative 

adjective:

(124) Ɓah-a      an-te       waa won ti,    “ɗon ol-u-te          nuŋ-i      bee  a, ...”
old-Cl.Dt then-PFV 3p   say Quo “2p   see-PL-PFV hole-AM this YNQ, ...
‘Then the old man said to them, “you see this hole ?...”’  (Njawoor:22)

(125) Paan      f-i        beh jér-íɗ.
Chicken Cl-AM this sick-Pers
‘This chicken is a sick one.’

The  medial  term  is  used  anaphorically  in  example  (126)  to  refer  to 

participants  previously  introduced in  the  narrative,  but  by  no  means  physically 

present.  And in (127), it is an activity which is the referent of the demonstrative 

term.  The distal term in (128) indicates a straightforward spatial reference:

(126) Ba [hen-ay   loo        ra]  daa    húmú   huk   ki   kaa‚    ba [hen loo         ra].
that do-Neg stomach SM DAA be-Past more **  refuse that do   stomach SM.
‘It was the one who was not pregnant who hated all the more the one who 
was pregnant.’  (King:5)

(127) Mi húmú    mín-té         bah  lool, ...
1s  be-Past be.able-PFV that much
‘I used to be very good at that,...’  (Re-incarnation:79)

(128) Suum-Øa    daa    ri    bín
bead-Cl.Dt DAA 3sO that yonder
‘The bead, that’s it, that (one over there)’  (Re-incarnation:213)

Note that the ‘interrogative’ form  bi ‘which’, in examples (129) and (130), 

seems to have an anaphoric function that is much like that of the medial term in 

example (126), in that it occurs as the head of a relative clause-like structure, and 
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could easily be glossed with the English phrase ‘the one who’.  An interrogative 

sense for this form is shown in examples (131) and (132).  Interestingly, D’Alton 

does not list an interrogative sense for bi or ji in Palor, though she glosses them in a 

way which indicates that they behave as in examples (129) and (130):59

(129) bi       [yúh    ri    ɓa‚-Øa           merees]    won  téeñíd-Øë          ti        :
Which know 3sO baobab-Cl.Dt. habitually  say   pregnant-Cl.Dt. Quo
‘... the one who knew the baobab from habit, said to the pregnant one:’  
(King:11b).

(130) Bi     [ɗeef     loy-Øa            lah-te],       ɗi ɓësíil-té            filiɓ   f-i 
which happen stomach Cl.Dt have-PFV, 3s give.birth-PFV inside Cl-AM 

útúŋ núŋ-Øa 
**    hole-Cl.Dt
‘... the one who happened to be pregnant, she gave birth inside the deep hole 
(in the baobab).’  (King:29).

(131) Ɗon pay-u-te      meey-i     bi       a    meey-i     bi       dah?
2p    go-PL-PFV field-AM which and field-AM which there
‘Which fields did you go to there?’

(132) Or-i         bi       daa    lah?
hour-AM which DAA have
‘What time is it?’ (lit., ‘which hour does it have?’)

In examples (133) and (135) the plural demonstratives are shown in their 

function  as  demonstrative  adjectives,  and in  (134)  as  a  demonstrative  pronoun, 

again the middle term as an anaphoric reference to preceding events:

(133) Kuɗ-ɗ-i         ɓít-t-í            éeyë-y-í       ƴeh.
pestle-pl-AM heavy-pl-AM three-pl-AM these
‘these three heavy pestles’

59 D’Alton treats the singular b- and plural j- as a single series (the j- in the Palor demonstratives corresponds to 
ƴ- in the Ndut demonstratives)., While D’Alton doesn’t suggest a technical term for bi and ji, she glosses them 
as ce de, ces de ... ‘this/that of, these/those of...’
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(134) ƴaa    ɓeeɓ húmú    lah-te       ngir         yee    won yíkëë, ...
those  all    be-Past have-PFV according DemN say owner
‘All that happened according to what the Lord said, ...’  (Matthew:9)

(135) kuɗ-ɗ-i         bít-t-í             ƴín              ɓeeɓ
pestle-pl-AM heavy-pl-AM those yonder all
‘All those heavy pestles yonder’

In each series of demonstrative forms for Palor, D’Alton lists three ‘anaphoric 

demonstratives,’ which she describes as having the function of making reference to 

some previously mentioned reality, at the same time indicating its place in time or 

space (1983:192).  The three forms in Palor for the singular  b- series are  baafa, 

bínfë, and bininis.  Of these forms, I have examples of only the second, bínfë, in the 

Ndut texts which I am using. Ndut terms which may correspond to the first Palor 

term listed above are also found in the texts.  In the following examples,  baaha, 

ƴaaha, and bín fë do indeed refer anaphorically to previously mentioned entities or 

concepts.60 

(136) keewal -i       beh, ɓëewë yúh-úu          ri  baaha.
ganglion-AM this people know-Trv.PL 3s that
‘This ganglion, they knew him by that.’  (Re-incarnation:33-4)

(137) Caac           Njawoor non         ɓëë-w-í           ƴaaha
grandparent Njawoor be.part.of person-pl-AM those
‘Grandfather Njawoor was a part of that group.’  (Njawoor:8)

(138) Bosso‚       won so‚ tih   “han,  mon     ndo   bín     fë      tih:
baap-so‚                                  mi won ɗo
Father-1sO say 1sO Quo  han    1s  say  2sO Dem Cl.Dt Quo
‘My father said to me, “ ‘han’, I told you back then, ...”’

60 I did not include them initially for several reasons: First, I analyze bín fë as the demonstrative plus the 
classifier, and second, because of their infrequency in the text, I am uncertain as to how they should be glossed.  
Note also that I would maintain the deictic reference as indicated in table 5, that is,  Ndut baaha is the medial 
term, and bín fë remains the distal term.  I thus have no example of a proximal term, and if something like 
bininis showed up I would interpret that as an emphatic variant of bín fë. 
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3.4.2  The demonstrative nominals

In  Palor,  the  series  of  demonstrative  pronominals  having  the  initial 

consonant y- is described as making reference to an abstract notion.  When one of 

this series is used it does not have a precise antecedent in the discourse.  Here,  

D’Alton lists eight forms, including a [+ATR] yí ‘what’ for the interrogative.  She 

also points out the existence of a yaa form which is glossed chose, truc ‘thing, thing-

a-ma-jig’ (1983:194).  While this characterization (of abstract reference) seems to 

hold for most of the Ndut examples I have, note the discussion below.  In Ndut, the 

proximal  yee occurs almost always as the head of a relative clause, as in example 

(139).  In  example  (140),  yaa refers  to  the  disappearance  of  the  king’s  wife, 

something which is indeed abstract, but nonetheless had already been described in 

the preceding discourse.  In (141) yaa does have a precise antecedent, the singing 

woman mentioned at the beginning of the sentence, and in (142), yaa is co-referent 

with  the  indefinite  yin,  immediately  preceding  it.   These  last  three,  it  will  be 

noticed, further support the analysis of the use of the middle term for anaphoric 

reference.

(139) ... fu  yer-is-se           yee    na   húmú   paŋ fu  ra 
... 2s  give-Rvs-PFV DemN Dur be-Past do  2s SM
‘... you left whatever you were doing, ...’  (Crying:26).

(140) Yaa   úɓ-pé        af-f-i            ɓëy      gin-Øa     ɓéeɓ.
DemN close-PFV head-pl-AM person village-Cl all
‘That thing [the disappearance of the king’s wife] puzzled the people of the 
village.’  (King:28)

(141) ɓeleɓ    na   yeek filiɓ,  waay, maa so‚  raa yaa      ɓeleɓ   buur-Øa 
woman Dur sing inside, but,   **   1sO SM DemN woman king-Cl.Dt
‘A woman is singing inside, but I think that is the wife of the king
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na   won-uu       múuj-ë     rëh nen
Dur say-Trv.PL lost-Cl.Dt SM Cmpr
that they say disappeared.’  (King:45)

(142) Ɗi  ot   yin,          yaa    haal -ay        ya‚-Øa,     ay looy-e   looy-o   níi.  
3s  see something DemN enter-Neg    hand-Cl.Dt Fut cry -E Redup until
‘He sees something, that thing if it doesn't enter his hand, he will cry very 
much.’  (Crying:4)

In  the  slot  where  yín would  have  been  expected  in  table  5  I  wrote 

‘unattested’, as I have not found any examples of that [+ATR] form.  I do, however, 

have a number of examples of the form yin ‘something’, but note that the semantic 

element indicating distance does not seem to be a part of this term, unless in the 

sense that the referent remains unidentified, and in that sense distant or absent. 

Note the additional examples:

(143) Fu yéeh               yin
2s know-NegHab something
‘You don’t know a thing!’  (Re-incarnation:117)

(144) Fun píy-ú-té          yin
1pe gather-pl-PFV something
‘We collected something.’

Where D’Alton finds in Palor a distinction between the [+ATR] interrogative 

yí ‘what’ and [-ATR] yi ‘this/that of...’,61 the examples I have in Ndut suggest that a 

similar distinction may apply to the interrogative forms yi /yih ‘what’, and the form 

yii,  which  consistently  appears  as  the  head  of  a  relative  clause  or  universal 

quantifier and is usually glossed as ‘whatever’:

(145) A    sinaa  fa,      ɗi   húmú  yih?
and  sinaa Cl.Dt  3s be-Past what
‘And the Sinaa, what was that?’  (Sinaa:1)

61 D’Alton glosses this term exactly as she does bi in Palor (see footnote 30): ce de ‘this/that of’.
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(146) Fu on   Binta  yih ?
2s give Binta  what
‘What did you give to Binta?’

(147) Yiin fa,      yii          [ɗaŋ      ron  ɓéeɓ], ɗon  ay   ri    lah.
day  Cl.Dt  whatever request 2p   all       2p    Fut 3sO have
‘On that day, whatever you ask for, you will have it.’  (Njawoor:26)

(148) Ɓëëwë      déy won-u   oroo     yii         húmú    ɗaŋ      wa  raa 
person-pl *** say-PL IndQuo whatever be-Past request 3p SM  
‘The people say that whatever they were praying for,

Njawoor on    wa   ri.
Njawoor give  3p 3sO
Njawoor gave it to them.’  (Njawoor:31)

I do not have any examples in this series of what D’Alton calls the ‘anaphoric’ 

demonstratives  (discussed above  for  the  b- and  ƴ- demonstrative  series).   Note, 

however,  that  the  y-  demonstratives  are  used  in  several  additional  ways.   The 

forms yih and yi are used in an expression with the verb tah ‘to cause’, which is the 

equivalent of ‘why’, literally, ‘what causes...’ or, as in example (149), with the cleft 

construction daa, ‘what is it that causes...’: 

(149) Yih   daa     tah      fu  maañ waañ-Øa ?
What DAA  cause   2s tarry   kitchen-Cl.Dt
‘Why did you stay so long in the kitchen?’

(150) Yaay,   yi     tah    íl-ée           ke   so‚ beh na    ol-eh?"
mother what cause eye-Cl-Loc ke 1sO this  Dur see-NegHab
‘Mother, why does this eye of mine not see?’  (Crying:34)

The demonstrative form yee is used with the verb tah to express the concept 

‘because’ when the reason follows in the sentence the action or situation for which 

a reason is being given:
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(151) ... fu tee     ri   Yeesu, yee      tah     ra   daa   ri  n-ay      mucle heed-i 
... 2s name 3sO Jesus, DemN cause SM DAA 3s Dur-Fut save   lineage-Poss3s 
‘...You will name him Jesus, because it is he who will save his people

di bakaɗ-i wa.
in sin-AM 3p.
from their sin.’  (Matthew:8)

When  the  reason  precedes  the  action  or  situation  in  the  sentence  or 

discourse, the expression used is daa tah, as in the following example:

(152) Daa   tah     ɓah-Øa       séréel na  won-ti:
DAA cause elder-Cl.Dt sereer Dur say-Quo
‘That’s why the old Sereer says, ...’  (Crying:42)

This sentence comes at the end of the story that illustrates a saying.  The 

whole  incident  provides  the  reason  why  the  elders  have  this  particular  saying. 

Note that both the cleft construction and the demonstrative sense of  daa can be 

construed in this example:  ‘There is the reason... .’62

3.4.3  The manner and locative adverbs

The series III and series IV demonstratives in Palor correspond to the Ndut 

manner  and  locative  adverbs  in  table  5.   In  Palor,  the  manner  adverbs  are 

characterized by an initial  d-,  and the locative adverbs by an initial  ɗ-  (D’Alton 

1983:195-197).   This  is  exactly  reversed  in  Ndut,  however,  where  the  manner 

adverbs begin with  ɗ- (examples (153) through (155)),  and the locative adverbs 

begin with d- (examples (156) through (161)):

(153) fu yeel  ri  ɗee        rek fu taalal   ɗee         raa
2s look 3s like.this just 2s stretch like.this SM
‘you look at him like this, you stretch (him) out like this, ...’  (Re-
incarnation:73)

62 See comment on page 33 concerning examples (43) and (45), and further discussion of daa below.
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(154) fun  hen-uu      ɗa          leegi  ndée fun na    pëy-íh            luuy-y-in.
1pe  do-Trv.PL like.that now   but,  1pe Dur  go-NegHabPl grave-pl-Loc.
‘That's how we do it now, but we don't go to the graves.’  (Re-
incarnation:192)

(155) a     hen ɗaa         raa, ɗi  húmú   ɓooy-u      ɗih?
and  do  like.that SM  3s  be-Past wash-Pass how?
‘And having done it like that, how did they wash him?’  (Re-incarnation:120)

Examples  (153)  -  (157)  occur  in  the  context  of  a  procedural  discourse 

explaining  how to  recognize  a  case  of  re-incarnation.  In  (153)  the  women  are 

describing how to stretch out  the  infant  in  order  to  see  any marks  that  would 

identify the re-incarnating individual.  In (156) and (157), the reference is in the 

immediate deictic context, as indicated in the square brackets:

(156) fu tap           miis ma      deh.
2s pour.over milk Cl.Dt  here
‘...you pour the milk here [indicating knees and elbows].’  (Re-
incarnation:158)

(157) bi so‚ deh
mine   here
‘mine is here [displaying a bead].’  (Re-incarnation:212)

(158) Kol-uu        wa  daa   ra,   yíp-ú         Tiin.
rise-trns-PL 3p  there SM implant-PL Tiin.
‘When they came from there [location mentioned in previous sentence], they 
founded [the village of] Tiin.’  (Njawoor:7)

(159) Won ti   fu  ƴii       pay sinaa raa took-e   dah.
say-Quo 2s NegFut go  sinaa SM sit-Imp there
‘He said, “If you won't go to the sinaa, then sit there.”’  (Sinaa:12)

(160) ñew-u-te        laah-i         Maakka, yíp-ú-té              Cëngú  di  Gëwut   dín.
pass-PL-PFV swamp-AM Maakka  implant-PL-PFV Cëngú  in  Gëwút   yonder
‘... they passed by the swamp of Maakka and founded Cëngú in Gëwút there 
yonder’ [Gëwút is at the far northeastern edge of the Ndut country].  
(Njawoor:4)
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(161) Lah-a‚       ri    faam  ra   buur ƴaal-i           won ɗi ti,  “Jokola Mbëëy  dih?”
arrive-Trv 3sO house SM king husband-AM say 3s Quo jokola mbëëy  where?
‘When she reached home her husband the king said, “Where is Jokola 
Mbëëy?”’  (King:24)

Of  the  demonstrative  forms  presented  here,  daa occurs  with  the  highest 

frequency in the texts, and is discussed in this chapter as the interrogative ‘who’ 

(examples  (43) and (45)),  as a marker of cleft  constructions (examples (164) to 

(171)  below),  as  the  simple  locative  adverb  ‘there’  (examples  (158)  and  (159) 

above), and as part of a construction indicating ‘because’ (example (152)).  There is 

also an equative construction using this same form plus the third person singular 

object pronoun.  This construction was frequently used to give the meaning of a 

word in a second language, as in example (162): 

(162) goŋ,   daa    ri ‘serpent’.
snake DAA 3s ‘serpent’
‘ “goŋ” means serpent.’

Textual  examples  of  this construction,  however,  suggest that it  is  perhaps 

better considered just a special case of the cleft construction:

(163) aal, jokol,   múuf-í   won-Øa   daa     ri be    : 
Man, woman end-AM say-Cl.Dt DAA 3s this
‘Men, women, the point of our message is this:...’  (Njawoor:32)

(164) ... fu tee     ri   Yeesu, yee     tah     ra    daa   ri  n-ay      mucle heed-i             di 
... 2s name 3sO Jesus, DemN cause SM DAA 3s Dur-Fut save   lineage-Poss3s in 
‘...You will name him Jesus, because it is he who will save his people

bakaɗ-i wa.
sin-AM 3p.
from their sin.’  (Matthew:8)

Time and space do not permit me to fully explore these structures or the 

question of whether (and if so, how) all these uses derive from some primary sense 
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or  function  of  the  form  daa.   I  do  wish  to  give  a  few  examples  of  the  cleft 

construction,  however,  and  make  a  few  further  comments,  suggesting  lines  of 

further investigation.

Discussion of cleft constructions generally treat it as a focus device.  Various 

arguments of a proposition may be brought into focus through the use of such a 

construction. English has two cleft structures, the wh- (or pseudo-) cleft, and the it- 

cleft: 

(165) a  What this country needs is a good five cent cigar!
b  It is the cat that gets blamed.

The  daa clefts in the Ndut texts that I have been able to examine seem to 

correspond more closely to the  it- cleft in English.  Note, however, that only the 

subject NP is fronted in the cleft constructions found to date.  D’Alton calls the cleft 

construction ‘the emphatic modality’, and describes two structures associated with 

it in Palor.  In a clause in which the subject is a singular personal pronoun the cleft  

morpheme  (ɗaa in  Palor)  precedes  the  subject.   In  all  other  cases,  the  subject 

precedes  the  cleft  morpheme  (1983:233-235).   D’Alton  does  not  report  any 

examples of cleft constructions with other than the subject NP in the focus position. 

The structures she describes in Palor are the same in Ndut, with the exception that 

the cleft or emphatic morpheme is (as has already been pointed out)  daa, rather 

than ɗaa.  Note the following examples:

(166) Daa   mi dek   Faam Alfa
DAA 1s dwell house Alfa
‘It is I who live in the house of [the village founded by] Alfa.’

(167) Daa   fu saam ɓeleɓ   deh.
DAA 2s seek woman here
‘It is you who are looking for a wife here.’
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(168) Fun daa    lah   koy   ɓeleɓ
1pe DAA have child woman
‘It is we who have a daughter.’

(169) Ɓeleɓ   daa    na   pay yéem-ín.
woman DAA Dur go   well-Loc
‘It is the women who go to the well.’

(170) fool-Øa       fool  siig-Øa         bee  ra   daa    píníŋ kuɗ    ka 
jump-Cl.Dt jump rooster-Cl.Dt this SM DAA  roll   pestle Cl.Dt
“It was the jump that this rooster jumped which rolled the pestle, ...’  
(Crying:17) 

(171) Tuŋk-ee    ke leegi daa    na   won-u   iña
youth-Loc ke now  DAA Dur say-PL things
‘It’s the young people these days who are saying things, ...’  (Sinaa:29)

In addition to the locative adverbs described above,  Ndut and Palor both 

attest a locative pro-form, nA, similar to the French y, en, là.  Although there is also 

a durative marker  na, the two forms may be distinguished by the position which 

each takes in the clause.  While the durative marker occurs in the pre-verbal or 

auxiliary position, the locative pro-form (PLoc) occurs in the post verbal adjunct 

position, and is subject to vowel harmony alternation with the previous word:

Loc         S    V     DO Loc   Temp
(172) kor -Øa     goŋ    daa    ɗoɓ  ri  na      kíil-Øë.

foot-Cl.Dt snake DAA bite 3s  PLoc  year-Cl.Dt
‘A snake bit him on the foot in those days.’ 
(lit., ‘the foot, a snake bit him there back then.’)  (Re-incarnation:25)

(173) ɓa‚-Øa           in    filiɓ tagu    fin,   mi lah     na      wote ...
baobab-Cl.Dt Exst in    forest Cl.Dt 1s arrive PLoc today 
‘“The baobab in the forest yonder, I reached there today... (King:44)

Note in example (172) that the NP at the beginning of the clause is actually 

the adjunct specifying the location of the bite.  The PLoc stands in at the normal 

place for a locative expression.  In fact, in Palor, the normal place of the fronted 
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locative phrase is obligatorily signaled by the marker nA (D’Alton 1983:292).  This 

seems to be the case in Ndut as well in examples (172) and (173).  Note, however, 

that it is not the case that the PLoc occurs only if there is a fronted locative.  In 

example (174) the referent for  nA is found in its normal position in the preceding 

clause,  and  in  (175)  the  same  location  continues  to  be  the  referent  for  two 

occurrences of nA in the following sentence:

(174) ...haal-uu-te             a      ri    les     boffa           filoon   dokotaana, 
   enter-Trv.PL-PFV with 3sO room father-Cl.Dt behind curtain
‘...they entered with him [the boy] the father’s room behind the curtain,

pag-u-te      yee     pag-u   wa   na     ra
do-PL-PFV DemN do-PL   3p   PLoc SM
they did what they do there.’  (Crying:30)

(175) na    ɗúh  -ú   wa na     ra   hel  -uu          ri    na
Dur leave-PL 3p PLoc SM leave-Trv.PL 3sO PLoc
‘When they came out of there they left him there.’  (Crying:31)

3.4.4  The locative determiner suffixes

Although a more careful examination of the locative determiners is required 

(there are relatively few examples in the present data corpus), a few observations 

may nevertheless be made.  Note that for the construction formalized as “X-LOC ke 

AC DEM” presented in section 3.3.1 above, and exemplified in phrases such as ginee  

ke yen beh ‘this village of ours’ (see examples (89) and (90)), no example was given 

making use of the middle term: (*unattested) ginaa ke wa bah ‘that village of theirs’. 

The simple determiner -A which suffixes to the classifier to mark nouns as definite 

may be considered the middle term of the series.   If  it  is  not,  then there is  no 

example  of  the  middle  term  at  all  in  the  data  corpus.  D’Alton  includes  the 

determiner -a in the locative set, though this is not considered the middle term in 
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Palor, as discussed above and given in table 6.  In Ndut interpreting the simple 

determiner -A as the middle term of the locative series would be consistent with the 

function of the middle term as a spatially neutral and frequently anaphoric element.

3.4.5  Independent possessive pronouns

The  independent  possessive  pronouns,  shown in  table  7,  share  the  same 

initial consonants as the demonstrative pronouns.  As with the first series singular 

and plural forms in table 5, these forms can be analyzed as the initial consonant b- 

or  ƴ- followed, in this case, by the associative marker and the possessive pronoun 

suffixes from table 4:

TABLE 7
INDEPENDENT POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS
singular plural

Person Sg. Pl. sg. pl.
1 bi so‚    ‘mine’ bi yen   ‘ours’(incl) ƴi so'   ‘mine’ ƴi yen    ‘ours’(incl)

bi fun   ‘ours’(excl) ƴi fun    ‘ours’(excl)
2 bo, bu   ‘yours’ bon, bi-ɗon  ‘yours’ ƴo, ƴu ‘yours’ ƴon, yi ɗ/ron ‘yours’
3 bi      ‘his/hers’ bi wa          ‘theirs’ ƴi    ‘his/hers’ ƴi wa            ‘theirs’

The  interrogative  form,  bi  wah ‘whose’  also  occurs.   Except  for  the  first 

person singular form bi so‚ ‘mine’, examples of the independent possessive pronouns 

do not occur in the available texts:

(176) bi so‚ deh
mine   here
‘mine is here.’  (Re-incarnation:212)

(177) ot-i       beh bi wah?
car-AM this whose?
‘Whose is this car?’
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(178) fun lom-pe    ƴi fun       Ndakaru
1pe buy-PFV ours(excl) Dakar
‘We bought ours in Dakar.’

Example (177) is a copular construction, and the reply to the question could 

be Oti beh bi wa ‘This car (is) theirs.’

3.4.6  Temporal deixis

Anderson and Keenan point out that most languages do not have a parallel 

system of temporal demonstratives. Rather, spatial demonstratives are used directly 

with temporal notions: ‘this week’, ‘that evening’.  Other strategies more commonly 

developed  for  representing  temporal  distinctions  are  in  the  verbal  category  of 

tense,  and of  course,  in the lexicon (1985:297, 295).   While  Ndut does use the 

demonstratives in temporal expressions to indicate remoteness or nearness (as in 

the following examples), it relies much more on the lexicon.

(179) Bosso‚          won so‚   tih   "han"  mon   ndo  bín  fë      tih:
father-1sPoss say 1sO  Quo  han   1s-say 2sO that Cl.Dt Quo
‘My father said to me, “‘han’, I told you back then, ...”’  (Sinaa:18)

(180) ɗempe  fu masa‚       wahti-i      be  kirki
may     2s be.present time-AM this  next.year
‘May you be present at this time next year!’

While  the  words  for  ‘now’,  ‘then’  and the  interrogative  ‘when’  do not  fit 

nicely into the demonstrative paradigm, some of the Ndut lexical items indicating 

deictic  temporal  reference  do  seem  to  be  characterized  by  a  common  initial 

consonant:
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(181) kirih ‘when’
koon ‘then’
key ‘tomorrow’
kíil ‘year’
kirki ‘next year’
kalaa ‘last year’
yii kíil ‘this year’
kíilë ‘the old days’ (lit. ‘the year’)

Ndut  has  a  particularly  rich  set  of  deictically  anchored  terms  for  days 

preceding and following the present.  Though there is a unique name for only one 

day in the past, there are five terms specifying successive days in the future:

(182) yil sun aa ‘three days ago’            (lit. ‘day above yesterday’)
yil aa ‘day before yesterday’   (lit ‘day yesterday’)
aa ‘yesterday’
wote ‘today’
key ‘tomorrow’
nah ‘day after tomorrow’
heel ‘in three days’
hiro‚ ‘in four days’
hirsiɗ ‘in five days’

The Ndut words which are often translated ‘now’ (leegi) and ‘then’  (koon, 

ante ) in English have a range of senses which will require further investigation to 

sort out, but I give here a few indications of their use.  

All three terms can convey a sense of immediacy in the past.  To the question 

in (183) ‘when did you come?’, the three answers given in (184) would appear to 

be equivalent:

(183) Fu ac     de    kirih? ‘When did you come here?’
2s come here when 
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(184)ami ac      de    leegi ‘I just now came’
1s come here now

b mi ac      de    koon ‘I just now came’
1s come here then

c mi anti  ac ‘I just came’
1s then come

In example (185),  leegi has the meaning ‘these days’,  whereas in (186), it 

conveys a sense of the immediate future:

(185) fun hen-uu       ɗa         leegi  ndée fun na   pëy-íh            luuy-y-in.
1pe do-Trv.PL like.that now   but,  1pe Dur go-NegHabPl grave-pl-Loc.
‘That's how we do it now, but we don't go to the graves.’ (Re-
incarnation:192)

(186) M-ay   ro   hap de    leegi!
1s-Fut 2sO hit  here now
‘I am going to beat you right now!’

The term  koon ‘then’  seems less  easily defined.   In (187) it  might  in fact 

convey a slightly earlier arrival:

(187) Mi ac     de   koon, ndaa mi ol-ey     ro.
1s come here then  but    1s see-Neg 2sO
‘I just came (a little while ago?), but I didn’t see you.’

In  example  (188),  there  is  a  sequence  of  actions:  cleaning  the  millet, 

preparing to rinse; this last activity is interrupted by a scream, as indicated by the 

perfective aspect:

(188) woc-a‚      ri    las-i             too      ka     yuloh    nahas koon keloh-te    liik  ...
finish-Trv 3sO separate-AM millet Cl.Dt prepare rinse  then  hear -PFV cry
‘When she had finished with the cleaning of the millet and was preparing for 
the rinsing, she heard a scream...’  (Crying:23)
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Examples (189) and (190) relate the conversation between the mother and 

her child, years later, as the child asks what happened to his eye, and reproaches 

her for not being able to forbid him.  Note the combination in (190) of the verb 

unmarked for tense/aspect, the adverb koon, and the future tense/mode.  It is to be 

expected that adverbials may interact with the tense-aspect system to influence the 

temporal structure of  the utterance.   A detailed examination of  this  interaction, 

however, is beyond the scope of the present work. 

(189) Fu  mín-éh                kaa‚   koon a?
you be.able-NegHab refuse then  YNQ
‘You weren't able to refuse, then?’  (Crying:38)

(190) Mi kaa‚  koon  f-ay     looy-e  looy-o. 
1s refuse then  2s-Fut  cry-E   cry -Redup     
‘If I had refused (then) you would have cried’  (Crying:39)

(191) Yaa fa           olsoh-te          níi,       ot -te      biti     bah  daa    waɗ     koon, 
mother Cl.Dt consider-PFV so.much see-PFV CMPL that  DAA should then 
‘The mother thought long, saw that that was what should have been done 
(then),

ɗi   sígím-pé     na  looy.
3s   bend -PFV Dur cry
she sat down and cried.’  (Crying:41)

Finally, note that anti, ante ‘then’ in the following examples apparently derive 

from the verb an ‘to occur recently’, as in examples (192) and (193), which I was 

given when trying to get at the meaning of  anti.  The form does not pattern with 

the adverbs, however, but consistently appears in the auxiliary or verbal position, 

and occasionally with verbal markings.  It will be discussed further in chapter 5.

(192) be   daa    an ‘this occurred recently’
this DAA occur.recently
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(193) Wa an-u-te                         ac ‘they just came’
3p  occur.recently-PL-PFV come

3.5  The prepositional phrase

According to Crystal, a preposition is a member of a closed class of items 

which  may  occur  before  a  noun  phrase  to  form  a  single  constituent,  the 

prepositional phrase (Crystal 1985:243).  For the purposes of the present discussion 

I  will  consider the preposition itself  to be the head of  the prepositional  phrase. 

There  are  four  structures  which may be  observed in  connection  with  the  eight 

prepositions I have so far identified in Ndut.  The prepositional phrase is of course 

one, and normally occupies the adjunct position within the clause as in example 

(194):  

(194) mi yin-te      mulaa          filiɓ   if-Øa
1s pour-PFV water-Cl.Dt inside calabash-Cl.Dt
‘I poured the water into the calabash.’

Some of the prepositions may occupy this position in the clause without an 

accompanying  noun  phrase  (similar  to  ‘dangling  prepositions’).   Example  (195) 

might be considered an adverbial word, while (196) would appear to be simply the 

noun ‘top’.  

(195) Fu julit        fii
2s  continue front
‘You continue straight ahead’

(196) Téeñíd-Øë                daa    ɗëɓ-í          ríi   lah   sun
pregnant (one)-Cl.Dt DAA precede-** 3sO have top
‘It was the pregnant one who reached the top first.’  (King:18)
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Another  structure  which  is  observed  is  the  presence  of  the  classifier-

associative marker combination fi to link the preposition and the noun phrase as in 

(197) and (198):

(197) Wa hom-u férgëh fi         mbaar            ma
3p  be-PL  under  Cl.AM thatch.shelter Cl.Dt
‘They are underneath the shelter.’

(198) Mi fanoh-te       sun  fi        tigal ka
1s  recline-PFV top  Cl.AM bed   Cl.Dt
‘I lay down on top of the bed.’

While some of the  prepositions, such as férgëh ‘under’ and filiɓ ‘inside’ occur 

both as heads of ‘true’ prepositional phrases (i.e., as defined by Crystal above) and 

with the classifier-associative marker fi to link them to a following noun phrase, at 

least one, sun ‘top’ appears to occur only with the marker fi, strengthening the case 

that it is not a preposition at all.

Finally, for three of the prepositions (hëbús ‘beside’, fii ‘(in) front’ and filoon 

‘behind’),  conjugations  are  given  with  the  possessive  suffixes  of  table  4,  as  in 

example (199):

(199) filoon ‘behind’ filoon yen ‘behind us (incl)’
filoon-so‚ ‘behind me’ filoon fun ‘behind us (excl)’
filoon-u ‘behind you’ filoon-on ‘behind you(pl)’
filoon-i ‘behind him’ filoon wa ‘behind them’

In such a construction the suffixed form occurs alone in the adjunct position:

(200) ...baŋ-Øa         hom-pe hëbús-í
   bench-Cl.Dt be-PFV beside-3sPoss
‘...the bench is at her side.’
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The  prepositions  and  their  distributional  characteristics  in  terms  of  the 

structures discussed above are summarized in table 8.  The first column, ‘head of 

PP’ indicates those prepositions which occur as the head of a prepositional phrase 

without  any  other  marker  to  link  them to  the  accompanying  NP.   The  second 

column shows prepositions occurring in constructions with the marker  fi linking 

them to a following NP.  The column headed ‘w/o NP’ indicates prepositions which 

are found in the adjunct position in the clause without an accompanying NP, and 

the  last  column shows  the  prepositions  which  occur  with  the  possessive  suffix. 

Because  of  the  limited number  of  prepositional  constructions  found  in  the  data 

corpus, I have hesitated to state categorically that a given structure does not occur . 

Where I suspect that a structure may occur given more data I have entered a ‘(  )’.

TABLE 8
NDUT PREPOSITIONS

prep sense63 head of 
PP

with fi w/o NP with poss. 
suffix

a ‘with’ +
di ‘in, among’ +
férgëh ‘below, under’ + + (  ) (  )
fi ‘before, in 

front’
(  ) + +

filiɓ ‘inside’ + + + (  )
filoon ‘behind’ + (  ) + +
hëbús ‘near, next to’ + (  ) (  ) +
sun ‘above, top’ + + (  )

63 The prepositions listed in table 8 do not appear to be related to body parts or landmark terms (a common 
phenomenon observed in African languages).
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3.6  Numerical system

The cardinal numbers for one through nine in Ndut show the use of a base 

five system, not unusual in African languages:64

(201) yínëë ‘one’ pënëë ‘six’
ana ‘two’ pana ‘seven’
éeyë ‘three’ péeyë ‘eight’
iniil ‘four’ payniil ‘nine’
iip ‘five’ sabbo ‘ten’

Multiples of ten and higher seem to reflect a decimal system.  The -y linking 

the  word  for  ten  and  the  number  of  its  multiple  may  be  considered  another 

manifestation of the associative marker:

(202) sabbo a yínëë ‘eleven’ (lit. ‘ten and one’)
sabbo a ana ‘twelve’
saba-y ana ‘twenty’
saba-y éeyë ‘thirty’
saba-y iniil ‘forty’
saba-y iip ‘fifty’
saba-y pënëë ‘sixty’
saba-y pana ‘seventy
temir ‘one hundred’
temir a ana ‘one hundred and two’
temir ana ‘two hundred’
junir ‘one thousand’

Ordinal  numbers  are  formed  by  adding  the  class  3  marker,  f-,  and  a 

determiner:

(203) yínëë fë ‘the first’
ana fa ‘the second’
éeyë fë ‘the third’
pana fa ‘the seventh’

64 Note that the initial consonant for the numbers six through nine is suggestive of the class prefixes proposed 
for proto-Atlantic.
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(204) ɓelii             ana-fi        buur-a ‘the second wife of the king’
woman-AM two-Cl.AM king-Cl.Dt

When referring to money, the numerical system seems to revert to a base 

five  system  for  all  figures.   This  is  also  found  in  other  Senegalese  languages, 

however, and a closer examination reveals the reason for this.  The smallest unit of 

currency is called dërëm. This is the 5 cfa65 piece.  Dërëm ana, two ‘dërëm’, is then 

equal to 10 cfa, dërëm temir is a 500 cfa note, dërëm junir is equal to 5000 cfa, and 

so on. Whatever numerical figure is given must be multiplied by five to arrive at 

the number of cfa indicated.

3.7  Conclusion

The first  section of  this  chapter  demonstrated that  Ndut is  a  nominative-

accusative  language,  and that  subject  and object  are marked primarily  by word 

order.   First  and second person singular  pronouns,  and,  less  convincingly,  third 

person  singular  and  second  person  plural  pronouns  have  different  forms  which 

distinguish  subject  and  non-subject  roles.   Word  order  variation  similar  to  the 

clause final constraint in German is observed when an auxiliary and a main verb 

both occur in a clause.  In Ndut, however, only pronominal objects occur between 

the two verb forms; full NP object arguments and other adjuncts follow the main 

verb.

The Ndut noun class system was presented in section 2.  Correspondences 

between the initial  consonant  of the noun and its classifier were noted, and the 

status of some of the classes was clarified.  The plural class in particular was the 

subject of some confusion in earlier Atlantic studies.  A decision to separate the 

65 CFA stands for Communité Financière Africaine, and is the common currency of most of the former French 
colonies of West Africa.
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consonant of the classifier from the vocalic determiner (or vocalic initial, as in the 

case of the locative determiner -ín) permitted a clearer picture (in later sections) of 

classifier-determiner relationships.

After  demonstrating  a  consistent  head  initial  constituent  order  in  all  the 

nominal structures, section 3 proposed a general NP structure rule and examined 

the associative construction.  Definite NPs are marked by the presence of the class 

marker and the determiner, with intervening noun phrase elements linked by the 

associative marker and showing agreement in number with the head noun.

The deictic system, presented in section 4, may be analyzed into five series 

of  demonstratives,  plus  locative  determiners  and  corresponding  existential  and 

presentative verb forms.  Each series is formed by suffixing to an initial consonant 

the locative determiners and the associative marker.  The middle term of the three 

term series normally indicates an intermediate distance, but is frequently employed 

with an anaphoric sense.  The locative determiners may also suffix directly to the 

noun class marker to indicate both definiteness as well as deictic proximity to the 

speaker.  The most common determiner, the -A which normally appears with the 

classifier,  rarely  seems  to  indicate  distance  from the  speaker,  but,  as  with  the 

middle term in the other series, may be considered anaphoric in the sense that it 

marks the entity as previously mentioned (or otherwise identifiable) in the discourse 

context. Further investigation is expected to permit a more conclusive statement on 

these determiners.  

Section  5  briefly  considered  the  prepositional  phrase,  and  outlined 

distributional criteria to be considered when further study is undertaken.  Some of 

the alleged prepositions behave rather like nouns, and again, a closer examination 

of a larger data corpus is called for.
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Finally, section 6 presented the numerical system, which shows the vestiges 

of a base five system in the first nine numbers, and uses the associative marker to 

indicate  multiples  of  ten.   The class  3 classifier-determiner  is  used to  form the 

ordinal numbers.
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CHAPTER 4:  OVERVIEW OF VERB MORPHOLOGY

In  this  chapter  I  survey  the  primary  verbal  suffixes,  periphrastic 

constructions, and derivational morphology.  The comments and examples furnished 

here are meant only to alert the reader to some of the more common structures of 

verb morphology and to suggest directions for further research.  The act of giving a 

form a  gloss  in  an  interlinear  transcription,  or  of  grouping  particular  examples 

under  a  heading  can  imply  a  greater  degree  of  certainty  than  I  might  wish to 

convey. It is undertaken only with the goal of helping the reader to make sense of 

the examples.  While some of the functions of the forms described do seem clear 

and I state them with confidence, much more careful examination of these forms 

and  their  function  and  distribution  in  a  greater  spectrum of  discourse  genre  is 

called for,  and would bring to light the patterns of  their rhetorical  functions in 

discourse.

The counts referred to in this section were done on only two of the texts, 

‘Njawoor’  and  ‘The  Crying  Boy’,  which  were  broken  into  main  and  dependent 

clauses  for  this  purpose.   As  the  texts  were  translated originally  into  French,  I 

occasionally note the tenses chosen in that language, though this is not necessarily 

reflected in the free translations given in English.  

A more general  note on the verb  morphology is  perhaps in  order at  this 

point.  As noted in section 3.1.1, Ndut verbs show agreement with the subject in 

number.  The verbal suffix indicating plural is -U.  The verb stem without the plural 

marker  is  either  singular,  or  may  be  considered unmarked as  to  number.   The 
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plural  marker  sometimes  fuses  with  certain  of  the  verb  suffixes  to  create 

‘portmanteau’  morphemes  that  combine  number  and some other  category.   The 

negation  suffixes  have  combined  not  only  number  and  negation,  but  also  the 

category  ‘habitual’  as  well.   Some  verbal  constructions  seem  to  block  number 

agreement. 

Section  4.1  presents  primarily  verbal  suffixes,  though  three  non-suffixed 

forms are also treated here, for reasons explained below.  Periphrastic constructions 

and  auxiliaries  are  treated  in  section  2,  and  a  summary  table  of  some  of  the 

distributional features of the verb phrase is given at the end of that section.  In 

section 3 I  present  the  derivational  morphology,  and in  the  last  section I  draw 

attention to the function of some derivational morphemes to affect the voice and 

valency of the clause.

4.1  Verbal suffixes

I  include in this section the elements which seem to be most closely and 

frequently associated with the verb. Three of these are not suffixes at all:  I include 

discussion of the unmarked verb stem and of the pre-verbal durative particle  na 

because of their high frequency in the corpus, and the interpretation (of na, at least) 

as one of the primary aspect markers.  The prohibitive particle ka is discussed later 

in the section as it fits into the discussion on negation. I also deal with suffixes here 

that might more properly be considered in the sections on derivational morphology 

and voice and valency.  The morphemes -A‚ and -UU  are not only quite frequent in 

the  text,  but  have  had  multiple  interpretations  proposed  for  them,  including 

habitual,  transitivizer,  past  tense,  and passive   Examining  these  forms  early  on 

facilitates later discussion which may then refer to the proposed interpretations.
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4.1.1  The perfective -CE

The most frequent verbal suffix to occur in the texts is what I am calling the 

perfective suffix -CE,66 occurring 26 times in the Crying text, nearly always in the 

main clause.  In the Njawoor text, the morpheme occurs 13 times in main clauses 

and 3 times in dependent clauses. For comparison, the second most frequent form 

in the two texts is the unmarked verb stem, occurring 16 times in the Crying text, 

and 13 times in Njawoor.

D’Alton calls the suffix -CE in Palor  l’aspect accompli, which she defines as 

expressing a process which has reached its accomplishment (1983:219). This is at 

best one perfective meaning according to Comrie, but not necessarily its defining 

feature, which according to him “involves lack of explicit reference to the internal 

temporal  constituency  of  a  situation”  (Comrie  1976:21).  He  does  allow  that 

perfective “often indicates completion of a situation when it is explicitly contrasted 

with  an  imperfective  form”  (1976:19).  The  Ndut  verbs  taking  this  form in  the 

Crying  text  characteristically  describe  punctual  events,  and  are  translated  into 

French with the passé composé. Note the following examples:

(205) Yaa-fa           hom  halay-Øa            na   som,  húrs-í               kúl-ë‚té 
mother-Cl.Dt be     courtyard-Cl.Dt Dur pound co.wife-3sPoss come -PFV 
‘The mother is in the courtyard67 pounding millet, her co-wife came from

yéem-in       dëëk-ke   ri    kélís.
well-Cl.Loc call-PFV 3sO help
the well, and called her to help (get the basin of water down off her head).’  
(Crying:13)

(206) Ɗi ɗaas-aat-te     foŋ  na   lús      un-Øa         ra    faam  fa      líif-fe     ow.   
3s let-again-PFV cry  Dur finish voice-Cl.Dt SM  house Cl.Dt full-PFV person
‘She let out another cry, and before the sound of her voice was stilled the 
house was full of people.’  (Crying:27)

66  See section 2.6 for a description of the place assimilation process that this morpheme undergoes.
67 Halaya actually refers to the part of the courtyard where the millet is pounded.
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D’Alton also finds that 

The perfective aspect is not found in combination with any of the verbal 
modalities,  being in  a  relationship  of  complementary  distribution at  the 
same time with the other aspects,  and with the modes (‘acquired state’, 
emphatic,  and  presentative),  as  well  as  with  the  obligative  and  the 
injunctive (1983:220).

While this generally holds true for Ndut, I have found several instances of -CE 

combining with imperfective aspect elements: the durative na; and the progressive 

hom/húmú.  These will be discussed below. Note that D’Alton describes a widely 

used past tense suffix -í in Palor which does not seem to occur in Ndut.  It is likely 

that -CE in Ndut has taken some of the functional load of the past tense, and it 

would be important to examine more carefully some of the implications this might 

have for its status as an aspect marker. 

-CE also  combines  freely  with  the  morpheme  -A‚ ,  which  has  been  described 

variously as a ‘transitivizer’, ‘habitual’ marker, and even past tense marker.  This 

form is discussed at length below.

4.1.2  The unmarked verb

The second most frequent form is the unmarked verb—that is, the verb stem 

without any other aspect marking.  D’Alton calls this the aspect zéro in Palor, and 

suggests that it is used “to denote a process, pure and simple, or an event in its 

totality” (1983:221). She notes that in narrative it can have the value ‘past’, it may 

also in certain contexts have the value future or injunctive. It is frequently used in 

interrogative expressions and in aphorisms and proverbs (1983:222-3).  Because I 

have assumed an opposition between V-Ø and the perfective -CE, I have been calling 

it  ‘imperfect’,  or  non-completed.   In  fact,  however,  it  is  rarely  translated  with 
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the  imparfait in French (only once in the two texts), being most often translated 

with the present tense or occasionally the passé composé. This would appear to be 

compatible with D’Alton’s characterization of  ‘aspect zéro’:  it does in fact seem to 

be unmarked for aspect. Note the range of translations it receives in the following 

examples:

Present tense:
(207) Caac           Njawoor non          ɓëë-w-í           ƴaaha

grandparent Njawoor be.part.of person-pl-AM that
‘Grandfather Njawoor is a part of that group.’  (Njawoor:8)

Present, denoting a habitual situation:

(208) Ɗi  ot   yin,          yaa      haal -ay    ya‚-Øa,      ay   looy-e  looy-o níi.  
3s  see something DemN enter-Neg  hand-Cl.Dt Fut  cry-E   Redup until
‘He sees something, that thing if it doesn't enter his hand, he will cry very 
much.’  (Crying:4)

Present tense in a narrative context, which seems to be functioning as a historical 
present:

(209) Ɗi nuŋun     wa  dúuf,  won wa, wa  hac-un      nuŋ   filiɓ
3s  point out 3p thicket say  3p   3p  dig-SbjnPl hole inside
‘He points out to them a thicket, and tells them to dig a hole there.’  
(Njawoor:19)

Occasionally  the  unmarked  verb  is  translated  into  French  with  the  passé  

composé:

(210) Lah -a‚    ri,   ya‚-a          yuliɗ  kiil     ka      na   ɗíis-ë‚   yaa-fa             ra. 
have-Trv 3sO hand-Cl.Dt reach needle Cl.Dt Dur sew-Trv mother-Cl.Dt SM  
‘When he arrives his hand reached for the needle which his mother is sewing 
with.’  (Crying:19)
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4.1.3  The durative na

D’Alton identifies three aspects in Palor: the two discussed above, and the 

durative aspect,  realized in a periphrastic  construction as  na + V.  This  type of 

construction  is  used  to  indicate  that  a  process  is  uncompleted,  or  developing 

(1983:225-6).  While this statement is descriptive for Ndut, the form na also appears 

to have other functions, and its status is not easily discernible in some contexts.68 

As a durative marker it is usually translated with the present tense or the French 

progressive, en train de...

(211) Ɓa‚-Øa          in    filiɓ tagu   f-in,     mi lah     na      wote mi na    bac
baobab-Cl.Dt Exst in    forest Cl-Loc 1s  arrive PLoc today 1s Dur beat
“The baobab in the forest yonder, I reached there today (and) I was beating 
[throwing

koy-y-i         ɓa‚-Øa,          ɓeleɓ    na   yeek filiɓ,   waay, maa so‚  raa
fruit-PL-AM baobab-Cl.Dt woman Dur sing  inside, but,   **   1sO SM
sticks to gather] the fruit of the baobab, a woman is singing inside, but I 
think

yaa      ɓeleɓ   buur-Øa     na   won-uu         múuj-ë     rëh  nen
DemN woman king-Cl.Dt Dur say-Trv.Pass lost-Cl.Dt SM Cmpr
that is the wife of the king that they say disappeared.”  (King:44, 45)

(212) Lah   bis, këkëy-ë       a     moroom-m-i         na   hégúl-úu kot  përúk       fë,
have day  child-Cl.Dt and  agemates-Cl-AM  Dur  play-PL  foot enclosure Cl.Dt
‘One day , the child and his agemates were playing at the foot of the fence,

yaa       fa      na   ɗíis  if.
mother Cl.Dt Dur sew  calabash
the mother was sewing a calabash.’  (Crying:8)

(213) Yaa-fa          hom halay-Øa           na   som,   húrs-í              kúl-ë‚-té    yéem-in ...
mother-Cl.Dt be    courtyard-Cl.Dt Dur pound co.wife-Poss3s come-PFV well-Loc
‘The mother is in the courtyard pounding, her co-wife came from the well... ’ 
(Crying:13)

68 Note that the locative pro-form na discussed in section 3.4.3 above is probably best considered a 
homophonous morpheme.
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The form also occurs  frequently  in subordinate constructions  and relative 

clauses.  RCs of this type typically have the form   Head noun| na | V | NP | ra , as 

in example (214) below (see discussion of  subordination and relative clauses  in 

sections 5.1 and 5.2).

Relative clause
(214) ... fu  yer-is-se          yee    [ na  húmú     paŋ fu  ra] 

... 2s  give-Rvs-PFV DemN Dur  be-Past  do  2s SM
‘... you left whatever you were doing, ...’  (Crying:26).

Subordinate clause
(215) Na   pes-a‚    Njawoor ra,  ɗi húmú    lah-te       alal     lool; 

Dur live-Trv Njawoor SM 3s be-Past have-PFV wealth much
‘When Njawoor was living, he had great wealth.’  (Njawoor:10)

The  following  example  is  problematic  in  that  it  seems  to  combine  the 

durative marker with the perfective aspect marker:

(216) Kéls-ë‚    ri    húrs-ë           níi    na    nimil   halay-a              ra,
help-Trv 3sO co.wife-Cl.Dt until Dur  return courtyard-Cl.Dt RA  
‘When she had helped the co-wife, and she was returning to the courtyard,

siig-Øa          fool-a‚     na  yíp-pe           dín        
rooster-Cl.Dt jump-Trv NA implant-PFV there
it is at this moment that the rooster jumped and landed there.’ (Crying:16) 

In  example  (216),  the  durative  na is  incompatible  with  the  perfective 

marking of the verb  yíp ‘implant’.  While this occurrence of the form na might be 

interpreted  as  the  locative  pro-form  because  of  its  position  following  the 

verb foola‚ (foola‚ na ‘jumped from there’), some of the problematic examples seem 

to favor an analysis involving conjunction, though this may be simply because of 

the sequence of verbs in these phrases:
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(217) Yaa fa           olsoh -te         níi,        ot -te     biti      bah  daa    waɗ    koon, 
mother Cl.Dt consider-PFV so.much see-PFV CMPL that  DAA should then 
‘The mother thought long, saw that that was what should have been done 
(then),

ɗi   sígím-pé    na   looy.
3s   bend -PFV NA cry
she sat down and cried.’  (Crying:41)

(218) Këkëy-ë      ee    pitingal la,   na  píníŋ-ëh,  na  pay   na  ac, 
child-Cl.Dt  Exst cry       RA  Dur roll-Rflx Dur go   Dur come 
‘The child is screaming, rolling around back and forth, ...’  (Crying:25a)

In example (218) there is also a combination of the existential form, ee (to be 

discussed below) in the first clause, with the durative aspect marker na before the 

succeeding verbs.

Note  also  that  the  morpheme  rA,  for  example,  has  a number  of  different 

realizations depending on the phonological  environment,  similar to the situation 

described for the second and third person pronouns in section 3.1.1. The following 

example was originally charted with the në attached to the following clause. Note 

however that the vowel alternation links it more closely to the preceding [+ATR] 

word, këkëyë ‘the child’. If taken as a variant of the morpheme rA, that would have 

the effect of making the previous clause dependent, possibly a ‘when’ clause.

(219) ... kaƴ-aa‚  ri,   húrs-í           yaa-fa           sígím-pé    ay    ri    ɓéy-r-é          rë,
... lie-Trv 3sO co.wife-AM mother-Cl.Dt bend -PFV will 3sO take-Ben-E  SM
‘...(and) when he turned on his back, (and when) the co-wife bent over to 
pick him up,

ol-a‚       kiil     ka      íl   këkëy-ë       në  antee       ɗaas foŋ.
see-Trv needle Cl.Dt eye child-Cl.Dt NA then-PFV let   cry 
it is at this moment that she saw the needle in the eye of the child, then let 
out a cry.’ (Crying:25b)
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Another possibility for the identity and function of the  na element in this 

context  could  have  to  do  with  the  construction  V-  A'   (obj)    na  .   Look  again  at 

examples (216) and (219). The clauses preceding the problematic na each have this 

form and are translated with a cleft construction in French, c’est à ce moment que... 

‘it is at this moment that...’

4.1.4  The morpheme -A‚ 

The  morphemes  -A‚  and -UU are  listed  in  Gueye  (1984)  as  transitivant 

‘transitivizer’,  and  passif ‘passive’.   This  reference  occurs  in  a  list  of  verbal 

derivational suffixes and is given only to indicate the alternations which occur in 

the vowel harmony.  D’Alton describes these morphemes for Palor as well, though 

in Palor the ‘neutro-passive’ is given as -U rather than -UU.  While there are some 

examples in Ndut which seem to correspond to these descriptions, there are a great 

many which do not.  In his transcriptions of the Ndut texts I am working with, 

Mbengue frequently proposes ‘habitual’ as the core meaning of these morphemes, 

the form -A‚   indicating singular habitual, and -UU  indicating plural habitual.  He 

also indicates that verbs with these suffixes give the ‘idea’ of place, time or habit. 

There are also Ndut examples of the morpheme -U which do not seem to indicate 

plural, and will be considered the passive morpheme corresponding to that in Palor.

According to D’Alton, the ‘transitivizer’  -A‚  “authorizes the adjunction of an 

object to intransitive verbs, and of a second object to transitive verbs” (1983:274). 

This morpheme is described as very productive and among the examples given are 

these, which are also attested in Ndut:
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(220) kol ‘rise’
kol-a‚ ‘to come from (location)’

lah ‘have’
lah-a‚ ‘possess (object)’

In Ndut, the form  kola‚ in (220) may be broken down further, showing a 

little better the semantic link between ‘rising’ and ‘coming from (somewhere)’.

(221) kol ‘rise’
kol-oh (reflexive) ‘raise oneself’; ‘get up’
kol-oh-a‚ > kola‚ (and frequently kúlë‚)

‘to come from (location)’

Consider the following examples:

(222) Yiin fa,      yii         [ɗaŋ      ron  ɓéeɓ], ɗon  ay   ri    lah.
day  Cl.Dt  whatever request 2p   all      2p    Fut 3sO have
‘On that day, whatever you ask for,you will have it.’  (Njawoor:26)

(223) bi so‚ nek,  mi lah-a‚    ëgdë naa‚.
mine  just, 1s  have-Trv ëgdë white
‘As for mine, I have(possess) a white ëgdë.’  (RE:222)

More convincing is the following pair of examples with ham69 ‘to catch’; ‘to 

hold’:

(224) Fu yes    bal-a         ra   m-ay     ri    ham.
2s throw ball-Cl.Dt SM 1s-Fut   3sO catch
‘When you throw the ball, I will catch it.’

(225) Mi hab-a‚    ri     fel-oh
1s hold-Trv 3sO lie-AG
‘I take him for a liar’

Note the following examples of the habitual use of -A‚:

69 Note that ham is a member of a set of roots which undergo alternation in intervocalic position:
ham > haba‚; caŋ > caga‚; ac > aya‚.
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(226) Ɗi lom-a‚   too
3s buy-Hab millet
‘He buys (habitually) millet.’

(227) Tíl-ë‚       rí    níi    ɓaha-te    ra,  ɗi húmú    hom-a‚    faam woh-e      tuŋka.
walk-Trv 3sO until old-PFV SM, 3s be-Past stay-Hab home watch-** children
‘When he became old, he was staying at home to watch the children.’  
(Njawoor:14)

In  some examples  it  is  not  difficult  to  make the  connection  between the 

habitual interpretation and the transitivizing interpretation.  In examples (222) and 

(223),  for  example,  is  there  a  great  semantic  leap  between  having  something 

habitually and possessing it?

(228) Këkëy-ë     húmú    gin-a             kíil-ë        yaa-fa            lah-a‚       ri    koy 
child-Cl.Dt be-Past village-Cl.Dt year-Cl.Dt mother-Cl.Dt have-Trv 3sO child
‘The child was in the village in those days, his mother had him (as a) son

‘kut’  ti     won-aɗ   paan      nen
come Quo say-Man chicken Cmpr
‘come’ as they say in calling chickens.” [spoiled him, doted on him?]  
(Crying:2)

In example (228), ‘kut’ is the sound made to call chickens for their feeding, 

and evidently is used here as an idiom for spoiling a child.  To spoil a child can be 

seen as making a habit of being too lenient with him.  

More of the verbs having the -A‚  form seem to be analyzable as transitivized 

than  as  habitual.  There  remain  a  number,  however,  for  which  neither  analysis 

seems entirely satisfactory. In example (229), the habitual can be ruled out, and 

there appears to be no other argument for the verb to take, as the remainder of the 

sentence would be analyzed as a dependent clause expressing the circumstances of 

the breaking.  But consider again Mbengue’s suggestion that the suffix -A adds an 
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idea of place, time or habit.  In fact, the dependent clause in (229) is expressing the 

time and place of the breaking.  

(229) If-a                 poy-a‚       na   sob-a‚       yaa-fa           too    ka 
calabash-Cl.Dt break-Trv Dur pound-Trv mother-Cl.Dt millet Cl.Dt 
‘The calabash broke when the mother was pounding millet

halay-Øa           ɓaab-Ø-in          ra
courtyard Cl.Dt morning-Cl-Loc SM
in the courtyard that morning.’  (Crying:9)

4.1.5  The morpheme -U / -UU

D’Alton (1983:275) gives the following examples of the passive morpheme 

in Palor:

(230) lím ‘to give birth’
lím-ú ‘to be born’

pok ‘to attach’
pok-u ‘to be attached’

In Ndut, both long and short variants seem to appear for this morpheme:

(231) Beh  lím-ú               rek, ɓëëwë  yúh -ú -té        biti      bee   Musaa Saar.
this  give.birth-Pass just  people know-PL-PFV CMPL this   Musa  Saar
‘As soon as he [lit. ‘this’] was born, they knew that this was Musa Saar.’   
(Re-incarnation:19-20)

(232) Yeesu Krista lím-úu              ɗeeha.
Jesus  Christ  give.birth-Pass like.this
‘Jesus Christ was born in this way.’  (Mt:1)

In these two examples the subject of the verb is clearly singular, and passive 

would  seem to  be  the  only  logical  interpretation  for  the  -U suffix.   Such  clear 

examples are hard to come by, however.  Examples (233) and (234) occur in the 

middle of a procedural discourse.  A generic second person is being used as the 
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subject of the actions described, until in (234) there are suddenly two verbs with 

no overt subject, and marked with what appears to be either the plural or passive 

morpheme:

(233) Fu ɓeɓ  mulaa,        feey fi         ƴaaha fu cepet         fu  tum mulaa         ɗaa.
2s take water-Cl.Dt earth Cl.AM those 2s take.pinch 2s  put  water-Cl.Dt like.that
‘you take the water—those(?) dirt you take a pinch, you put(it) in the water 
like that,’

(234) Fu  hérís             wa  ndín, ɓek-u  ɓoloŋ,        pok-u      un-a.
2s  allow.to.settle 3p then   put-** large.bead attach-** neck-Cl.Dt
‘you allow it to settle, then (you) put on  a large bead, and attach it to the 
(child's) neck.’  (RE:183-190)

While clear examples of the passive morpheme are not easy to find, this is 

not the situation with respect to the habitual plural.   In (235) a habitual action 

performed by women when pounding millet is described:

(235) Fu  yúh    ɓeleɓ-ɓa        sob-e       raa, ɓey-uu        if           daaƴ 
you know woman-pl.Dt pound-*  SM  take-HabPl calabash push.in
‘You know the women when they pound, they take a calabash and set it

tal    ndoŋ-Øa        feey.
base mortar-Cl.Dt earth
in the sand at the base of the mortar.’  (Crying:10)

(236) Fun  hen-uu      ɗa         leegi  ndée fun na   pëy-íh           lúuy-y-ín.
1pe  do-HabPl  like.that now  but,  1pe Dur go-NegHabPl grave-Cl-Dt
‘That's how we do it now, but we don't go to the graves.’  (Re-
incarnation:192)

Example (236) is an assertion made after describing the ceremony which is 

performed for  a  baby  that  is  diagnosed  as  a  ‘case’  of  re-incarnation,  and  thus 

clearly a habitual interpretation is called for.
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If examples (224) and (225) may be taken as convincing evidence for the 

transitivizing morpheme -A‚, then (237) might be taken as evidence that there is a 

corresponding plural ‘transitivizer’:

(237) yen hab-uu         ri    fel-oh 
1pe hold-TrvPl? 3sO lie-AG
‘We take him for a liar.’

I  propose,  however,  that  what  appear  to  be  matched  sets  of  plural  and 

singular habitual morphemes, and an identical set of plural and singular transitive 

morphemes, are nothing more than the morpheme -A‚  (whatever it is taken to be, 

whether a single morpheme, or two homophonous forms) followed, in the case of 

the plural forms, by the normal verbal inflection for plural, -U.  Recall the discussion 

of sandhi in section 2.4.2: when two vowels are in contact, it is the second vowel 

which appears, and frequently as a long vowel, so that there is conservation of the 

syllabic weight. This occurs even when there is an intervening glottal stop as two of 

the forms from example (5) (repeated here) demonstrate:

(238) AnndA‚ + ØA anndaa ‘the clay bowl (for heating)’
télí‚ + ØA télëë ‘the road’

By this same reasoning, the long variant of the passive morpheme given in 

examples (231) and (232) (and repeated here) might be considered the combination 

of  the transitive  -A‚, and the passive  -U.  While  this  combination strikes  one as 

unusual,  note that  what appears  to be added in example (240) is  the adverbial 

demonstrative expression indicating manner.

(239) Beh  lím-ú               rek, ɓëëwë  yúh -ú -té        biti      bee   Musaa Saar.
this  give.birth-Pass just  people know-PL-PFV CMPL this   Musa  Saar
‘As soon as he [lit. ‘this’] was born, they knew that this was Musa Saar.’   
(Re-incarnation:19-20)
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(240) Yeesu Krista lím-úu              ɗeeha.
Jesus  Christ  give.birth-Pass like.this
‘Jesus Christ was born in this way.’  (Mt:1)

In examples (241) and (242), the presence of the transitivizing morpheme 

seems to mark the locative NP my hands as an argument of the verb.

(241) ƴak fa       fús-ë‚      ya‚   -y-i so‚
bird Cl.Dt flee-Trv hand-Poss1s
‘The bird escaped from my hands.’

(242) ƴak-ka      fús-úu          ya‚-y-i so‚
bird pl.Dt flee-Trv-PL hand-pl-Poss1s
‘The birds escaped from my hands.’

Even where it is not clear what the function of the morpheme is, the same 

pattern of singular  -A‚  and plural  -UU may be observed. Note that the word  lah 

‘have’ in example (243) may be understood as ‘to arrive’, when its complement is a 

location or locative expression:

(243) ɓa‚-Øa          in     filiɓ tagu    fin,   mi lah     na      wote, ... 
baobab-Cl.Dt Exst in    forest Cl.Dt 1s arrive PLoc today 
‘The baobab in the forest yonder, I arrived there today, ...’  (King:44)

In examples (244) and (245) the singular and plural versions of essentially 

the same construction are seen.

(244) Lah-a‚        ri    faam   ra   buur ƴaal-i           won ɗi ti,    “Jokola Mbëëy  dih?”
arrive-Trv 3sO house SM king husband-AM say  3s Quo   jokola mbëëy where?
‘When she arrived home her husband the king said, “Where is Jokola 
Mbëëy?”’  (King:24)

(245) Lah-uu          wa  mëlëy-y-ín  rëh, wa  ol-u-te         ɓa‚;...
arrive-Trv-PL 3p  leaf-pl-Loc SM, 3p  see-PL-PFV baobab,...
‘When they arrived at the leaves [which they were going to collect] yonder, 
they saw the baobab, ...’ (King:10)
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Like  example  (229),  these  examples  also  suggest  that  the  morpheme 

-A‚ functions to add a temporal sense to the clause.70

4.1.6  Negation in the verb

There are two types of negation which may be marked on the verb stem. 

The forms -Ay and -Uy are the regular (or non-habitual) singular and plural negative 

markers.  Habitual negation is indicated by the singular and plural forms -Eh and 

-íh.  Note that the aspect marker na combines with the habitual negation markers in 

examples (248) and (249), but not in (250) and (251).  I would not be surprised if 

further  examination  confirmed the  hypothesis  that  verbs  expressing  states,  such 

as yúh ‘know’, do not tend to take the marker na:

Standard negation
(246) Ba   [hen-ay  loo        ra]  daa    húmú     huk   ki   kaa‚    ba  [hen loo        ra].

that  do-Neg stomach SM DAA be-Past   more **  refuse that  do  stomach SM.
‘It was the one who was not pregnant who hated all the more the one who 
was pregnant.’  (King:5)

(247) Wa lom-uy      too
3p  buy-NegPl millet
‘They did not buy millet.’

Habitual negation
(248) Yaay,   yi     tah     íl-ée        ke  so‚  beh na   ol-eh?"

mother what cause eye-Cl.Dt ke 1sO this Dur see-NegHab
‘Mother, why does this eye of mine not see?’  (Crying:34)

(249) fun hen-uu      ɗa          leegi  ndée fun na   pëy-íh           lúuy-y-ín.
1pe do-HabPl  like.that now   but,  1pe Dur go-NegHabPl grave-pl-Dt
‘That's how we do it now, but we don't go to the graves.’  (Re-
incarnation:192)

70 Whether this is a function of the morpheme, or of the subordination marked by the subject-verb inversion 
and the presence of the subordinate marker ra is not entirely clear however.  See discussion in section 5.1
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(250) Fu yéeh               yin
2s know-NegHab something
‘You don’t know a thing!’  (Re-incarnation:117)

(251) Tunk-ee        leegi  yíih                     iña     na  won-u    wa   ra.
children-Loc  now   know-NegHabPl things Dur say-PL they SM
‘Kids these days don't know what they are talking about.’  (Sinaa:30)

4.1.7  The imperative and subjunctive suffixes

The  singular  and  plural  imperatives  are  formed  in  Ndut  by  adding  the 

suffixes -E and -í to the verb stem as in examples (252) and (253).  The same forms 

are attested in Palor (D’Alton 1983:238).

(252) tik-e         sun f-i        tigal ka!
place-Imp top Cl-AM bed  Cl.Dt
‘Put it on (top of) the bed.’

(253) Di tík-ké       won wa ti , “Baap-p-on           a    yaay-y-on             ac     meey  raa, 
3s place-PFV say 3p Quo  father-Cl-Poss2p and mother-Cl-Poss2p come field SM
‘He added, saying to them, “When your mothers and fathers come from the 
fields,

wën-í        wa ti,    ‘cic-fi fun                    ín     fanoh-te         dín    ɗë
say-ImpPl 3p Quo grandparent-Cl.Poss1pe Exst lie.down-PFV there SM
tell them, ‘Our grandfather is lying down over yonder,

na   yeel     ɗon na’”
Dur regard  2p  PLoc(?)
and is watching you.’” ’   (Njawoor:24)

Ndut also has singular and plural subjunctive markers.  In Palor these are 

described as “designating an action seen as necessary or desirable, but of which the 

existence  is  not  necessarily  predicated”  (D’Alton  1983:237).   The  singular  and 

plural forms in Palor are -a and -aa.  In Ndut the singular form is -A, and the plural 

is -Un:
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(254) Ɗi ñam-a     too
3s eat-Sbjn millet
‘Let him eat millet!.’

(255) Jéeg-i          kaa‚   maañ halay      ɓey-a         kuɗ    ɓít-íɗ
woman-AM refuse tarry courtyard take-Sbjn pestle heavy-Pers (?)
‘A woman who doesn’t want to stay long in the (part of the courtyard where 
the millet is ground), let her take a heavy pestle.’

(256) Ɗi nuŋun     wa  dúuf,  won wa, wa  hac-un       nuŋ  filiɓ
3s  point out 3p thicket say  3p   3p  dig-SbjnPl hole inside
‘He points out to them a thicket, and tells them that they should dig a hole 
there.’  (Njawoor:19)

(257) Wa ñak  muluɓ mbaa yin           ɓos  haal   gin-a            raa,  lah  wa saam-un
3s  lack water   or     something ugly enter village-Cl.Dt SM, Aux 3s search-SbjnPl
‘If they lack water, or some misfortune (or plague) enters the village let them 
find

miis a     too     a    maaf, wa tum la‚-a          luuy-i       so‚.
milk and millet and beer, 3s  put  rock-Cl.Dt grave-Poss1s
milk, millet and beer, and put them on the rock of my grave.’  (Njawoor:25)

Note that the verb tum ‘to put’, in the clause following the subjunctive form 

in example (257), not only lacks the subjunctive marker, it is also not inflected for 

plural agreement.  According to Mbengue (p.c.), however, by including the object 

of this verb, both verbs are then inflected:

(258) wa saam-un        miis a     too     a   maaf, wa túm-ún      wë la‚a luuy-i    so‚.
3s search-SbjnPl milk and millet and beer, 3s  put-SbjnPl 3p rock grave-Poss1s
‘let them find milk, millet and beer, let them put them on the rock of my 
grave.’  (Mbengue, p.c.)

4.1.8  Negation of imperative forms

Ndut attests a prohibitive marker, ka.  D’Alton describes the same marker for 

Palor,  but  also  gives  a  number  of  examples  in  which  it  combines  with  the 
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subjunctive in that language.  While no examples of this combination have been 

found in Ndut, this is more likely due to the small size of the corpus with which I 

am working.  In the singular prohibitive construction in both Ndut and Palor, the 

prohibitive marker occurs clause initial,  the subject  pronoun is  not present,  and 

only the verb stem is given.  In the plural form, the plural imperative suffix -í occurs 

on the verb stem.  In both languages the negative ka is frequently associated with 

the durative aspect marker na (D’Alton 1983:256-259).  Note that in Ndut ka has as 

variants  the forms nga and ngaa:71

(259) Ka         na   yees   tunka     la‚!
NegImp Dur throw children rock
‘Don’t throw rocks at the children!’

(260) Ka         na   yées-í           tunka    la‚!
NegImp Dur throw-ImpPl children rock
‘Don’t throw rocks at the children!’

(261) Nga       na  ñam a      ya‚-y-i         lar-ay.
NegImp Dur eat with  hand-pl-AM clean-Neg
‘Don’t eat with unclean hands! (lit. with hands not clean)’

(262) ɗoh  fi  Yúsúfë séd-í               Dawuda, ngaa    neeh lusri Mariyama ɓeleɓ-u, ...
2sO ** Joseph grandchild-AM David,  NegImp fear  take Mary        woman-Poss2s
‘You, Joseph, grandson of David; don’t be afraid to take Mary as your wife,...’ 
(Matthew:6)

4.2  Periphrastic constructions and auxiliaries

In this section I present a number of forms which occur both as full verbs in 

the clause, but also occur in combination with other verbs to indicate particular 

tense, aspect or modal distinctions.

71 There is perhaps more than just a coincidental relationship between the form ka and the verb kaa‚, which is 
glossed variously as ‘to hate’, ‘to refuse, forbid’,  ‘to deny’.
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4.2.1  The auxiliary hom

In Ndut the verb hom means ‘to remain’, ‘to stay’, ‘be (in a location)’: 

(263) Yaa-fa       hom halay-a         na   som,   húrs-í               kúl-ë‚-té           yéem-ín
mother-CL be   courtyard-CL Dur pound co.wife-Poss3s come-Trv-PFV well-Loc
‘The mother is in the courtyard pounding, her co-wife came from the well...’ 
(Crying:13)

(264) Wa hom-u férgëh fi         mbaar            ma.
3p   be-PL under  Cl.AM thatch.shelter Cl.Dt
‘They are underneath the shelter.’

(265) ...baŋ-Øa hom-pe hëbús-í
   bench-Cl.Dt be-PFV beside-3sPoss
‘...the bench is at her side.’

When it occurs in conjunction with another verb it has a progressive sense, 

and is generally translated with the progressive ‘en train de’ in French:

(266) Tunka    hab-uu         biti      cic-f-i               wa hom hégílë yée      mérées.
children hold-Trv.PL CMPL grandparent-Poss3p be    play    DemN usual
‘The children thought that their grandfather was teasing them, as usual.’ 
(Njawoor:20)

(267) Yaa-fa           hom ɗíis-i   if-a                 këkëy-ë       kúlë‚-te     moroom-m-i ...
mother-Cl.Dt be   sew-** calabash-Cl.Dt child-Cl.Dt come-PFV agemate-pl-Poss3s
‘The mother is sewing the calabash when the child comes from where his 
friends...’ (Crying:18)

There is also a past form of  hom,  húmú. This form patterns with  hom in its 

distribution, and is invariant in terms of not occurring with any person or aspect 

inflection. It  is virtually always translated with the  imparfait. It  is  used alone in 

locative and equative constructions,  and in conjunction with other verbs acts  to 

render them as imperfective or past progressive events:
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(268) miis ma      húmú    filiɓ   if
milk-Cl.Dt  be-Past inside calabash 
‘the milk was in the calabash’

(269) Ɗi húmú   yíkëë  af     ndaa ri  húmú   ɓëëy-í         Koope. 
3s be-Past owner head but   3s be-past person-AM God
‘He was an intelligent man, but was (also) a religious man’  (Njawoor:13)

(270) Mi húmú    saam         kuɗ    ɓít
1s  be-Past search.for pestle heavy
‘I was looking for a heavy pestle.’

(271) Ɗi húmú    dék    Faam Ngéy.. 
2s be-Past dwell  house Ngey
‘He was living in the Ngéy household.’  (Njawoor:9)

There is also a construction using húmú and verbs marked with the perfective 

-CE. This would seem to be inconsistent with the aspectual interpretations proposed 

for the two forms, but this construction appears  to be used to signal  a state or 

condition:

(272) Na   pes-a‚    Njawoor ra,   ɗi  húmú   lah-te       alal      lool; 
Dur live-Trv Njawoor SM 3s  be-Past have-PFV wealth much
‘When Njawoor was living, he had great wealth.’  (Njawoor:10)

(273) Yúsúfë ƴaal-i      nek, húmú    hen-te   ɓëy                 júɓ-pé,...
Joseph  man-AM **   be-Past do-PFV person-Cl-AM just-PFV
“Joseph, her husband, was a just person...’  (Mt:4)

(274) Mi húmú    mín-té          bah lool, ...
1s  be-Past be.able-PFV that very
‘I used to be able [to do] that very well,...’ (RE:79)

4.2.2  The deictic existentials

What  I  have  called  the  ‘existential’  verbs  pattern with  the  demonstrative 

series in marking relative distance. These may stand alone in a sentence to indicate 

the existence of a referent at a particular location, or may combine with a main 
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verb to indicate both the progressive aspect of the event or activity, as well as its 

relative distance from the speaker. In elicitation of progressive forms the marker rA 

was frequently given as part of the construction.  Further investigation is called for 

to form some generalizations about when the marker  rA appears72,  and whether 

there  are  any  restrictions  on  the  kinds  of  main  verbs  that  combine  with  the 

existential series as opposed to hom, or whether there are different discourse level 

functions assigned to them. 

D’Alton lists this type of construction in Palor as the ‘presentative modality’, 

and notes the presence of the marker rA at the end of the clause in most cases.  The 

exceptions to this seem to be those which do not combine with other verbs, but 

simply  indicate  the  presence  of  the  referent  at  a  particular  location.   She also 

translates all  examples with the French presentatives,  voici,  voilà  ‘here is/are ...’, 

‘there is/are ...’ (D’Alton:1983:231-233).  

I  am  not  entirely  convinced  that  these  structures  in  Ndut  have  as  strong  a 

presentative element as they appear to have in Palor.  Note that there is a related 

series  of  forms which  I  am calling  presentatives  in  Ndut  (discussed  in   section 

4.2.3) which have a much stronger presentative sense.

(275) Mustafa ee     filiɓ   ot-a
Mustafa Exst inside car-Cl
‘Mustafa is inside the car.’

(276) Assan ín     faam
Assan Exst house
‘Assan is at home. (Speaker is not!)’

(277) Mustafa ee     nee‚ ra
Mustafa Exst sleep RA
‘Mustafa is sleeping.’

72 In examples with this use of the marker ra, it will be glossed RA, as there does not appear to be subordination 
involved in this construction.
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(278) Këkëy-ë      ee      pitingal la,    na   píníŋ-ëh, na   pay na   ac, 
child-Cl.Dt Exst   cry        RA  Dur roll-Rflx  Dur go  Dur come 
‘The child is screaming, rolling around back and forth.’  (Crying:25a)

(279) Benjamin aa    fanoh-te tigal ka     ra
Benjamin Exst lie-PFV  bed Cl.Dt RA
‘Benjamin is lying down on the bed there.’

(280) Benjamin ín     fanoh-te tigal k-ín     ndë
Benjamin Exst lie-PFV  bed  Cl-Loc RA
‘Benjamin is lying down on the bed yonder.’

(281) Di tík-ké       won wa ti ,  “Baap-p-on         a     yaay-y-on             ac    meey  raa, 
3s place-PFV say 3p Quo  father-Cl-Poss2p and mother-Cl-Poss2p come field SM
‘He added, saying to them, “When your mothers and fathers come from the 
fields,

wën-í       wa ti,    ‘cic-fi                fun      ín     fanoh-te         dín    ɗë ...
say-ImpPl 3p Quo grandparent-Cl.Poss1pe Exst lie.down-PFV there SM
tell them, ‘Our grandfather is lying down over yonder, ...’ (Njawoor:24)

There are relatively few examples of these forms in the texts, and some of 

these prove to be problematic, as with (279) through (281), which combine the 

progressive auxiliary with the perfective -CE.  Similar to the construction with húmú 

V-CE, however, note that this construction expresses a state which was entered into 

at some point and which continues to hold.  Interestingly the verb ‘to lie down’ 

here was translated into French s’est couché ‘he lay down’ with the  passé composé, 

indicating completed action, while the English free translation which seems most 

appropriate signals the ongoing state of ‘lying down’.

Negation of the first type of existential phrase (in which the existential verb 

occurs  alone)  is  indicated  by  using  the  distal  verbal  form,  ín,  with  the  plural 

habitual  negation  marker,  -íh.   This  is  regardless  of  relative  distance  or 

singularity/plurality  of  the  referent  in  the  proposition  being  negated,  or  even 

whether such a state of events is habitual or not.  Thus, even though the proposition 
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‘Assan is here’ could be expressed  Assan ee deh,  the negation of that proposition 

would nevertheless be as in (282):

(282) Assan ín-íh                 deh.
Assan Exst-NegHabPl here
‘Assan is not here.’

4.2.3  The presentatives

What I am calling the presentatives in Ndut may be analyzed as the medial 

existential auxiliary  aa (or  a), plus the singular or plural demonstrative pronoun. 

The  subject  precedes  the  presentative  form,  and  the  referent  is  present  in  the 

immediate deictic context (such that it/they may be indicated by a gesture).  This 

construction is translated into French with the presentatives, le voici, les voilà, etc.

(283) a beh ‘here is...’ a ƴeh ‘here are ...’
a bah ‘there is...’ a ƴah ‘there are ...’
a bín ‘there is ...(over there)’ a ƴín ‘there are ... (over 
there)’

(284) ɓeleɓ-so‚         abeh
woman-Poss1s Prsv
‘here’s my wife.’

(285) Meey-i    Sal a bín
field-AM Sal Prsv
‘There’s Sal’s field, way over there.’

(286) Ɓeleɓ-ɓ-i         iniil-l-i so‚      aƴah
woman-pl-AM four-pl-Poss1s Prsv
‘There are my four wives.’

4.2.4  The future ay

Future sense is handled in Ndut with the auxiliary  ay. This is apparently a 

grammaticalization of the verb  ac ‘to come’. Note the final consonant alternation 
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between /c/ and /y/ in intervocalic position:  ɗi ac ‘he comes’, ɗi acce ‘he came’, but 

wa ayute ‘they came’. Called the ‘imminent’ in Palor, it is used to express the future, 

and in particular the action  non encore accomplie ‘not yet accomplished’ (D’Alton 

1983:242).  In Ndut it is expressed Subject | ay | (pronominal objects) | verb root 

(+-e) | object  .

(287) Ɓah-a      an-te       waa won ti     “ɗon ol-u-te         nuŋ-i       bee    a, ...
old-Cl.Dt then-PFV 3p   say  Quo “2p  see-PL-PFV hole-AM this YNQ, ...
‘Then the old man said to them, “you see this hole ?

m-ay   haal-e  filiɓ   ɗon  púuɓ së‚”
1s-Fut enter-E inside 2p   bury 1sO
I will enter it, and you bury me.”’  (Njawoor:22)

(288) Ɗi  ot   yin,          yaa      haal -ay     ya‚-Øa,      ay    looy-e  looy-o  níi.  
3s  see something DemN enter-Neg   hand-Cl.Dt Fut  cry -E  Redup  so.much
‘He sees something, if that doesn't enter his hand, he will cry very much.’  
(Crying:4)

There is a negative future which is expressed with the morpheme ƴii (or cii, 

or ii):

(289) ... mi ƴii       ñam-il   too     ki        mi lín-ëy             wë".
... 1s NegFut eat-Iter millet Cl.AM 1s  cultivate-Neg 3p
‘... I will not eat any more millet which I didn’t cultivate.’  (Njawoor:16)

(290) F-ii          pay kíisí fín
2s-NegFut go  ocean Cl.Dt
‘You will not go to the ocean.’

In a narrative context,  ay can have a prospective value, as in the following 

example:

(291) Húrs-ë            púlëh-té      në,    won biti    koon këkëy-ë     looy looy-yi
co.wife-Cl.Dt appear-PFV PLoc say CMPL then child-Cl.Dt cry   cry-pl-Poss3s
‘The co-wife appeared and said [to herself] “the child is crying his senseless 
cries
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bilaante   yee     ke   ri    merees,  ay   ri   ɓéy-r-é        feey  fa,     ot   ñif     ma ...
senseless DemN KE 3sO usual     Fut 3sO take-Ben-E earth Cl.Dt  see blood Cl.Dt
as usual”, was going to pick him up off the ground, [and] saw the blood ...’  
(Crying:24)

4.2.5  The auxiliary mín: ability

Example (292) shows mín ‘to be able’ as a main verb.  Examples (293) and 

(294) show  mín as an auxiliary with much the same sense as English ‘can’. Note 

that  the habitual  negation in  (293)  and the plural  in  (294)  are  marked on the 

auxiliary.

(292) Mi húmú    mín-té          bah  lool, ...
1s  be-Past be.able-PFV that  very
‘I used to be very good at that,...’  (Re-incarnation:79)

(293) Fu  mín-éh               kaa‚    koon a?
you be.able-NegHab refuse then  YNQ
‘You weren't able to refuse, then?’  (Crying:38)

(294) koy-y-i         cafaƴ-ƴ-i    ana-y-u          mín-ú        ƴeek
child-pl-AM girl-pl-AM two-pl-Poss2s be.able-PL sing
‘Your two daughters can sing (well)!’

4.2.6  The auxiliary waɗ: obligation

As a main verb,  waɗ may be glossed as ‘owe’, as in example (296) or ‘be 

required’ as in (295).  As an auxiliary, it conveys the same sense of obligation and 

propriety as the English auxiliary ‘should’.   

(295) Yaa fa           olsoh -te         níi,        ot -te     biti      bah  daa    waɗ           koon,
mother Cl.Dt consider-PFV so.much see-PFV CMPL that  DAA be.required then
‘The mother thought long, saw that that was what should have been done 
(then),
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ɗi   sígím-pé    na  looy.
3s   bend -PFV Dur cry
she sat down and cried.’  (Crying:41)

(296) yíkëë las     bi      yíkëë las      waɗ-ɗ-ée njot
owner room Dem owner room  owe-**   tax
‘Each head of a household should pay the tax.’

(297) Mi waɗ-e    paŋ    añ-a
1s should-E cook  dinner-Cl.Dt
‘I should cook dinner.’

(298) Fu war-ay       hen ɗaaha     koon!
2s should-Neg do   like.that then
‘You shouldn’t do that sort of thing!’

4.2.7  The auxiliary lah: necessity

The verb lah has been seen in various forms as ‘have’, ‘arrive’.  It also occurs 

in a kind of ‘passive existential’ construction as in examples (299) and (300):

(299) muluɓ  lah-te
water   have-PFV
‘There is water.’ (lit., ‘water has’)

(300) muluɓ lah-ay
water  have-Neg
‘There is not (any) water.’ (lit., ‘water has not’)

As an auxiliary it may also be compared with the English ‘have to’ indicating 

obligation or necessity. The auxiliary lah is accompanied by either the subjunctive 

or  the  imperative  suffix  on  the  second  verb,  as  in  (302)  and  (303)   (and  see 

discussion of example (301) in section 4.2.9):

(301) Fu ƴaati    haal  las-a           raa  lah   haal-ee   na     ñagan.
2s prepare enter room-Cl.Dt SM have enter-** PLoc crawl
‘When you prepare to enter the room, you have to enter there by crawling.’
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(302) Lah won-e     Biram saam-iɗ    ɗo   gúm
have say-Imp Biram  find-Ben 2sO calabash
‘You must tell Biram to find you a (small sort of) calabash.’

(303) ...lah   wa saam-un         miis a     too     a    maaf,...
   have 3s search-SbjnPl milk and millet and beer
‘...let them find milk, millet and beer, ...’  (Njawoor:25)

4.2.8  The auxiliary an

Also occurring in an auxiliary position is the form an, introduced in section 

3.4.5 as a verb with the meaning ‘to occur recently’.  As an auxiliary it seems to 

convey a sense of sequence, or necessary cause:

(304) fu yeel ri   ɗee        rek, fu taalal   ɗee       raa, fu  ol-a     muuh-y-i     ƴaa   gép
2s look 3s like this just 2s stretch like this SM  2s see-** scar-PL-AM those all
‘You look at him like this, you stretch (him) out like this, you see any scars

hom faan-Øa, . .fu  anti  yúh   biti      bee moo diw.
be    body-Cl.Dt 2s then know CMPL this **  'so and so'
on his body, and then you know that this is so-and-so.’  (Re-incarnation:73-
77)

(305) m-antee yípú          sinaa f-i        bah, m-antee lah   koy-y-i          payniil-i  ƴeh.
1s-then  implant-** urn   Cl-AM that 1s-then   have child-PL-AM nine-AM these
‘Then I planted that water pot, then I had these nine children.’  (Sinaa:24)

4.2.9  Residue

There remain some forms which suffix to the verb stem which still need to 

be discussed.  Recall that the construction with the auxiliary  ay also involves the 

suffixation  of  a  morpheme  -E (see  4.2.4).   This  same  -E  tends  to  appear  in 

constructions with the auxiliaries waɗ and lah, as in examples (297) and (302).  It 

might be speculated at this point that this morpheme signals some kind of irrealis 

mode, but more careful examination of this suffix is called for.
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Another puzzling form which occurs would seem to be a lengthened variant 

of this -E Note in example (306) that by the sandhi rules described in section 2.4.2 

(and mentioned again in section 4.1.5 in relation to the morpheme -UU), the long 

-ée vowel  could  disguise  another  suffix,  such  as  the  morpheme -A‚ discussed at 

length above.  In fact, if the function of a transitivizing morpheme is to authorize 

or somehow link additional arguments to the verb, then the following examples 

may provide more convincing evidence for such an analysis.  These are all from 

Mbengue (p.c), and he has noted that the presence of the long -EE seems to indicate 

the idea of instrument, place, or manner.  He also notes that such examples are 

much more frequent in the imperative and the future, just the constructions that 

furnish us with that extra -E:

(306) Fu ɓaha raa f-ay    tíl-ée           duuɗ. < tíl-A‚-E
2s  age  SM 2s-Fut walk-Trv-E stick
‘When you are old, you will walk with a stick.’ (instrument)

(307) Fu faha' kor-i          kooh-u         raa lah    líkín-ée          las
2s want instruct-** child-Poss2s SM have counsel-Trv-E room
‘When you want to instruct your child, you must counsel him inside your 
room.’ (location)

(308) Fu ƴaati    haal  las-a           raa  lah   haal-ee         na     ñagan.
2s prepare enter room-Cl.Dt SM have enter-Trv-E PLoc crawl
‘When you prepare to enter the room, you have to enter there by crawling.’ 
(manner)

While the form in (309) might also be analyzed in this manner, I am not able 

to account for the gemination of the /ɗ/:

(309) yíkëë las     bi       yíkëë las      waɗ-ɗ-ée njot
owner room Dem owner room  owe-**     tax
‘Each head of a household should pay the tax.’
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The single  -E also occurs in contexts where it cannot be interpreted as the 

singular imperative, nor is it in association with the future construction.73  Consider 

the following examples:

(310) Tíl-ë‚       rí    níi   ɓaha-te    ra,   ɗi húmú    hom-a‚    faam woh-e      tuŋka.
walk-Trv 3sO until old-PFV SM, 3s be-Past stay-Hab home watch-** children
‘When he became old, he was staying at home to watch the children.’  
(Njawoor:14)

(311) Fu  yúh    ɓeleɓ-ɓ-a       sob-e       raa, ɓey-uu       if           daaƴ       
you know woman-Cl.Dt pound-** SM take-HabPl calabash push.in 
‘You know the women when they pound, they take a calabash and set it 

tal    ndoŋ  -a  feey.
base mortar-Cl.Dt earth
in the sand at the base of the mortar.’  (Crying:10)

Another suffix which is occasionally found is the form -í/-I :74 

(312) Daa   ri     ɗéɓ-ɓ-í          lah     faam
DAA 3sO be.first-**-** arrive house
‘It is he who arrived home first.’

(313) yaa-fa         hom ɗíis-i   if-a                këkëy-ë      kúlë‚-te    moroom-m-i ...
mother-Cl.Dt be sew-** calabash-Cl.Dt child-Cl.Dt come-PFV agemate-pl-Poss3s
‘The mother is sewing the calabash when the child comes from where his 
friends...’ (Crying:18)

4.2.10  Summary of auxiliary constructions

The auxiliary-verb constructions can be grouped according to whether basic 

categories are marked on the main verb or on the auxiliary, and which categories 

73 Mbengue suggests that the -e in example (310) indicates continuous aspect, but he may have gotten that 
from the context as well. I also have no gloss for the -e of example (311). Note however that the action is 
habitual, and, in English at least, you would expect an object with a verb like ‘pound’.  In Ndut, however, this 
verb implies a particular stage of preparation of probably a limited set of grains. 
74 As the only examples I have of this morpheme are suffixed to [+ATR] stems, I cannot say whether the 
morpheme itself is marked [+ATR] in the lexicon or not.
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(if  any)  are  marked.   Table  9 summarizes  these  criteria,  and indicates  whether 

object pronouns intervene between the two verb forms.  Basic categories are the 

plural agreement suffix (-PL), the perfective suffix (-CE), and negation (Neg).  Note 

that where a category does not appear for a particular construction I have marked 

this with ‘(  )’

TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF AUXILIARY-VERB CONSTRUCTIONS

Auxiliary Intervening Categories marked on Aux or Verb
object 

pronouns
-CE -PL Neg Other (on V)

lah (  ) (  ) (  ) (  ) -E, Sbjn
mín + (  ) Aux Aux
waɗ + Aux (  ) (  ) -E
an + Aux Aux (  )
hom + Aux Aux Aux
húmú (  ) V V V
ay, ii + (  ) (  ) (  ) -E, Redup
ee + V (  ) (  )
aa (  ) V (  ) (  )
ín (  ) V (  ) (  )

4.3  Derivation

This section provides a brief look at derivational morphology in Ndut.  All of 

the  derivational  suffixes  presented here  attach  to  the  verb  stem.   Section  4.3.1 

presents the verb-deriving suffixes, that is, the resulting stem is still a verb after 

derivation.  Only three nominalizing suffixes are attested in Ndut. These will be the 

subject of section 4.3.2.  Finally, Ndut attests a reduplicative process operating on 

verb stems which will be briefly examined in section 4.3.3.
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4.3.1 Verbal derivation

Example (314) presents an inventory of all the derivational suffixes found to 

date  in  Ndut.   For  comparison,  I  have  listed  at  the  right  the  forms  of  the 

corresponding   suffixes  in  Palor,  if  any,  and  have  also  indicated  derivational 

suffixes in Palor that do not seem to have corresponding forms in Ndut.  While the 

‘passive’  and ‘transitive’  suffixes have already been discussed in some detail   in 

sections 4.1.4 and 4.1.5 above, they are listed in both Gueye (1984) and D’Alton 

(1983) with the derivational morphemes, and are included in this list as well.  This 

section will treat the verbal derivational suffixes listed here, giving a few examples 

of each with minimal discussion.

(314) Ndut Palor
-A‚ Transitive -A‚
-AAt Iterative ‘do again’  –
-AntA‚, -AntUU Reciprocal -AntE
-íɗ Causative -íɗ
-íɗ ‘do once’ -Iɗ
-Iɗ Benefactive -Id
-Il Iterative, ‘do again, a second time’ -Il
-Il ‘render’ -Al
-InkI  (-In kI...) Precedentive ‘do before’ -Il (ki ...)
-ís Reversive -ís
-Is Intensive -Is
-Oh Reflexive -Ox
-U Passive -U
-A‚ Habitual -An
 – ‘do lightly’ -As
 – ‘complete doing’ -kIn

Nominalizing suffixes:

-Aɗ Manner of doing (action) -Aɗ
-Oh Agent of action -Ox
-Iɗ Personal -Id
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Examples (315) and (316) present the ‘Iterative’ suffix -AAt. 

(315) lín ‘cultivate’
lín-ëët ‘cultivate again’

pon ‘to fold’
pon-aat ‘to fold again’

(316) ...ol-a‚      kiil      ka     íl    këkëy-ë      në  antee        ɗaas foŋ. [...]
...see-Trv needle Cl.Dt eye child-Cl.Dt NA then-PFV let     cry 
‘...she saw the needle in the eye of the child, then let out a cry.’

... ɗi  ɗaas-aat-te   foŋ ...
    3s  let-Iter-PFV cry
‘... she let out another cry,...’  (Crying: 25b, 27)

There is another iterative suffix -Il. The data do not permit me to distinguish 

any difference in meaning between the two iterative suffixes:

(317) won ‘say’
won-il ‘say again, say a second time’

hap ‘hit’
haw-il ‘hit again’

paŋ ‘make’, ‘do’
pag-il ‘do again’
ka pëg-íl-í ‘don’t do it again!’

(318) mi ƴii        ñam-il  too     ki        mi lín-ëy            wë".
1s NegFut eat-Iter millet Cl.AM 1s  cultivate-Neg 3p
‘I will not eat any more millet which I didn’t cultivate.’  (Njawoor:16)

(319) Mi took-il-te      níi    kíil  ana, m-a     na   hen-eh        loo. “
1s  sit-Iter-PFV until year two 1s-Exst Dur do-NegHab stomach
‘I stayed (there) another two years and I wasn't getting pregnant.’ (Sinaa:13)

D’Alton describes the derivational morpheme in (320) (-Il in Ndut, in Palor 

-Al) ‘to render’, as one which transforms a verb describing a state to one expressing 
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an action (1983:271).  Note that this form is homophonous with the iterative suffix 

described above:

(320) bilaante ‘to be turbulent’
bilaantey-il ‘render turbulent’
non ‘to be ripe’
non-il ‘ripen’
neɓ ‘to be good’
neb-il ‘to render good’

The suffix -AntA‚ indicates reciprocal action.  Note the ‘sandhi’ which operates 

on the stem woroh ‘to greet’ in examples (321) and (323).  

(321) leɓ ‘touch’
leɓ-anta‚ ‘touch each other’
woroh ‘to greet’
woranta‚ ‘to greet each other’
woroh-anta‚

(322) Wa hom-u yeel-anta‚
3p  be-PL look.at-Rcp
‘They are looking at each other.’

(323) Wa worantuu-te
Wa woroh-anta‚-u-te
3p  greet-Rcp-PL-PFV
‘They greeted each other.’

The  causative  morpheme  -íɗ   (examples  (324)  and  (325))  and  the  form 

indicating ‘do once’  (examples  (326)  to  (328))  also  appear  to  be  homophonous 

forms in Ndut.  Note in example (314), however, that the Palor form for ‘do once’ is 

[-ATR].   While  it  is  sometimes  difficult  to  ascertain  the [ATR] specification  for 

infrequently appearing forms, the [ATR] change occasioned in the verb stem ac ‘to 

come’ in example (326) is evidence for the [+ATR] designation of the suffix in 

Ndut.
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(324) yoon ‘learn’
yëër-íɗ ‘teach’
learn-Caus

took ‘sit’
tëëk-íɗ ‘cause to sit’
sit-Caus

(325) fun tëëk-íɗ    ɗi  la'-a           raa,
1pe sit-Caus 3s  rock-Cl.Dt SM
‘When we sit him on the rock, ...’ (Re-incarnation:137)

(326) ac ‘come’
ëy-íɗ ‘come once’
ëyrúté ‘to have come once (pl.)’
Ay-íɗ-U-CE

lah ‘have’,  ‘occur’
lëh-íɗ ‘have once’, ‘occur once’
lëhrëy ‘not have (even) once’, ‘not occur (even) once’
lAh-íɗ-Ay

Note that the words ëyrúté and lëhrëy in examples (326) to (328) exemplify 

the  unstressed  vowel  deletion  described  in  2.5,  as  well  as  an  alternation 

between /ɗ/ and /r/ which is typical in intervocalic environment.75

(327) mbaa wa ëyrúté                      deh?
or      3p come-Once-PL-PFV here
‘Have you come here before?’

(328) Misik caak-ke     a    boka-ay   ndaa, bi  man    ɗeh        lëhrëy              gin-ee.
pain  much-PFV and share-Neg but one similar like.this have-once-Neg village-Loc
‘There are many kinds of pain, and which are not the same, but one like this 
has never occurred in this village.’  (Crying:28)

75 This suggests that the coronal alternation takes place before the vowel deletion, which is in any case optional.
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Examples (329) to (331) present the benefactive suffix.  Note that in Palor 

the benefactive suffix ends with /d/ rather than with the implosive /ɗ/  (recall that 

in Ndut the voiced stops do not occur in stem final position).

(329) paŋ ‘do, make, prepare (cook)’
pagiɗ ‘do for, make for, cook for’ 

(330) lom-iɗ     so‚ guru
buy-Ben 1sO kola nut
‘Buy me some kola nuts!’

(331) ...ɗi won ti     ol-iɗ       soo  koy  -k -i     beh   noo
   3s say-Quo see-Ben 1sO child-Cl-AM this  **
‘She said, “look at this child for me.”’  (Re-incarnation:97)

The Ndut suffix  -InkI ‘do before’,  is ambiguous as to whether it should be 

considered a nominalizing suffix or not.  If the resulting derivation is taken as a 

verb, it is always found to induce a verb-subject inversion and mark the clause as 

dependent (with or without the subordinating marker rA).  As a nominalization, the 

kI  of the suffix may be re-analyzed as the classifier k- plus the associative marker 

I.76  D’Alton  (1983:300,  316-319)  notes  a  similar  structure  in  Palor  which  she 

analyzes as a verb with the nominalizing suffix -Il  ‘(before) the act of V-ing’ , plus 

the independent form of the associative marker, ki, and having the same meaning.  

In  both Palor  and Ndut,  this  structure  is  apparently  being replaced by  a 

dependent clause with the Wolof lexical item balaa ‘before’. The suffix -InkI occurs 

only once in my texts, but there, and in the other examples that were subsequently 

elicited,  it  occurs  only  with  the  subject-verb  inversion  associated  with  the 

subordinate construction (see further discussion of subordination in chapter 5).  

76 The difficulty with considering this structure a nominalization seems to be in incorporating the adverbial 
concept ‘before’ into any kind of noun phrase.  Further investigation may reveal whether there is a pause 
following such a structure, such would indicate that the construction is clausal in nature.  The remainder of the 
discussion and examples will treat -inki as a verbal suffix.
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(332) balaa  fu ñam,... ‘before you eat...’
before 2s eat

ñam-inki fu ... ‘before you eat...’

balaa  wa húl ‘before they die,...
before 3p die 

húl-ínkí wë ‘before they die,...’

(333) ñam-inki fu lah   ɓooñee
eat-Pre   2s have ɓooñ-oh-e
                          wash.hands-Rflx-Imp
‘Before you eat you have to wash your hands.’

(334) Húmú   yúul-ínkí          ow      yúul    tal             laa, 
be-Past yúulëh-ínkí       person shrine matrilineal ra 
            do.libation-Pre                                       SM
‘Before anyone did libations at a matrilineal shrine,

Ndút  ɓéeɓ yúulëh       Njawoor na    paaƴ.
Ndut  all    do.libation Njawoor PLoc first
all the Ndut did libations to Njawoor first.’  (Njawoor:30)

The reversive is presented in examples (335) to (337).

(335) dap ‘plug’
dëp-ís ‘unplug’
pon ‘fold’
pën-ís ‘unfold’
kún ‘close’
kún-ís ‘open’

(336) dëp-ís-é          nuŋ-i       bah!
plug-Rvs-Imp hole-AM that
‘Unplug that hole!’

(337) kún-s-é            il-a!
close-Rvs-Imp door-Cl.Dt
‘Open the door!’
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The intensifier is a suffix reported in both Gueye (1984) and D’Alton (1983). 

In Palor its use is relatively restrained.  Gueye gives no examples, and I have not 

had the opportunity to elicit any forms with this suffix.  Examples (338) and (339) 

are a proposed analysis for the form olsoh ‘to see about’, ‘to consider’.  In trying to 

account for the presence of the /s/, the only options appear to be the [+ATR]  ís 

‘reversive’,  and the unspecified -Is ‘intensive’.   Since the reversive would spread 

[+ATR]  to  the  unspecified  stem of  the  radical,  giving  the  unattested  *ëlsëh,  I 

propose that the /s/ comes from the intensive morpheme.

(338) ot ‘see’
olsoh ‘reflect on’, ‘consider’
ol-Is-Oh
see-Ints-Rflx

(339) M-ay   olsoh     bah di nuf-so‚
1s-Fut consider that in ear-Poss1s
‘I will think about that.’ (Lit., ‘I will look hard at that in my ear’)

The reflexive suffix presented in (340) is very productive.  Note that it is also 

homophonous with the agentive suffix shown in (341), which nevertheless does not 

present any confusion since the agentive is a nominalizing derivational suffix.

(340) yúgús ‘to prepare’
yúgús-ëh ‘to prepare oneself’
hap ‘to hit’, ‘to beat’
haw-oh ‘to beat oneself’,
yúf ‘to pour out’
yúf-ëh ‘to burst’, ‘to pour itself/oneself out’

4.3.2  Nominalizing suffixes

Ndut attests three nominalizing suffixes, presented here.  The agentive, -Oh, 

indicating ‘one who does x’ occurs with active verbs, as in example (341):
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(341) loh ‘steal’
loh-oh ‘thief’
fel ‘lie’
fel-oh ‘liar’
lín ‘cultivate’
lín-ëh ‘farmer’

Examples (342) through (344) presents the ‘personal’,  -Iɗ,  which seems to 

occur with stative or experiential verbs:

(342) búum ‘to be blind’
búum-íɗ ‘blind person’
reew ‘to be rude’
reew-iɗ ‘rude person’

(343) Cic-so‚                   ƴaal búum-íɗ
grandparent-Poss1s man blind-Pers
‘My grandfather is a blind man.’

(344) tunk-i           ƴeh    neeh-iɗ
children-AM these fear-Pers
‘These children are cowards.’

The ‘manner’ derivative indicates the manner in which an action is done. 

The examples I have in my texts are all with the verb won ‘say’ as in examples (346) 

and (347):

(345) won ‘say’
won-aɗ ‘manner of saying’, ‘manner of speech’

tíl ‘walk’
tíl-ëɗ ‘manner of walking’

(346) Daa   tah,   won-aɗ    ow-oo     won-aɗ   ow,     won-aɗ   boola‚,  won-aɗ    fel 
DAA cause say-Mnr person-** say-Mnr person say-Mnr dispute  say-Mnr  lie
‘That's why people’s speech, their arguments, their lying,
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mínéh                haal  nuf so‚    deh  doom
be.able-NegHab enter ear 1sO   here, not.yet
cannot enter my ear to this day.’ (Sinaa:26)

(347) won-aɗ-ɗ-i        ɓëy          kíil-ë         rek  daa    mín     ri.   
say-Mnr-pl-AM people.of  year-Cl.Dt just DAA be.able 3sO
‘Only the ways of speaking of the ancients can do it [enter my ear].’ 
(Sinaa:27)

4.3.3  Reduplication

D’Alton  describes  a  reduplicative  process  in  Palor  which  she  calls  the 

‘acquired-state modality’.  The form of this structure in Palor corresponds to the 

pattern found in Ndut.  The verb stem is repeated in this construction, with any 

number agreement or derivational suffix attaching to the first verb stem, followed 

by any objects, and then the second verb stem with the suffix -o, the characteristic 

mark of this construction.  In Palor, this mode is used to express a state or a quality 

of a subject, in contrast with the perfective aspect, which expresses an accomplished 

process  (D’Alton  1983:229-230).   In  Ndut,  though  the  reduplication  is  fairly 

common,  I  have  not  been  able  to  distinguish  its  function  from  the  other 

imperfective forms with any great degree of confidence.  It occurs with active as 

well as stative verbs.  Note the following examples:

(348) Ɗi  ot   yin,          yaa     haal -ay    ya‚-Øa,       ay   looy-e  looy-o   níi.  
3s  see something DemN enter-Neg hand-Cl.Dt Fut  cry-E   Redup   so.much
‘He sees something, that thing if it doesn't enter his hand, he will cry very 
much.’  (Crying:4)

(349) Ɓeleɓ-ɓ-i         ana-y-a    kaa‚-antuu       kaa‚-antoo   níi          ow     
woman-pl-AM two-pl-Dt refuse-Rec-PL Redup         so.much person 

mín-éh               ri    won.
be.able-NegHab 3sO say
‘The two women hated each other so much you couldn’t express it.’  (King:3)
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(350) Boffa ...      won kooh-i          ti,   “Masamba  fu fel fel-o   neha?”
father-Cl.Dt say child-Poss3s Quo, Masamba  2s lie Redup NegTag
‘The father...said to his son, “Masamba you are lying to me, aren’t you?”’ 
(King:47)

(351) “...yen  ay law-e       laaw-o  túh.”
     1pe Fut ascend-E Redup   all
“... we will both climb up.”

The various  derivational  suffixes  presented in this  section are also apt  to 

combine with each other, as has been seen in some of the examples. When this 

happens, there tends to be a loss of some of the phonetic material.  A more careful 

analysis  is  required to see which suffixes combine with each other and in what 

order.  A couple of examples should suffice to show the kind of coalescence which 

occurs:

(352) Koy  fu    kaa‚  rii  looy raa,   ay   roo  lëëyríiɗ
child you deny 3sO cry  RA   will 2sO looy-íɗ-íɗ

cry-once-Caus
“A son, if you refuse to let him cry, he will make you cry once” (Crying:1)

(353) Ow,     fu nís       won-ad-i        ɗi-i-na          raa, ɗi  tallilaa                    yi?
person 2s remove say-Mnr-AM 3s-AM-PLoc SM 3s  tas-il-a‚-ay             what

              remain-again-Trv-Fut
‘If you take someone’s language away from him, what will he have left?’ 
(Njawoor:34)

4.4  Voice and valency

In this  section I  wish to briefly draw attention to some of  the voice  and 

valency changing devices found in Ndut.  Section 4.4.1 will deal with the passive 

voice and its manifestations, including the passive morpheme introduced in 4.1.5 

above.  In section 4.4.2 the valency changing effects of several derivational suffixes 

will be discussed.
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4.4.1  Passive

According to Givón, there are three dimensions which may be considered 

most central in the functional domain of ‘passive voice’.  These are the demotion of 

‘agent’, the promotion of ‘patient’ or other non-agent to subject or at least ‘topic’,  

and  very  frequently  the  ‘re-framing’  of  the  event  as  a  resulting  state  (Givón 

1990:567-571).   While  the  prototypical  passive  involves  all  three  of  these 

dimensions,  the  functional  view  is  that  there  is  rather  a  family  of  devices  or 

strategies  which  may  be  employed  when,  for  whatever  reason,  a  non-agent 

argument of the clause is considered more topical.

Several  passive  constructions  were  found  in  the  Ndut  corpus  and  are 

presented here. The passive construction in example (354) involves the deletion of 

the subject (experiencer)  of the verb ‘see’,  and the promotion of the object (the 

needle) to subject position:

S     V                   Loc
(354) kaƴ-a‚                ri     ra,  kiil      ka     ol -uu            íl-ë

lay.on.back-Trv 3sO SM  needle Cl.Dt see-Trv.Pass  eye-Cl.Dt
‘When he lay on his back, the needle was seen (in) the eye.’  

Likewise, in the passive constructions presented in section 4.1.5 and repeated 

here as examples (355) and (356) the agent of giving birth is demoted, and the 

patient is topical and occurs in subject position:

(355) beh   lím-ú               rek, ɓëëwë  yúh -ú -té       biti      bee   Musaa Saar.
this  give.birth-Pass just  people know-PL-PFV CMPL this   Musa  Saar
‘As soon as he [lit. ‘this’] was born, they knew that this was Musa Saar.’   
(Re-incarnation:19-20)

(356) Yeesu Krista lím-úu                    ɗeeha.
Jesus  Christ  give.birth-Trv.Pass like.this
‘Jesus Christ was born in this way.’  (Mt:1)
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The  construction  seen  in  example  (357)  appears  to  be  a  relative  clause 

modifying  the  noun  phrase  ɓeleɓ  buura ‘the  wife  of  the  king’.   Note  that  it 

nevertheless involves deletion of the agent of the verb ‘say’.  The complement of 

the verb won-uu is the proposition that the king’s wife was lost.

(357) ɓeleɓ    na   yeek filiɓ,   waay, maa so‚  raa  yaa     ɓeleɓ   buur-Øa 
woman Dur sing  inside, but,   **   1sO SM DemN woman king-Cl.Dt 
‘A woman is singing inside, but I think that is the wife of the king

[na   won-uu         múuj-ë     rëh]  nen
Dur  say-Trv.Pass lost-Cl.Dt SM  Cmpr
that they say disappeared.’  (King:45)

Another strategy for demoting the agent is the use of the impersonal passive. 

In such a construction a non-referential entity such as ‘one’ or ‘they’ or ‘folks’ is 

made subject.  By far the most common type of passive construction in Ndut is the 

impersonal ɓëëwë ‘people’:

(358) Bee   ɓëëwë  on-uu           yaa      f-i           Mariyama Yúsúfë rë,
when people give-Trv.PL mother Cl-Poss3s Mary        Joseph SM
‘When they had given [in marriage] Mary his mother to Joseph,...’

Since  (358)  has  a  plural  subject,  the  -uu on  the  verb  could  be  analyzed 

as A‚ + plural 

-U.  Note that it is clearly not the habitual, as presumably you cannot make a habit 

of giving the same person in marriage.  Another example of the impersonal passive 

with  ɓëëwë is  in  example  (359).   As  is  the  case  in  English,  the  second  person 

singular  pronoun  may  also  express  a  non-referential  subject  in  an  impersonal 

passive, as in (360):
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(359) Beh   lím-ú                 rek, ɓëëwë  yúh -ú -té        biti      bee     Musaa Saar.
this  give.birth-PASS just  people know-PL-PFV CMPL  this    Musa  Saar
‘As soon as he [lit. ‘this’] was born, they knew that this was Musa Saar.’   
(Re-incarnation:19-20)

(360) Fu yeeh               biti,     fu  kúɗ   gaañ-gaañ      ndaa, fu  lím ndëh      raa, 
2s know-NegHab CMPL 2s carry wound-wound SM   2s  re-incarnate SM   
‘Don't you know, if you have injuries and you re-incarnate,

ɓëëwë  ay  yúh   biti      beh diw.
people Fut know CMPL this so and so.
people are going to know that this one is so-and-so.’  (Re-incarnation:37-40)

In example (361),  a promotional  strategy using the auxiliary to make the 

verb more stative seems to be employed.  Note in addition that the patient of the 

washing is promoted to subject, and that the passive morpheme is employed.

(361) a      hen ɗaa        raa, ɗi  húmú ɓooy-u      ɗih?
and  do   like.that SM 3s  was   wash-Pass how?
‘And having done it like that, how was he washed?’  (Re-incarnation:120)

4.4.2  Valency increasing devices

Several of the derivational suffixes presented in section 4.3 have the effect of 

increasing  the  valency  of  the  verb.   The  transitive  suffix  -A‚ has  already  been 

described  as  a  morpheme  which  authorizes  the  adjunction  of  an  object  to 

intransitive verbs, and of a second object to transitive verbs (D’Alton 1983:274). 

Examples  were  given  in  sections  4.1.4  and  4.2.9  which  suggest  that  not  only 

instrument, but also locative and even manner adjuncts are linked to the verb by 

this ubiquitous morpheme.  Consider again the examples from 4.2.9:

(362) Fu ɓaha raa f-ay    tíl-ée           duuɗ. < tíl-A‚-E
2s age   SM 2s-Fut walk-Trv-E stick
‘When you are old, you will walk with a stick.’ (instrument)
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(363) Fu faha' kor-i          kooh-u         raa lah    líkín-ée          las
2s want instruct-** child-Poss2s SM have counsel-Trv-E room
‘When you want to instruct your child, you must counsel him inside your 
room.’ (location)

(364) Fu ƴaati    haal  las-a           raa  lah   haal-ee        na     ñagan.
2s prepare enter room-Cl.Dt SM have enter-Trv-E PLoc crawl
‘When you prepare to enter the room, you have to enter there by crawling.’ 
(manner)

While I analyze these examples as the transitive -A‚ plus the suffix -E which 

occurs with the future and a few other irrealis constructions, it is interesting to note 

that Wolof has an instrumental suffix -e which is so common that Comrie suggests 

it  belongs more properly to syntax (Comrie 1985:318-319).   Since the Ndut are 

virtually all bilingual in Wolof, it is very likely that even if my analysis is correct 

for the examples given here, the -ee may be spreading as a suffix into other non-

future,  non-irrealis  constructions  through  borrowing  and  analogy.   Mbengue’s 

suggestion  that  this  ‘suffix’  is  more  common  in  the  future  and  the  imperative 

implies that it does occur in other environments.

Causative is expressed in Ndut by means of the derivational suffix -íɗ, as has 

been seen in 4.3.1 above.  Causative morphemes are a common valency increasing 

device as the following examples demonstrate:

(365) Fun took-u feey
1pe sit-PL  earth
‘We sit on the ground.’

(366) Fu tëëk-íɗ   ɗi feey.
2s sit-Caus 3s earth
‘You sit him on the ground.’
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Wolof attests a valency increasing suffix -al.77  Comrie notes that in Wolof 

this suffix must be added to the verb for each additional object (whose semantic 

role can vary) (Comrie 1985:316).  Consider the following Wolof examples taken 

from his discussion (1985:316):

(367) Di   naa          toogal nenne bi
Fut AUX(1sg) seat    child  the
‘I will seat the child.’

(368) Di naa la   toogal-al nenne bi
           [2s]         -al
‘I will seat the child for you.’

Further  investigation  is  required  to  determine  whether  these  causative 

morphemes  may  be  doubled  on  the  verb  stem in  Ndut  to  increase  further  the 

valency, as in Wolof.  As the derived form lëëyríiɗ ‘to cause to cry once’ in example 

(352) demonstrates, however, it is formally possible to double the -íɗ suffix, though 

interpreting it or arranging the additional arguments may be another matter.

The  benefactive  -Iɗ is  another  valency  increasing  device,  requiring  the 

addition of another object to the verb:

(367) Ɗi paŋ  añ-a
3s cook lunch-Cl.Dt
‘She cooks lunch.’

(368) Ɗi pag-iɗ      fun añ-a
3s cook-Ben 1pe dinner-Cl.Dt
‘She cooks us dinner.’

The suffix -Il ‘to render’ would also seem to be a valency increasing device, 

as  it  transforms  a  stative  verb  into  an  active  verb,   though  I  have  no  textual 

77 I have seen this morpheme borrowed as a causative in Ndut, though I am not able to find any examples in 
the corpus I am using.
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examples  with this  morpheme.  Note that D’Alton calls  the corresponding Palor 

form transitivant type 1, the 

-A‚ form being  transitivant type 2 (D’Alton 1983:271).  Example (320) is repeated 

here:

(369) bilaante ‘to be turbulent’
bilaantey-il ‘render turbulent’
non ‘to be ripe’
non-il ‘ripen’
neɓ ‘to be good’
neb-il ‘to render good’

4.5  Conclusion

This chapter has presented an inventory of suffixes, auxiliaries and particles 

frequently found associated with the verb phrase. The tense-aspect-modality (TAM) 

system in Ndut continues to present many puzzles, however.  The transitivizer -A‚, 

for  example,  is  said to ‘authorize the adjunction  of  additional  arguments  to the 

verb,  indicating time,  place,  manner,  instrument,  and habit  (this  last  not  being 

represented by an argument, but rather an added sense).  Many examples could be 

given,  however,  of  clauses  which include such adjuncts  without  the help of the 

transitivizer.   What  is  the  difference?  There  is  also  a  rich  inventory  of  forms 

expressing  continuous/durative/progressive  aspect.   Charting  according  to  the 

semantic  type  of  the  verb  (state,  process,  event),  and  tracking  the  transitivity 

features would be expected to yield a better understanding of some of the processes 

and elements which interact in the TAM system.  And as suggested at the beginning 

of this chapter, such forms typically have rhetorical functions in discourse which 

can only be brought to light through careful analysis of texts in a variety of genres.
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CHAPTER 5:  SUBORDINATE CONSTRUCTIONS

According  to  Thompson  and  Longacre  (1985),  three  types  of  subordinate 

clauses  can  be  distinguished.   Adverbial  clauses  are  clauses  which  function  as 

modifiers of verb phrases or entire propositions.  These will be discussed here in 

section 5.1.  Relative clauses are those which serve to modify a noun; they will be 

examined in section 5.2.  Finally, complements are clauses which function as noun 

phrases (Thompson and Longacre 1985:172).  Section 5.3 will briefly survey some 

of the complement types attested in Ndut. 

5.1  Adverbial Clauses

Thompson  and  Longacre  (1985:172)  go  on  to  state  that  there  are  three 

devices  commonly  found  among the  world’s  languages  for  marking  subordinate 

clauses:   subordinating  morphemes,  special  verb  forms,  and  word  order.   Ndut 

makes use of at least two of these devices.  Subordinating morphemes and word 

order will be examined in sections 5.1.1 and 5.1.2.  As a subordinating device, a 

special verb form is one which is not used in independent assertions.  At least three 

of  the verbal  structures/suffixes  discussed in chapter  four  seem to interact  with 

subordination in Ndut, though only one of these, the suffix -InkI, has not (yet) been 

found to occur in independent assertions—and there is only one example of this 

form  in  the  texts.  These  forms  will  be  discussed  together  with  the  word-order 

inversion that they accompany in section 5.1.2.

Of the twelve basic types of adverbial subordinate clauses that Thompson 

and Longacre discuss, relatively few, perhaps only four or five, have been found in 

the corpus used for this study.  By far the most common of these is the preposed 
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dependent  when clause, signaling temporal sequence or succession.  This is most 

likely due to the small size and mainly narrative nature of the corpus, and a more 

careful examination of a greater variety of texts is expected to reveal much more of 

the  inventory  of  Ndut  adverbial  clause  types.   As  Thompson and Longacre  also 

point out, these relations may also be expressed with non-subordinate constructions 

(1985:174).  Juxtapositions such as  in example (370) are at  least  as  frequent  as 

the when clause for signaling temporal succession:

(370) Húrs-ë            fog-ay  ,  won-ay,  lúsíɗ-té      ƴob-i         mëlëy-í, 
co.wife-Cl.Dt cry-Neg say-Neg finish-PFV cut-Cl.AM leaf-Poss3s 
‘The co-wife didn’t cry, didn’t say anything, finished the cutting of her leaves,

enoh-te,     ɓek-ke    kot-i          waal-a       saañ-ce  faam.
carry-PFV put-PFV foot-Poss3s path-Cl.Dt go-PFV house
put [her things] on her head, set her foot on the path and went home.’  
(King:23)

5.1.1  Subordinating morphemes

There are several subordinating morphemes which serve to mark adverbial 

clauses in Ndut.  The most common of these, the subordinate marker (SM) rA, is a 

grammatical  morpheme with no lexical  content.   The SM marks the end of  the 

subordinate clause, and is generally followed by a pause.  It may be the only device 

marking the subordinate clause,  or  it  may occur  in combination with the other 

devices presented in this section. Without any of the other devices it appears to 

mark only future when clauses in the data examined so far.  Past  when clauses are 

marked either by an additional introducer, or by the word-order inversion (and the 

verbal forms associated with it) discussed in section 5.1.2. The SM rA is also used to 

mark the relative clause, as will be discussed in section 5.2, and is found in some 

existential constructions, as discussed in section 4.2.2.  
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Like the second and third person pronouns (see footnote 1, section 3.1.1), 

the initial C of the subordinate marker may vary according to environment. It has 

been  found  with  initial  /ɗ/,  /nd-/,  /l/,  /n/,  and  even  /c/.   And  like  the 

demonstratives, it occurs with short and long vowel variants, and with a final /h/. 

Though it is not a suffixed form, the [ATR] quality of the vowel varies with that of 

the preceding word.  

The following examples show the SM in future  when subordinate clauses. 

Note that there is no morpheme which expresses the concept of time, rather, the 

act of subordinating the clause seems to signal this interpretation by default:

(371) [Mi lah   héls-ë            rëë], m-ay   ac     Ndakaaru.
 1s  have money-Cl.Dt SM   1s Fut come Dakar
‘When I have the money, I will come to Dakar.’

(372) [Mi pay-il  meey-a      ra],   m-ay   on  ɗo liŊom.
 1s go-Iter field-Cl.Dt SM   1s-Fut give 2s lemon
‘When I go to the field again I will give you a lemon.’

The distinction between conditional (if) clauses and future  when clauses in 

Ndut  may  be  considered  just  a  difference  of  ‘degree  of  expectability’.  This  is 

evidenced by the following sentence, elicited at the same time as example (371) to 

try to get at the difference between the two structures:

(373) [Mi lah   hélíis   rëë],  m-ay  ac     Ndakaaru
 1s  have money SM    1s Fut come Dakar
‘If I have money, I will come to Dakar.’

The only apparent difference between examples (371) and (373) is that in 

the latter  hélíis ‘money’ is no longer marked as definite. The expression  hena biti 

may  be  added  to  the  dependent  clause  to  mark  explicitly  a  greater  degree  of 

conditionality:
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(374) [Hen-a        biti      f-ay    som   key           ra],  lah   ɗëëk so‚
 do-Sbjn(?) CMPL 2s-Fut pound tomorrow SM, Aux call  1sO
‘If you pound [millet] tomorrow, you have to call me.’

As will be seen in section 5.3  biti normally introduces complements, which 

do not take the SM.  

The morpheme  bee ‘when’  occurs  at  the  beginning  of  both preposed and 

postposed subordinate clauses,  but may not itself be a subordinating morpheme, 

since in both of the examples in the corpus the SM is also present:

(375) Wa ɗar-uu        [bee   tee‚-uu         wa a     buur-i      Síñ-ñë         Waalu  ra.] 
3p  tear-Trv.PL when meet-Trv.PL 3p with king-AM Wolof-pl.Dt Waalo  SM  
‘They separated when they met with the Wolof kings at Waalo.’  (Njawoor:2)

(376) [Bee   ɓëëwë  on-uu      yaa f-i                 Mariyama Yúsúfë rë,]
 when people give-Pass mother Cl-Poss3s Mary        Joseph SM
‘When they had given [in marriage] Mary his mother to Joseph, 

[ndaa na  ñéer-úy                wa rah], ɓëëwë ol-u-te         biti     ɗi hen-te   loo 
 but  Dur accompany-NegPl 3p SM  people see-PL-PFV CMPL 3s do-PFV stomach
but before they had come together, they saw that she was pregnant

di mín-í         Hel-i        Peseŋ-a.
in power-AM spirit-AM holy-Cl.Dt
by the power of the Holy Spirit.’ (Matthew:3,4)

In examples (375) and (376) the bee clauses signal past events that took place 

at approximately the same time as the particular event of the independent clause. 

Note  also  that  in  (376)  there  are  two preposed adverbial  clauses  one  after  the 

other.  In the second clause the negative suffix on the verb stem combines with 

the when sense of the clause to give the idea of before (lit. ‘but when they had not 

come together’).  The interpretation of these structures is crucial in the discourse, 

as  the  point  is  being  made  that  Mary  (the  mother  of  Jesus)  was  found  to  be 
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pregnant after having been given in marriage78 to Joseph, but before they had come 

together as man and wife.

The form níi ‘until’ may introduce postposed dependent clauses that do not 

take the subordinate marker rA, as the following examples show:  

(377) Boffa           këldíd-té     ri    níi   wa lah-u-te          tal   ɓa‚-a.
father-Cl.Dt return-PFV 3sO until 3p have-PL-PFV tree baobab-Cl.Dt
‘The father returned with him until they reached the baobab tree.’ (King:49)

When it occurs in an adverbial position without a following clause, it has the 

meaning ‘so much’, as in (378).  In example (379), the form níi could be interpreted 

as a subordinating morpheme with the meaning ‘so much that’:

(378) Ɗi  ot   yin,          yaa     haal -ay    ya‚-Øa,      ay  looy-e looy-o   níi.  
3s  see something DemN enter-Neg hand-Cl.Dt Fut cry -E Redup   so much
‘He sees something, that thing if it doesn't enter his hand, he will cry very 
much.’  (Crying:4)

(379) Ɓeleɓ-ɓ-i         ana-y-a    kaa‚-antuu       kaa‚-antoo   níi    ow     
woman-pl-AM two-pl-Dt refuse-Rcp-PL Redup         until person 

mín-éh               ri    won.
be.able-NegHab 3sO say
‘The two women hated each other so much you couldn’t express it.’

Finally,  note  that  clauses  introduced with  níi ‘until’  can  be  embedded in 

preposed subordinate constructions, as in (380):

(380) [Tíl-ë‚       rí    níi   ɓaha-te    ra],  ɗi húmú   hom-a‚    faam woh-e      tuŋka.
 walk-Trv 3sO until old-PFV SM,  3s be-Past stay-Hab home watch-** children
‘When he became old, he was staying at home to watch the children.’  
(Njawoor:14)
(lit. When he walked until [he] became old, ...)

78 Or engaged.  There is probably not a seperate term for this intermediate stage in Ndut, though the practice 
may be quite similar to that of the Biblical narrative: arrangements are finalized, and breaking them off would 
essentially involve divorce, though the couple may not live together for up to a year or more.
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In the following example, the form ɗeef ‘it happens’ might seem to introduce 

a  dependent  clause,  similar  to  that  in  (377).   Other examples  presented below, 

however,  suggest  that   ɗeef is  probably  better  analyzed  as  an  introducer  of 

independent clauses.

(381) Yúunëh  yúunëë ɗi dëëk-ké   tuŋka,   ɗeef          ɓaha-y-a    suu-te         meey.
wake.up Redup  3s call-PFV children it.happens adult-pl.Dt go-PL-PFV field
‘Waking up (one day) he called the children, it so happens the adults (had) 
left for the fields.’ (Njawoor:18)

Notice that in example (382)  ɗeef (together with the conjunction  te ‘and’) 

introduces an independent clause (which includes a complement introduced by biti 

and a relative clause marked with rA):

(382) Te   ɗeef          buur-a       gap-a‚-te               biti     ɓë           [ n-ay     ol-e 
And it.happens king-Cl.Dt promise-Trv-PFV CMPL person-Cl Dur-Fut see-E 
‘Now it so happens (that) the king had promised that whoever would see 
(find)

ɓeleb-i             rah] ɗi  ay   ri   yeɗ  yii       faha‚ ri.
woman-Poss3s SM  3s Fut 3sO give DemN want 3sO
his wife, he would give him whatever he wanted.’ (King:46)

In  (383),  the  first  clause  has  the  form  of  a  preposed  dependent  clause 

(marked by word order inversion, as will be shown in the next section). The clause 

introduced by  ɗeef could not be considered a postposed dependent  clause,  since 

there would be no independent clause:

(383) na   hom mi faam  Blez    Jaañ,     ɗeef         mi lah-a‚     ri, anti lec kalaa 
Dur be   1s  house Blaise Diagne it.happens 1s have-Trv 3s then cut last year 
‘When I was at Blaise Diagne's, I had it—then it just cut (string broke?) last 
year,

ín     les.
Exst room
it's there in the room.’
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Since  juxtaposition  is  common in  the  language  (the  last  two clauses  are 

juxtaposed), I propose that ɗeef serves as an introducer to independent clauses, and 

the examples (such as (381))  in which it  introduces a postposed clause may be 

considered juxtaposed independent clauses.

There are also subordinating conjunctions which have been borrowed from 

French and Wolof and are quite current in spoken Ndut.  Though examples of these 

do not  occur  in  the corpus,  they  are found occasionally  in  our  language notes. 

Expressions with the Wolof form balaa ‘before’ were given in section 4.3.2:

(384) balaa   fu ñam, lah   ɓooñee
before 2s eat    Aux wash hands-E
‘Before you eat, you have to wash your hands.’

Paske ‘because’  (from the French  parce que)  can be seen in the following 

example,  where  it  introduces  an  adverbial  clause  with  an  embedded past  when 

clause marked with both word order inversion and the SM:

(385) So‚  mi kel-ay     ri, paske    kol-a‚        mi de    aa           ra,   mi ham  légéy-ë 
1sO 1s hear-Neg 3s because leave-Trv 1s  here yesterday SM 1s  hold work-Cl.Dt
‘Me, I didn’t hear (about) it, because when I left here yesterday, I was busy 
working

níi    or-i          naat-a
until hour-AM womens.group-Cl.Dt
until the time for the women’s group.’

5.1.2  Word order inversion

Another device which is used to mark adverbial clauses is that of subject-verb 

inversion.  The normal SVO word order in independent clauses becomes VSO in 

many adverbial clauses.  In the subordinate clauses examined to date, this inversion 

is  always associated with the presence of one (or more than one) of  the verbal 
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suffixes -A‚ (-UU), -InkI, or the durative na construction, and encodes past tense when 

clauses.  Inversion is observed in both preposed and postposed dependent clauses, 

and while it occurs most frequently with the subordinate marker  rA,  it may also 

occur without the SM.  No argument is offered here as to whether it is the verb or 

the subject which moves in the inversion.  Note that the verbal suffixes -A‚ (-UU), 

and the durative  na also appear in independent clauses without occasioning such 

an inversion.  The following examples show the subject-verb inversion as it occurs 

with the different suffixes and structures just discussed.  Note the absence of the 

SM in example (387):

V     S     O     X     |    S   AUX      V
(386) Ol-a‚     mi ro   ɓaab-e         ra   fu húmú   laan laano

see-Trv 1s 2sO morning-Dt SM 2s be-Past clean Redup
‘When I saw you this morning, you were cleaning.’

V           S   O |       S    V         LOC |   S      V      O
(387) woc-a‚        ri won-a,      ɗi haal   nuŋ-a        tunka    súuƴ-ú-té        ri.   

finish-Trv 3s say-Cl.Dt 3s enter hole-Cl.Dt children bury-PL-PFV 3sO
‘When he had finished his speech, he entered the hole and the children 
buried him.’ (Njawoor:27)

The adverbial clause with the durative  na construction in example (388) is 

considered the equivalent of the subordinate clause in (386):

(388) Na   ot  mi ro    ɓaab-e        ra    fu húmú    laan laano
Dur see 1s 2sO morning-Dt SM 2s be-Past clean Redup
‘When I saw you this morning, you were cleaning.’

The juxtaposition of clauses in example (389) was also given as an equivalent 

expression of  the  sentences  in  (386) and (388),  but  the same kind of  temporal 

relation is inferred without marking the clause as subordinate:
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(389) Mi ot-te      ro    ɓaab-e,       fu húmú    laan laano
1s see PFV 2sO morning-Dt 2s be-Past clean Redup
‘[When (?)] I saw you this morning, you were cleaning.’

In examples (390) and (391) there are two adverbial clauses which follow 

each other.  In each case the first clause has the word order inversion, and the 

second does not.  In (391) the two subordinate clauses may be considered preposed 

to the clause in the last line.  Note that the first subordinate clause in (391) is not 

marked with the SM.

V   S LOC  |  S         V            O
(390) Ay-uu           ɓëëwë          meey ra,  tunka     ɓíll-ú-té             wa  ra, 

come-Trv.PL person-pl.Dt field  SM children recount-PL-PFV 3p SM
‘When they came from the field, (and when) the children told them, 

wa dal-uu           néssëh     yúulëh-yë     [na  húmú    pag-u wa Fúutë kíilë         rë.]
3p begin-Trv.PL remember libation-pl.Dt Dur be-Past do-PL 3p Fouta year-Cl.Dt SM
they began to remember the libations they used to do in Fouta back then.’ 
(Njawoor:28)

(391) Këkëy-ë     ee     pitingal la,    na   píníŋ-ëh,  na   pay na   ac, 
child-Cl.Dt Exst  cry       RA   Dur roll -Rflx Dur go  Dur come 
‘The child is screaming, rolling around back and forth,

V    S   |   S           V             | AUX  DO    V
kaƴ-aa‚  ri,   húrs-í          yaa-fa           sígím-pé    ay     ri    ɓéy-r-é       rë,
lie-Trv 3sO  co.wife-AM mother-Cl.Dt bend -PFV will 3sO take-Ben-E  SM
(and when) he turned on his back, (and when)the co wife bent over to pick 
him up,

ol-a‚      kiil     ka      íl   këkëy-ë       në  an-tee      ɗaas foŋ.
see-Trv needle Cl.Dt eye child-Cl.Dt NA then-PFV let    cry 
it is at this moment that she saw the needle in the eye of the child, then let 
out a cry.’ (Crying:25)

The derivational suffix -InkI is the only verbal suffix discussed here which 

does  not  occur  in  independent  clauses.   While  this  suggests  that  it  might  be 

considered a subordinate marker, note that there is only one example of this suffix 
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in my texts, and the construction might well be re-analyzed as a nominal structure 

(see discussion in 4.3.1, and footnote 11). 

V     S   | AUX V
(392) ñam-inki fu  lah   ɓooñee

 eat-Pre 2s   Aux  ɓooñ-oh-e
                           wash.hands-Rflx-Imp
‘Before you eat (you have to) wash your hands.’

(393) Húmú   yúul-ínkí            ow      yúul    tal             laa, 
be-Past yúulëh-ínkí         person shrine matrilineal ra 
            do.libation-Pre                                         SM
‘Before anyone did libations at a matrilineal shrine,

Ndút  ɓéeɓ yúulëh        Njawoor na    paaƴ.
Ndut  all    do.libation  Njawoor PLoc first
all the Ndut did libations to Njawoor first.’  (Njawoor:30)

5.2  Relative Clauses

Relative clauses (RC) are embedded subordinate clauses that modify a head 

noun. The head (or domain) noun is co-referential with one of the participants in 

the modifying RC, and the head noun together with the RC fill the position of an 

argument NP in the matrix clause.79  While the position of the head noun in the 

matrix clause is not usually restricted cross-linguistically, many languages restrict 

the  positions  in  the  RC which  may  be  relativized,  a  point  to  which  we return 

shortly.   

Of particular  interest  in the formation of  RCs  are the ways in  which the 

domain noun and the RC are distinguished at the surface (how it can be determined 

where the RC begins and ends), and the way in which  the position relativized is 

marked in the RC, if any. 

79 I follow Keenan (1985) in using the terms ‘domain noun’ and  ‘matrix clause’ somewhat interchangeably with 
‘head noun’ and ‘independent clause’.  
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5.2.1  Marking the relative clause

With regard to the first concern, Ndut RCs occur to the right of (following) 

the domain noun, and are marked at the end by the occurrence of the subordinate 

marker rA, or one of its allomorphs.  As to the position of the domain noun in the 

matrix clause, of the fifty-seven examples of RCs examined for this paper, I have 

found only examples of the subject (S)  and direct object (DO) positions,  with a 

possible case of a domain noun which expresses an oblique argument of its matrix 

predicate:80

Matrix Clause Subject
(394) Miis ma    [Ø húmú     filiɓ if            ra]   yid-u-te.

milk Cl.Dt [  be-Past in    calabash SM] spill-PL-PFV
‘The milk that was in the calabash spilled.’  (Lopis-Sylla 1985:35)

main clause: Miis ma  yid-u-te. ‘The milk spilled.’
subordinate proposition: Miis ma húmú filiɓ if. ‘The milk was in the 
calabash.’ 

Matrix Clause Direct Object
(395) Kúkëy-ë     ɗi ɓeɓ -pe     mira ma  [lom  ndiw      Ø ra.]

child-Cl.Dt 3s take-PFV salt Cl.Dt [buy ‘so-and-so’  SM]
‘The child took the salt [that so-and-so bought.]’ (Lopis-Sylla 1985:45)

main clause: Kúkëy-ë  ɗi ɓeɓ-pe  mira ma. ‘The child took the 
salt.’

subordinate proposition: Ndiw lom-pe    mira ma.      ‘So-and-so bought the salt.’

Matrix Clause Oblique
(396) ... ñif     ma     na   hút   kaka-a         bee [Ø paa‚     feey  ra.]

... blood Cl.Dt Dur flow cheek-Cl.Dt this [  position earth SM]
‘... the blood flows on the cheek which was in the dirt.’  (Crying:24)

80 In the examples below I will follow the convention of underlining the domain noun, enclosing the RC in 
square brackets, and marking the ‘gap’ left by the NPrel with a Ø (see discussion in section 5.2.3 below on 
gapping). I also follow Givón by including as the ‘subordinate proposition’ the content of the RC as it would be 
expressed in an independent clause. Example (395) also shows SV word order inversion in the RC which would 
make the Ø placement problematic. This is discussed below in section 5.2.6; see also footnote 8.
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main clause: … ñif ma na hut kaka-a bee.   
‘… the blood flows on this cheek.’

subordinate proposition: Kaka-a bee paa‚ feey.
‘This cheek is in the dirt’

5.2.2  The noun phrase accessibility hierarchy

In a comparative study of relative clauses, Keenan and Comrie proposed the 

Noun Phrase Accessibility Hierarchy (NPAH), an implicational scale which permits 

a number of important generalizations to be made concerning the relativizability of 

the different NP positions in an RC.  They argue for several universal constraints 

governing  the  RC-forming  strategies  that  languages  may  employ.  The  NPAH 

(below)  “expresses  the  relative  accessibility  to  relativization  of  NP  positions  in 

simplex main clauses” (Keenan and Comrie 1977:66).

Accessibility Hierarchy: SU>DO>IO>OBL>GEN>OCOMP81 

The main claim here is that the grammatical relations to the left of the scale 

are more accessible  than those on the right,  and further,  that all  languages can 

relativize  on the  subject.   Another  generalization that  can  be  made is  that  if  a 

grammatical  relation on the lower end of  the scale is  relativizable in any given 

language,  then  all  the  ones  above  it  are  also  relativizable,  and  finally,  that  if 

different strategies are used, each strategy covers a continuous section of the scale.

To identify relative clauses in any given language in a largely syntax free 

way Keenan and Comrie propose the following essentially semantic definition for 

RCs:  

81  Here, “>“ means ‘is more accessible than’;  SU stands for ‘subject’; DO for ‘direct object’, IO for ‘indirect 
object’, OBL for ‘major oblique case’, GEN for ‘genitive’ (possessor), and OCOMP for ‘object of comparison’ 
(Keenan & Comrie 1977:66) 
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We consider  any syntactic  object  to  be  an  RC if  it  specifies  a  set  of 
objects (perhaps a one member set) in two steps: a larger set is specified, 
called the domain of relativization, and then restricted to some subset of 
which a certain sentence, the restricting sentence, is true.  The domain of 
relativization is expressed in surface structure by the  head NP, and the 
restricting sentence by the restricting clause, which may look more or less 
like a surface sentence depending on the clause  (Keenan and Comrie 
1977:63-64).

5.2.3  Marking the position relativized

Strategies for marking the position relativized, or NPrel,82  in the RC include 

gapping (the referent is missing from the embedded clause without a trace), use of 

anaphoric  pronouns,  relative  pronouns,  nominalization,  and  even  word  order. 

Examples of these last four strategies taken from Givón (1990:655-664) follow.

The anaphoric pronoun strategy  marks the NPrel by the presence of the case 

marked anaphoric pronoun in its normal position in the clause, and the beginning 

of the RC is often marked by a subordinator morpheme, as in this example from 

Israeli Hebrew:

Ha -isha     [she-ba-a            hena etmol]...
the-woman [REL-came-she here  yesterday] ...
‘The woman who came here yesterday...’   (lit: ‘the woman who she came here 
yesterday...’)

The relative pronoun strategy is characterized by the fact that it makes use 

of relative pronouns that are marked for case. These usually occur at the clause 

boundary as a mark of subordination, and signal the case role of the co-referent 

noun. Note the following example from German:

82 As in Keenan, 1985. See footnote 2.
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Der        Mann  [dem       ich das        Buch gegeben habe]...
the/NOM man      that/DAT I   the/ACC book given      have
‘The man to whom I gave the book...’

Many  languages  use  nominalization  as  a  strategy to mark RCs  and other 

subordinate  clauses,  leaving  only  main  clauses  with  fully  finite  syntax.  Givón 

suggests that different nominalizing morphemes for subject and object may permit 

the recovery of the  case of the missing referent. In this Turkish example the verb of 

the RC is treated as possessed by the subject:

Adam-nin  gör-düg-u              ev...
man-GEN   see-o/NOM-3SPOSS house   ...
‘the house  that the man saw...’ (lit.: the house of the man’s his seeing)

Word  order  may  work  in  concert  with  intonation  in  some  languages  to 

distinguish RCs from main clauses. Givón cites Japanese as a ‘fairly rigid verb-final 

language’ in which it is impossible to distinguish morphologically a main clause 

from an RC. He notes, however, that the intonation break in a main clause comes 

after the verb (at the end of the clause), whereas in an RC the intonation break 

comes after the head noun, there being at least one NP following the verb.

Ndut follows primarily a gapping strategy, though in the case of relativized 

objects there is also a change in word order, as in (395) and (398).  In example 

(400) where the NPrel is indirect object, an anaphoric pronoun strategy is used. 

Examples of RC were found (or elicited) for the following positions: subject, direct 

object, indirect object, and oblique.  Thus the generalization that if a position on 

the low end of the NPAH scale is relativizable then all positions to the left are also 

relativizable in a given language holds for Ndut.
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RC Subject 
(397) ɓela-a           [Ø koɗ   kúkëy-ë        rë,] ɗi gaan.

woman-Cl.Dt     raise child-Cl.Dt  SM   3s big
‘The woman who raised the child is grown (French grande).’ (Lopis-Sylla 
1985:37)

main clause: ɓela-a gaan “the woman is big.”
subordinate proposition: ɓela-a koɗ-te kúkëy-ë “the woman raised the child.”

RC Direct Object
(398) Pe‚  fa       [pok    fu Ø filiɓ meey -a      ra]  ñam-pe   huɓ-ɓa.

goat Cl.Dt [attach 2s     in    field-Cl.Dt SM] eat-PFV leaf-pl.Dt
‘The goat you tied up in the field  ate the leaves.’ (Lopis-Sylla 1985:44)

main clause: Pe‚ fa ñam-pe huɓ-ɓa.       
‘The goat ate the leaves.’

subordinate proposition: Fu pok-ke pe‚ fa filiɓ meey-a. 
‘You tied the goat in the field.’

RC Indirect Object
(399) Mariam ot-te       kooj-ee          ke so‚  [on   mi Ø símís-í so‚    ra.]

Mariam see-PFV friend-Cl.Loc ke 1sO  give 1s     shirt-Poss1s SM
‘Mariam saw this friend of mine to whom I gave my shirt.’

main clause: Mariam otte koojee ke so‚.
‘Mariam saw this friend of mine.’ 

subordinate proposition: Mi onte kooj-i so‚ símísí so‚. 
‘I gave my shirt to my friend.’

RC Indirect Object (anaphoric strategy)
(400) Ɓëy-ée      [fu on    ndi  hélíis   rë]  ac-ce         deh  aa‚.

person-Loc 2s give 3sO money SM come-PFV here yesterday
‘This person you gave money to came here yesterday.’

main clause: Ɓëyée acce deh aa‚.
‘This person came here yesterday.’

subordinate proposition: Fu onte ɓëë hélíis. 
‘You gave the person money.’
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RC Oblique
(401) lah-a‚       ri   ya‚ -a         yuliɗ  kiil   ka        [na   ɗíis-ë‚    yaa      fa Ø   ra]

have-Trv 3sO hand-Cl.Dt reach needle Cl.Dt [Dur sew-Trv mother Cl.Dt  SM] 
‘When he arrived, his hand was reaching for the needle that his mother was 
sewing with.’  (Crying:19)

main clause: Lah-a‚ ri ya‚-a yuliɗ kiil ka.
‘When he arrived his hand was reaching for the 

needle.”
subordinate proposition: Yaa fa na ɗíis if a  kiil ka 

“The mother is sewing the calabash with the needle.”

Note, however, that there is no preposition in the RC in (401). In place of 

the  preposition  a ‘with’  which  appears  in  the  subordinate  proposition,  the 

transitivizer  -A‚ occurs,  which  would  seem to  raise  the  NP to  the  status  of  an 

additional argument of the verb, but no longer the object of a preposition.83  It could 

thus be argued that in order to relativize on the object of a preposition, that object 

must first be raised to the status of a direct object by the use of the transitivizer -A‚. 

In that case the subordinate proposition for example (401) would be Yaa fa na ɗiisa‚  

if kiil ka.  But this has not been verified, indeed, it is not clear that the transitivizer 

works in such a straightforward way.

5.2.4  Marking the verb in the RC

In her comparative survey of the relative clause in the Cangin languages, 

Lopis-Sylla  (1985)  noted  that  the  verb  of  the  RC  undergoes  a  total  or  partial 

truncation  or reduction of  its  morphology.   This  is  evident  in  (397)  and (398), 

where the verb in the subordinate proposition bears the perfective marker -CE when 

expressed as an independent clause, but in the RC occurs without any marking at 

all.  In fact,  the perfective marker seems to be the only verb morphology which 

does not occur within the RC.  The durative aspect marker na occurs in (401) and 

83 See discussion in section 4.1.4
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(402), and the past auxiliary húmú was seen in example (394), and occurs again in 

(408) below.  Plural agreement and future auxiliaries also occur in the RC:

(402) ɓëëw-ée      [Ø na   seh -u    laba  -a        ra], took-u took-o sëëgu fa
people-these [  Dur wait-PL priest-Cl.Dt SM] sit-PL Redup shade Cl.Dt. 
‘These people who are waiting for the priest are sitting in the shade.’

main clause: ɓëëwée tooku tooko sëëgu fa.
“These people are sitting in the shade.”

subordinate proposition: ɓëëwée na sehu labaa.
“These people are waiting for the priest.”

(403) Be    da        har  fa        [ay  mi  haw-e       Ø tabaski ra].
This there(?) sheep Cl.Dt Fut 1s slaughter-e   tabaski RA
“This is the sheep which I am going to slaughter on Tabaski”

main clause: Be da har fa.
“This is the sheep.”

subordinate proposition: Mi ay hawe har fa tabaski.
“I will slaughter the sheep on Tabaski.”

The durative marker na seems in fact to appear in the RC even when it would 

not  be  expected  in  the  corresponding  independent  clause.84  To  preserve  the 

temporal  framework  in  (401),  the  subordinate  proposition  (expressed  as  an 

independent  clause)  could  be  constructed  as  in  (404),  in  which  the  continuous 

aspect and past tense are both signaled in the irregular auxiliary húmú :

(404) Yaa      fa      húmú   ɗíis  if            a     kiil      ka   
mother Cl.Dt be-Past sew calabash with needle Cl.Dt
‘The mother was sewing the calabash with the needle.’  

84 The morpheme na is so frequent in the pre-verb position in RCs that I initially took it to be a marker of the 
beginning of an RC. See section 4.1.3 for a discussion of this particle.
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5.2.5  SV inversion in the relative clause

RCs in which the NPrel is anything other than the subject in the restrictive 

clause are marked by the inversion of the SV word order,85 as Lopis-Sylla (1985:44) 

also noted.  Consider again examples (398) and (401), repeated here as (405) and 

(406):

(405) Pe‚  fa       [pok    fu Ø  filiɓ meey -a       ra] ñam-pe   huɓ -ɓa.
goat Cl.Dt [attach you    in    field-Cl.Dt SM] eat-PFV leaf-PL
“The goat you tied up in the field  ate the leaves.” (Lopis-Sylla 1985:44)

main clause: Pe‚ fa ñam-pe huɓ-ɓa.
‘The goat ate the leaves.’

subordinate proposition: Fu pok-ke pe‚ fa filiɓ meey-a. 
‘You tied the goat in the field.’

(406) lah -a‚      ri     ya‚ -a        yuliɗ  kiil   ka        [na   ɗíis-ë‚     yaa   fa Ø       ra]
have-Trv 3sO hand-Cl.Dt reach needle Cl.Dt [Dur sew-Trv mother Cl.Dt  SM]
‘When he arrived, his hand was reaching for the needle that his mother was 
sewing with.’  (Crying:19)

main clause: Lah-a‚ ri ya‚-a yuliɗ kiil ka.
“When he arrived his hand was reaching for the 

needle.”
subordinate proposition: Yaa fa na ɗíis if a kiil ka   

“The mother is sewing the calabash with the needle.”

85 With the change in word order, it is manifestly difficult to identify the placement of the gapped object in the 
RC. It might be supposed, for example, that the entire VP is inverted with the subject, the object (gap) moving 
with the verb and thus placed before the subject.  I do have marginal evidence, however, for the location of the 
gap in the following example:

Fu   ol-eh           ñeer-i                       ɓëy    beh [na  won-a‚     mi Ibra Siis ra]...
you see-NegHab younger.brother-AM person this Dur say-Trns 1s Ibra Siis RA]...

‘Don’t you see the younger brother of the one I was talking about, Ibra Siis...’ 
(Re-incarnation:23)

In this example the expected RC would have been simply  na  won-a‚ mi ra  ‘The one I was talking 
about.’  It appears, however, that the speaker decided that this did not sufficiently identify the referent, and 
gives his full name, Ibra Siis. Note too, that this information is included within the RC, before the closing ra.   
Other stronger support is found in the word order inversion noted in adverbial clauses discussed in 5.1.2, in 
which the normal SVO is replaced with VSO.  I conclude that the inversion here only involves the subject and 
the verb, and not the object.
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The subordinate proposition in (405) has the normal SV word order; in the 

RC however, the subject fu ‘you’ follows the verb.  The same inversion is seen again 

in (406), in which the subject yaa fa ‘the mother’ follows the verb ɗíis-ë‚ ‘sew with’ 

in the RC.

5.2.6  The resumptive pronoun

Five of the RCs examined made use of what I will call a resumptive pronoun 

in the matrix clause. This is an ordinary pronoun which is co-referential with the 

domain noun and NPrel of the RC. While it is not possible to predict with certainty 

the conditions under which such pronouns appear, there are some patterns worth 

noting. The two main types of constructions in which resumptive pronouns occur 

are presented below (with the resumptive pronoun underlined):

(407) Mira ma [Ø hom filiɓ  dama  -a       ra],  wa naa‚
salt Cl.Dt    be     in    basket-Cl.Dt SM  3p white
‘The salt which is in the basket, it is white.’ (lit., ‘they are white’) 
(Lopis-Sylla 1985:35)

(408) Yii   [húmú   ɗaŋ wa Ø ra], Njawoor on   wa ri.
what  be-Past ask 3p    SM  Njawoor give 3p 3s
“What they were asking for, Njawoor gave them it”

The use of the resumptive pronoun in (407) above is characterized by the 

domain noun and the NPrel both being in the subject position, and by the matrix 

clause being a predicate adjective.86  In example (408), the domain noun and the 

NPrel  are  both grammatical  objects,  and  the  domain  noun  with  the  RC is  left-

dislocated.87 The examples  above  suggest  that  the  occurrence  of  the  resumptive 

pronoun may be a function of the greater conceptual distance between the domain 

86 Of several other RCs in which the head noun is subject of both the matrix clause and the RC, the only one in 
which a resumptive pronoun occurred was a predicate adjective.
87 Example (394) is a another instance of the first type of resumptive pronoun usage.
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noun and the matrix clause into which it fits.  I do not argue, however, that the 

resumptive pronoun is  strictly a function of certain types of RCs.  The following 

example shows that, though they are not common in the texts, resumptive pronouns 

do also occur independently of  RCs, and in fact independent of any conceptual  

distance whatsoever:

(409) Kúkëy-ë      ɗi ɓeɓ-pe     mira ma    [lom  ndew  Ø   ra.]
child-Cl.Dt  3s take-PFV salt Cl.Dt  [buy ‘so-and-so’ SM]
“The child he took the salt that so-and-so bought.” (Lopis-Sylla 1985:47)

5.3  Complementation

Clauses which function as noun phrases (or more specifically, as arguments 

of a verb) are called complements.  While complements may function as either the 

subject or the object of a verb, some verbs more readily take complements as their 

objects (and thus seem to be more frequent).  The examples found in the corpus are 

virtually all object complements, so the discussion will be limited to those.  As a 

more careful  study of complementation in Ndut remains to be done, the present 

section is  intended to draw attention to some of the more commonly appearing 

complementation strategies.  In the following sections I present one particle which 

functions to introduce complements of direct and indirect speech, and one which 

serves  a  wider  group  of  complement  taking  predicates  such  as  verbs  of  belief, 

knowledge, and desire, among others.

5.3.1  The direct and indirect quote complement

Whereas indirect speech acknowledges that it is reconstituting (rather than 

replicating) the other speech,  a direct strategy portrays speech by ‘pretending to 

replicate  the  actual  tense,  person,  and adverbial  deixis  as  well  as  the  verbatim 
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wording, evaluative devices, and sometimes even prosody of the earlier language’ 

(Chafe 1994:215).

In Ndut there is a fairly regular association of the particle  ti (or  tih) with 

direct  representation  of  speech.  In  Palor  the  form  ti is  called  a  monème  de  

subordination ‘subordinating morpheme’,  and occurs  with a  variety  of  predicates 

including ‘say’, ‘think’, ‘want’,  and so on.  In Ndut it is almost always found only 

with the verb won ‘to say’.

(410) Won ti   fu  ƴii       pay sinaa raa  took-e  dah.
say Quo 2s NegFut go  sinaa SM sit-Imp there
‘He said, “If you won't go to the sinaa, then sit there.”’  (Sinaa:12)

(411) Di tík-ké      won wa ti ,    “Baap-p-on         a    yaay-y-on             ac    meey  raa, 
3s place-PFV say 3p Quo  father-Cl-Poss2p and mother-Cl-Poss2p come field SM
‘He added, saying to them, “When your mothers and fathers come from the 
fields,

wën-í           wa ti,    ‘cic-fi                      fun      ín       fanoh-te          dín    ɗë
say-ImpPl 3p Quo grandparent-Cl.Poss1pe Exst lie.down-PFV there SM
tell them, ‘Our grandfather is lying down over yonder,

na   yeel     ɗon na’”
Dur regard  2p  PLoc(?)
and is watching you. ’” ’   (Njawoor:24)

Indirect strategies for representing speech vary, and may involve only the 

verb won ‘to say’,  or the combination won oro.  In Palor oro is a main verb meaning 

‘to say’ though  wan is also glossed as ‘to say’ in that language.  In Ndut,  oro is 

found sprinkled into the middle of both direct and indirect speech, but when it is 

used in conjunction with  won  to introduce speech it  generally indicates  indirect 

speech—that is,  the person and tense inflections do not match those that would 

presumably have been used had the utterance been spoken by the person to whom 

the  speech  was  attributed.   Nevertheless,  the  frequent  appearance  of  the 
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complement particle  ti  in conjunction with both won and oro suggests that  oro is 

not  itself  functioning  to  signal  complementation,  but  signals  only  the  kind  of 

strategy being used to represent speech:

(412) won-u   oro      tih,  wun   wun      mi ra    oro       daa    tah    ƴaal-i so‚   
say-PL IndQuo Quo beauty beauty 1s SM IndQuo  DAA cause man-Poss1s 
‘They say, my beauty (they say), that’s why my husband

mínéh                 so‚  hel,   ƴaal-i so‚    waɗtee          so‚  hel    oro, 
be.able-NegHab 1sO leave man-Poss1s should-PFV 1sO  leave IndQuo 
can’t leave me, my husband should leave me, they say,

ɗi saam ɓeleɓ   kay
3s seek woman another
and find another wife.’  (Sinaa:16-17)

5.3.2  The complementizer biti

The  complementizer  biti serves  to  introduce  complements  of  a  variety  of 

complement taking predicates such as ‘see’, ‘know’, ‘think’ (believe), and ‘promise’. 

Consider the following examples:

(413) Yaa      fa      olsoh-te         níi,         ot -te      biti     bah  daa    waɗ    koon, 
mother Cl.Dt consider-PFV so.much see-PFV CMPL that  DAA should then 
‘The mother thought long,  saw that that was what should have been done 
(then),

ɗi   sígím-pé    na  looy.
3s   bend -PFV Dur cry
she sat down and cried.’  (Crying:41)

(414) beh  lím-ú       rek, ɓëëwë  yúh -ú -té        biti      bee  Musaa Saar.
this born-Pass just  people know-PL-PFV CMPL this   Musa  Saar
‘As soon as he [lit. ‘this’] was born, they knew that this was Musa Saar.’  
(Re-incarnation:19-20)
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(415) Tunka    hab-uu          biti      cic-f-i  wa             hom hégílë  yée     mérées.
children hold-Trv.PL CMPL grandparent-Poss3p be    play    DemN habit
‘The children thought that their grandfather was teasing them, as usual.’ 
(Njawoor:20)

(416) Te   ɗeef          buur-a        gap-a‚-te              biti,     ɓë         [ n-ay       ol-e 
And it.happens king-Cl.Dt promise-Trv-PFV CMPL person-Cl Dur-Fut see-E 
‘Now it so happens that the king had promised that whoever would see (find)

ɓeleb-i             rah] ɗi  ay   ri   yeɗ  yii       faha‚ ri.
woman-Poss3s SM  3s Fut 3sO give DemN want 3sO
his wife, he would give him whatever he asked for.’ (King:46)

5.4  Conclusion

Each of the three primary types of subordinate constructions have been more 

or less briefly discussed in this chapter.  Several strategies are employed in marking 

adverbial  clauses,  discussed  in  section  1.   Those  clauses  marked  only  by  the 

presence  of  the  clause  final  subordinate  marker  rA are  future  when clauses  or 

conditionals.   Past  when clauses  may  be  marked  by  the  introducer  bee in 

combination with the SM, but they are frequently marked by a combination of SV 

word order  inversion and one of  the  verbal  constructions  V-A‚ or  na V.   Other 

morphemes which mark subordination are nii ‘until’, the Wolof form balaa ‘before’, 

and the French parce que ‘because’ which shows up as paske in Ndut.

The relative clause, examined in somewhat more detail in section 2, is also 

marked  by  the  presence  of  the  subordinate  marker  rA,  and  follows  a  gapping 

strategy for marking the position relativized.  Word order inversion is also seen in 

those RCs in which a non-subject NP is relativized.

The  chapter  concludes  with  a  brief  look  at  two  complementizers,  the  ti 

complementizer which appears to mark both direct and indirect speech, and the biti 

complementizer,  which  is  used  with  a  wider  range  of  ‘complement-taking 
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predicates’.   Though  complements  are  subordinate  constructions,  neither  the 

subordinate marker  rA nor the word order inversion that is characteristic of many 

adverbial and relative clauses occur with either the biti or the ti complements.
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CHAPTER 6:  CONCLUSION

The  overview  of  Ndut  grammatical  structures  presented  in  this  thesis  is 

intended to be an introduction to some of the more basic and frequently occurring 

structures in the language.  While some of the structures were considered in more 

detail,  others  were  treated  briefly.  In  this  chapter  I  will  summarize  the  major 

sections of each chapter and indicate avenues of future research.

6.1  Summary

Chapter 2 presents an overview of some of the main facts of the phonology. 

Dr.  Gabriel  Gueye’s  descriptive  statement  of  the  phonological  system  provided 

much of the basis for this chapter, and I present his observations on the phonemic 

inventory, syllable structure, sandhi, and stress.  I present a brief analysis of the 

[ATR]  based  vowel  harmony,  using  underspecification  theory  to  explain  the 

‘dominant’  nature of [+ATR] roots.   I  described two assimilation processes and 

presented a summary of my analysis which draws on underspecification theory and 

feature geometry theory.  The sandhi phenomena and unstressed vowel deletion, 

along with other unidentified constraints work to keep words short, resulting in the 

obliteration of phonemic material in derivations.

Basic word order typology and nominal structures are presented in chapter 

3.  The normal word order in simple clauses is SVO, but where a verbal auxiliary 

and a main verb form are present, pronominal objects occur between the two verb 

forms.  I present the six noun classes of Ndut, along with the Atlantic correlations 

proposed  in  Doneux  (1975 and  1978).   Because  of  the  assimilation  process  by 

which the plural class markers are formed, the plural class was poorly understood, 
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and plural forms were sometimes mistakenly assigned to other classes based on the 

initial  consonant  of  the  class  marker.   The  underspecification  analysis  of  this 

process shows that all Ndut plurals88 may be considered members of a single plural 

class. The postposed noun class markers form the consonantal hook on which the 

vocalic  (or  vocalic  initial)  locative  determiners  and  the  associative  marker  are 

hung. The parameter of definiteness is found to affect the structure of the noun 

phrase.  I considered the deictic-demonstrative system of Ndut in some detail; its 

three way spatial distinction forms the basis for several series of pronominal and 

nominal demonstratives, as well as manner and locative adverbs.  The medial term 

in these demonstratives is frequently employed with an anaphoric rather than a 

spatial sense.

In  chapter  4  I  surveyed  the  inflectional  and  derivational  suffixes  and 

auxiliaries that make up the verb phrase.  The categories marked in the verb phrase 

include  number,  perfective  and  durative  aspect,  and  two  types  of  negation. 

Auxiliary  structures  are  used to  mark  progressive  aspect,  as  well  as  future  and 

imperfect  aspect.   I  proposed  that  a  combination  of  the  existential  auxiliary 

(normally  indicating  progressive)  with  a  main  verb  marked  with  the  perfective 

suffix codes a state entered into and which continues to hold.  The auxiliaries may 

be grouped into those in which basic  categories  such as  number,  negation,  and 

perfective aspect are marked on the auxiliary, and those in which such categories 

are marked on the verb.  Several kinds of passive devices are employed in Ndut to 

raise the topicality of non-agent arguments in the clause.   I  also considered the 

valency increasing properties of several derivational morphemes.

88 With the possible exception of the form ɓëëwë ‘people’.
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I  examined  several  subordinate  constructions  in  chapter  5.   Adverbial 

clauses marked only by the clause final subordinate marker  rA are future  when or 

conditional clauses.  Past  when clauses are either introduced by a combination of 

the conjunction with the SM, or (more commonly) are marked by SV word order 

inversion  together with  one of  the  verbal  constructions  na V or  V-A‚.   In  these 

clauses the subordinate marker may or may not appear.  

The  relative  clause  is  also  marked  by  the  subordinate  marker  rA,  and  a 

gapping strategy is normally employed to mark the position relativized.  SV word 

order inversion is also seen in RCs in which a non-subject NP is relativized.  

I  briefly  presented  two  complement  markers,  one  of  which  introduces 

complements of direct and indirect speech.  Though complements are subordinate 

constructions, neither the subordinate marker rA nor the word order inversion that 

is  seen in the adverbial  and relative clauses are found in the complement types 

examined.

6.2  Directions for further research

In  two  forthcoming  articles  I  will  examine  more  thoroughly  the  vowel 

harmony  and  the  two  assimilation  processes  described  in  chapter  2.  Further 

research into the syllable structure of the language in the light of current generative 

theory might account for some of the puzzling coalescence phenomena observed. 

Insights from lexical phonology might allow a better understanding of alternations 

affecting stem final voiceless and implosive stops, and all word final long and short 

vowels and aspiration should also be more carefully examined.

Several  of  the  nominal  structures  discussed  in  chapter  3  require  further 

study.   Among these  are  possessive  NPs  expressing  alienable  versus  inalienable 
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possession, the daa cleft constructions, the locative determiners, and the adjectivals. 

There are also comparative expressions which were not discussed.  Many functional 

concerns  could  be  fruitfully  addressed  by  a  careful  examination  of  NPs  and 

pronominal  expressions  in  their  discourse  context.  Analytical  tools  have  been 

developed  for  participant  reference  tracking  and  topic  continuity  which  yield 

significant insights into the functions of the structures of the language.

While some of the tense or aspectual categories presented in chapter 4 seem 

well  established based on the  data  available,  many  questions  are  raised  by  the 

combinations that do or do not occur.  As I have already pointed out, there is a rich 

inventory of forms expressing continuous/durative/progressive aspect, and further 

research, especially a discourse based analysis in a variety of genres, would help 

sort out the rhetorical functions of these structures.  A more concise statement of 

the word order constraint discussed in chapter 3 is needed in light of the different 

behavior  demonstrated  by  some of  the  auxiliaries  discussed  in  chapter  4.   The 

derivational suffix -InkI might also be re-analyzed as a nominalizing suffix plus the 

classifier-associative marker combination.

A  fuller  inventory  of  adverbial  clauses  and  an  examination  of  their 

connective  and  rhetorical  functions  in  discourse  should  also  be  pursued.   I 

addressed  complementation  only  very  superficially,  and  coordination  was  not 

touched on at all.  The word order variation seen in certain relative and adverbial 

clauses may be of general interest to typologists.  How the inversion in these two 

clause types might be related would merit careful investigation.

It  is  hoped  that  this  overview  of  Ndut  grammatical  structures  will  be  a 

contribution towards the further study of Ndut and other Atlantic languages.  A 

discourse based approach in particular is expected to not only answer some of the 
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basic  questions  raised  here,  but  to  raise  more  interesting  and  more  specific 

questions in turn.
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APPENDIX A:  NARRATIVE TEXTS

NJAWOOR

THE CRYING BOY
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NJAWOOR

01 Séréellë       ɓéeɓ ɗúhúu           Fúutë. 
séréel-pl-a   ɓéeɓ ɗúh -a‚-u       fúutë  
sereer-pl-Dt all    leave-Trv-PL Futa   
All the Sereer came from Futa

02 Wa   ɗaruu         bee    tee‚uu           wa  a    buuri        Síññë          Waalu   ra. 
wa   ɗaɗ -a‚  -u   bee    tee -a‚  -u     wa  a     buur-i      síñ-pl-a        waalu   ra  
they tear-Trv-PL when meet-Trv-PL 3p with king-AM Wolof-pl-Dt Waalo  SM  
They separated when they met with the king of the Wolofs at Waalo.

03 Ɓëy            Ndút   nék, ayuu             ginee               ke     yen beh  wote  kay    anah: 
ɓëë-i           ndút   nék  ac-a‚-u          gin-Øee           k-e    yen beh  wote  kay    anah 
person-AM Ndut   also come-Trv-PL village-Cl-Loc Cl-** 1pi this today group two 
The Ndut people also came to this village of ours in two groups.

04 ɓëëwë            ɗébúu               lah    ra,   haalu      Ndút    waal kehel  fín,        
ɓëë-pl-a         ɗéɓ-a‚-u            lah    ra    haal-u     ndút    waal kehel  f-ín     
person-pl-Dt  be.first-Trv-PL arrive SM enter-PL Ndut   path  lake    Cl-Loc  
Those who were the first to arrive entered the Ndut country by way of lake 
Tanma,

ñewute                  laahi           Maakka, yípúté               Cëngú  di Gëwut  dín.   
ñee-u-te                laah -i         maakka  yíp-u-te             cëngú   di gëwut   dín    
take.path-PL-PFV swamp-AM  Mecca   implant-PL-PFV Cëngu  in Gëwut  there   
passed by lake Maaka, and founded Cengu there in Gewut.

05 Kayi          yínëë, daa    ɓëëwë          húmú       Mbúl  a    Saa    Ngëëní Puy  rah. 
kay-i         yínëh  daa    ɓëë-pl-a        hom-Past Mbúl  a     saa    ngëëní Puy  ra   
group-AM one     DAA person-pl-Dt be-Past     Mbul with Saa   Ngoni  Puy  SM   
The other group, that was those who were at Mbul and Saa Ngoni Puy.

06 Koluu           wa Mbúl, wa ñewu      Tiwaawun, suute        Njasaan, dékúté        Siili. 
koloh-a‚-u     wa Mbúl wa ñee-u      Tiwaawun  saañ-u -te Njasaan  dék -u -te    Siili  
get.up-Trv-PL 3p Mbul 3p take.path-PL Tivaouane   go-PL-PFV Njasaan   live-PL-PFV Palor
When they left Mbul, they passed through Tivawaan, went to Njasaan, and 
lived in the Palor.
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07 Koluu             wa  daa    ra,   yípú          Tiin.  
koloh-a‚-u       wa  daa    ra   yíp-u          tiin   
get.up-Trv-PL 3p  DAA SM  implant-PL Tiin   
When they left there, they founded Tiin.

08 Caac           Njawoor non          ɓëëwí              ƴaaha.     
caac            Njawoor non          ɓëë-pl-i           ƴah-**    
grandparent Njawoor be.part.of. person-pl -AM those      
Grandfather Njawoor is one of those people. 

09 Ɗi húmú       dék    Faam Ngéy.  
ɗi  hom-Past dék    faam  Ngéy   
3s  be-Past    dwell house Ngey   
He lived in the compound of the Ngey family 

10 Na  pesa‚      Njawoor ra,    ɗi húmú        lahte        alal     lool; 
na   pes-a‚     Njawoor ra    ɗi  hom-Past  lah-te       alal     lool  
Dur live-Trv Njawoor SM  3s be-Past     have-PFV fortune very  
When Njawoor was alive, he was very rich.

11 ɓaat-te           biti      ɗi  lah-te       un     filiɓ   gin-Øa   
augment-PFV CMPL 3s have-PFV voice inside village-Cl.Dt  
One adds that he was very important in the village.

12 Yii          húmú        ƴahti        pagu    ɓéeɓ,  ɗi ay    meelu,     mbaa ri    maasa‚.    
yii           hom-Past  ƴahti        paŋ-u   ɓéeɓ   ɗi ay    meel-u     mbaa ri    maasa‚     
whatever be-Past     prepare.to do-Pass all     3s Fut   ask-Pass  or     3sO be.present 
Whatever [anyone] was preparing to do, they would ask (his opinion), or (ask) 
him to be present.

13 Ɗi húmú      yíkëë  af     ndaa ri    húmú      ɓëëyí             Koo pe.   
ɗi hom-Past yíkëë   af    ndaa ri    hom-Past ɓëë-pl-i          koo pe    
3s be-Past    owner head but  3sO be-Past    person-pl-AM God ** (Cl.Dt?)
He was an intelligent man, but a man of God.

14 Tílë‚        rí    níi    ɓahate            ra,  ɗi húmú        homa‚  faam wohe       tuŋka.
tíl -a‚       ri    níi    ɓaha-te           ra   ɗi  hom-Past hom-a‚ faam woh-e      tuŋka
walk-Trv 3sO until grow.old-PFV SM 3s be-Past    be-Trv house guard-** children
When he became old, he always stayed home to watch the children.
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15 Ɗon yúhúté             biti     took  yooɓ súfë‚.    
ɗon  yúh-u-te          biti      took yooɓ  súf-a‚   
2p   know-PL-PFV  CMPL sit    easy  disgust-Trv 
You know that sitting around gets boring.

16 Ñogola‚               Njawoor ra   ɗi  wonti:   "A   see,       mi  ƴii        ñamil   
ñogoloh    -a‚       Njawoor ra   ɗi  won-ti     a   sib-beh   mi ƴii        ñam-il  
have.enough-Trv Njawoor SM 3s  say-Quo  ah boy-this 1s  NegFut eat-Iter  
When Njawoor had had enough, he said: “These kids, I won't eat 

too     ki         mi línëy              wë". 
too     k-i        mi lín-ay             wa   
millet Cl-AM 1s  cultivate-Neg  3p   
millet that I didn't cultivate.”

17 Këëwé,      woni      líiffé      te    ɓítté            abah.         
këë-pl-ee    won-i    líif-fé     te    ɓít-te          aa-bah     
boy-pl-Loc say-AM full-PFV and heavy-PFV Exst-that    
‘You kids, there is a saying which is full and heavy.’

18 Yúunëh yúunëë       ɗi  dëëkké    tuŋka,    ɗeef           ɓahaya       suute          meey.
yúunëh  yúunëh -o   ɗi  dëëk-ké  tuŋka     ɗeef           ɓah-pl-a     saañ-u-te    meey
waken   waken-Rdp 3s  call-PFV children it.happens   elder-pl-Dt go-PL-PFV field
Awaking one morning he called the children (it happens that the adults had all 
gone to the fields). 

19 Ɗi nuŋun wa  dúuf,   won wa, wa hac-un       nuŋ  filiɓ. 
3s point    3p thicket  say 3p    3p dig-SbjnPl hole inside 
He pointed to a thicket of trees, and told them that they should dig a hole there.

20 Tunka   habuu           biti       cicfi wa                      hom  hégílë yée     mérées
tuŋka     ham-a‚-u      biti       caac            f-i wa      hom  hégílë yée      merees
children hold-Trv-PL CMPL grandparent-Cl-Poss3p be     play    DemN usual   
The children thought that their grandfather was playing with them as usual.

21 wa hac-u-te       níi    nuŋ-Øa      nooɗ-te  
3p dig-PL-PFV until hole-Cl.Dt  deep-PFV 
They dug until the hole was deep.

22 Ɓaha           ante         waa wonti: “ɗon   olute          nuŋi        bee  a
ɓah-Øa        an-te        wa  won-ti   ɗon   ot-u-te       nuŋ-i       bee  a 
elder-Cl.Dt  then-PFV 3p   say-Quo 2p   see-PL-PFVhole-AM this YNQ
Then the old man said to them, “You saw this hole, right?
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may      haale       filiɓ   ɗon  púuɓ së‚”. 
mi-ay    haal -e    filiɓ    ɗon púuɓ so‚   
1s-Fut   enter-**  inside 2p   bury 1sO   
I will go inside and you bury me.”

23 Tíidí              tunka    miteh                 ɓílíɗ. 
tíit-Øi            tuŋka    mit-eh                ɓílíɗ  
terror-Cl.AM children amount-NegHab tell   
The children's terror cannot be described.

24 Di tíkké     won wa ti  “Baappon            a   yaayyon                 ac    meey   raa, 
di  tík-ke   won wa ti    baap-pl-on          a   yaay-pl-on             ac     meey  ra   
in  set-PFV say 3p Quo father-pl-Poss2p and mother-pl-Poss2p come field   SM 
He added, saying to them, “When your fathers and mothers come from the field,

wëní        wa ti,  ‘cicfi fun                         ín    fanohte   dín     ɗë   na   yeel  ɗon na.’
won-í       wa ti    caac            -f-i fun        ín    fanoh-te  dín     ra   na   yeel  ɗon na
say-ImpPl 3p Quo grandparent-Cl-Poss1pe Exst lay-PFV yonder SM Dur watch 2p **
tell them ‘our grandfather is lying down over there watching you.’

25 Wa ñak  muluɓ mbaa  yin   ɓos   haal  gin-Øa            raa, lah  wa  saam-un      
3p  lack  water  or      thing ugly enter village-Cl.Dt  SM  must 3p seek-SbjnPl
If they lack water or a plague enters the village, they must bring

miis a     too     a     maaf           wa tum la‚-Øa        luuy-i so‚  
milk and millet and millet.beer   3p  put rock-Cl.Dt  grave-Poss1s  
milk, and millet, and millet beer, and put it on the rock of my grave.

26 Yiin fa,      yii           ɗaŋ      ron  ɓéeɓ, ɗon  ay  ri    lah.” 
day  Cl.Dt  whatever request 2pO all      2p  Fut 3sO have  
On that day, whatever you ask for, you will have it.”

27 woca‚       ri    won-a,     ɗi  haal  nuŋ-a          tunka    súuƴ-ú-té         ri. 
finish-Trv 3sO say-Cl.Dt 3s  enter hole-Cl.Dt  children bury-PL-PFV 3sO 
When he had finished, he entered the hole and the children buried him.

28 Ayuu            ɓëëwë           meey ra,  tunka    ɓíllúté          wa ra, wa  daluu
ac-a‚-u          ɓëë-pl-a        meey ra   tuŋka    ɓílíɗ-u -te     wa ra  wa  dal-a‚-u
come-Trv-PL person-pl-Dt field  SM children tell-PL-PFV 3p SM 3p begin-Trv-PL
When the people had come from the fields, and the children had told them, 
they began 
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néssëh             yúulëhyë          na  húmú        pagu   wa Fúutë  kíilë          rë.  
nérís-oh           yúulëh-pl-a      na   hom-Past  paŋ-u  wa fúutë  kíil-Øa       ra  
remember-Rflx libation-pl-Dt  Dur be-Past     do-PL 3p  Futa   year-Cl.Dt SM  
to remember the libations they used to do previously in Fouta.

29 Njawoor hena‚te        ri    yúulë           húmú       huk  ki        gaan Ndút  ɗë. 
Njawoor hen-a‚-te      ri    yúul-Øa       hom-Past luk   k-i       gaan ndút   ra  
Njawoor do-Trv-PFV 3sO shrine-Cl.Dt be-Past    more Cl-AM big  Ndut  SM   
Njawoor became the most important ancestral shrine in all of Ndut.

30 Húmú       yúulínkí           ow      yúul   tal              laa,  Ndút ɓéeɓ yúulëh 
hom-Past  yúulëh-inki       ow      yúul   tal              ra    ndút  ɓéeɓ yúulëh  
be-Past     do.libation-Pre person shrine matrilineal SM  Ndut  all    do.libation 
Before anyone made libations to a matrilineal shrine, all the Ndut made 
libations to

Njawoor na     paaƴ.  
Njawoor PLoc before 
Njawoor there first.

31 Ɓëëwë         déy wonu   oroo     yii    húmú       ɗaŋ    wa raa  Njawoor on   wa ri. 
ɓëë-pl-a       **  won-u  oro       yii    hom-Past ɗaŋ     wa ra   Njawoor on   wa ri  
person-pl-Dt ** say-PL IndQuo what be-Past   request 3p SM Njawoor give 3p 3sO
The people say that whatever they were praying for, Njawoor gave it to them.

32 aal, jokol,    múufí         wona        daa     ri    be:   yen lahun          jom   légéy, 
ƴaal  jokol     múuf-Øi      won-Øa    daa     ri    beh  yen lah-un         jom   légéy  
man  woman  end -Cl.AM say-Cl.Dt  DAA 3sO this  1pi have-SbjnPl shame work 
Men, women, this is the end of the story: let's have pride in our work,

yen faha‚ gin     yen. 
yen faha‚ gin     yen  
1pi like   village 1pi  
let's love our village.

33 Bee    nay       ɓëë      na     ɓaate          ra    biti:   
bee    na -ay    ɓëë      na     ɓaat-e         ra   biti     
when Dur-Fut person PLoc augment-** SM CMPL  
When one would add something, it would be that: 
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ow      na   faheeh          gini                 kaa‚a             wonadi.    
ow      na   faha‚-eh        gin    -i           kaa‚-a            won-aɗ -i  
person Dur like-NegHab village-Poss3s deny-Sbjn(?)  say-Mnr-Poss3s 
One should not love his village and refuse his language.

34 Ow,    fu  nís  wonadi           ɗiina             raa,  ɗi tallilaa                      yi?
ow      fu  nís  won-aɗ -i       ɗi-i-na          ra     ɗi tas -il-a‚-ay               yi
person 2s take say-Mnr-AM 3s-AM-PLoc SM   3s remain-kind-Trv-Fut what?
If you take away someone's language what will he have left?
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THE CRYING BOY

01 “Koy  fu  kaa‚    rii  looy  raa,  ay    roo lëëyríiɗ.”        
 koy   fu  kaa‚    ri    looy ra     ay    ro   looy-íɗ         -íɗ   
 child 2s  refuse 3sO cry  SM   Fut  2sO cry -do.once-Caus 
“A child, if you refuse to let him cry, he will make you cry once”

02 Këkëyë       húmú      gina              kíilë          yaafa             laha‚          ri 
këkëy-Øa    hom-Past gin-Øa          kíil-Øa      yaay-fa          lah-a‚         ri 
child-Cl.Dt be-Past    village-Cl.Dt  year-Cl.Dt mother-Cl.Dt arrive-Trv 3sO 
The child was in the village in those days, his mother had him

koy  ‘kut’   ti  won-aɗ    paan     nen. 
child come as  say-Mnr chicken Cmpr    
as a son 'come’ as they say in chicken speech. [spoiled him, doted on him?]

03 Këkëyë       ɓosil       ɓoso         níi   antee                      ñaak         tíkké      sun.
këkëy-Øa    ɓos -il     ɓos -o      níi    an-te                      ñaak         tík-ke     sun 
child-Cl.Dt  ugly-Iter ugly-Rdp until occur.recently-PFV misbehave set-PFV above 
The child has such an evil eye, and misbehaves on top of that.

04 Ɗi ot  yin,   yaa      haalay       ya‚a,          ay   looye    looyo      níi.  
ɗi  ot  yin    yaa      haal-ay     ya‚ -Øa       ay   looy-e   looy-o    níi   
3s see thing DemN enter-Neg  hand-Cl.Dt Fut  cry -** cry -Rdp until  
He sees something, that thing if it doesn't enter his hand, he will cry very much

05 Te   ri   ham  looy raa yéeh                 héddëh.  
te    ri   ham  looy ra   yúh -eh            héddëh   
and 3sO hold cry  SM  know-NegHab be.quiet 
And when he cries, he doesn't know how to stop. 

06 A   yaay     fahaay     biti  koohi            looy; 
a    yaay     faha‚-ay   biti  koy  -i          looy  
and mother want-Neg that  child-Poss3s cry   
And Mama doesn't like her son to cry;

07 Ndaa koy  fu kaa‚   looyi          raa   ay   roo lëëyríiɗ.         
ndaa koy   fu kaa‚   looy-i         ra    ay   ro   looy-íɗ       -íɗ 
but   child 2s refuse cry-Poss3s SM  Fut 2sO cry-do.once-Caus 
but a child, if you refuse his cry (refuse to let him cry), will make you cry once.
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08 Lah  bis,  këkëyë        a    moroommi            na  hégúlúu   kot përúk        fë,
lah   bis   këkëy-Øa    a    moroom-pl-i          na   hégílë-u  kot përúk        fa
have day child-Cl.Dt  and agemate-pl-Poss3s Dur play-PL foot part.of.hut Cl.Dt
One day the child was playing with his age-mates at the foot of the enclosure of 
the hut,

yaafa              na  ɗíis   if.      
yaay-fa           na  ɗíis   if       
mother-Cl.Dt  Dur sew  calabash 
his mother was sewing a calabash.

09 Ifa                   poya‚       na  soba‚          yaafa            too      ka      
if-Øa               poo-a‚      na  som-a‚        yaay-fa         too      ka   
calabash-Cl.Dt break-Trv Dur pound-Trv mother-Cl.Dt millet Cl.Dt  
The calabash broke when his mother was pounding millet

halaya               ɓaaɓin           ra.  
halay-Øa            ɓaaɓ-in         ra  
courtyard-Cl.Dt  morning-Loc SM
in the courtyard that morning.

10 Fu yúh  ɓeleɓɓa        sobe      raa, ɓeyuu       if          daaƴ    tal   ndoŋa          feey
fu yúh   ɓeleɓ-pl-a    som-e     ra  ɓey-a‚-u    if          daaƴ    tal   ndoŋ-Øa      feey
2s know woman-pl-Dt pound-** SM take-Trv-PL calabash push.in base mortar-Cl.Dt  earth
You know the women when they pound, they take a calabash and set it in the 
sand at the base of the mortar.

11 Peppi            too     ka      na   térsëh  biti      kuɗ    ka      tap filiɓ     ndoŋa           ra, 
pep -pl-i        too     k-a     na   térsëh  biti      kuɗ    k-a     tap filiɓ    ndoŋ-Øa       ra 
kernel-pl-AM millet Cl.Dt Dur bounce CMPL pestle Cl.Dt tap inside mortar-Cl.Dt SM 
The kernels of millet that bounce out when the pestle hits inside the mortar,

12 a    ƴee    na   ñaak     af     kuɗ    ka     ra   hom  keena‚     filiɓ    ifi                baaha. 
a    ƴeh    na   ñaak     af     kuɗ    k-a    ra   hom  keen-a‚   filiɓ    if-i               bah-**  
and these Dur stick.to head pestle Cl.Dt SM be    fall-Trv inside calabash-AM that-**
and those that stick to the head of the pestle fall into that calabash.

13 Yaafa            hom   halaya              na    som,   húrsí                kúlë‚té     yéemín,  
yaay-fa          hom   halay-Øa          na    som    húrís -i             kúlë‚-te    yéem-in  
mother-Cl.Dt  be     courtyard-Cl.Dt Dur pound co.wife-Poss3s come-PFV well-Loc
The mother is in the courtyard pounding, when her co-wife arrives from the 
well and 
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dëëk-ké    ri    kélís.
call-PFV 3sO  help
calls her to help (get the basin of water down from her head).

14 Ɗi na   saañ, haƴ-ce     kuɗ    ka      ɓúk     ndoŋ-Øa.         
3s  Dur go    lean-PFV pestle Cl.Dt  mouth mortar-Cl.Dt  
As she is leaving, she leans the pestle against/in the mouth of the mortar.

15 Siiga             púrë‚té         pënndëë              nampee yam  kuɗ    ka.     
siik-Øa         pún-a‚-te       pënndë-Øa          nampee yam  kuɗ    k-a   
rooster-Cl.Dt fly-Trv-PFV porch.roof-Cl.Dt  ***      land pestle Cl.Dt  
The rooster flies from the porch roof, and in turn lands on the pestle.

16 kélsë‚      ri    húrsë              níi    na   nimil  halaya               ra, 
kélís-a‚    ri    húrís -Øa        níi    na   nimil  halay-Øa           ra  
help -Trv 3sO co.wife-Cl.Dt until Dur return courtyard-Cl.Dt SM  
When she has helped her co-wife and is returning to the courtyard,

siiga              foola‚      na   yíppé            dín. 
siik-Øa          fool-a‚     na   yíp-pe           dín 
rooster-Cl.Dt jump-Trv Dur implant-PFV there
the rooster jumps and lands/plants himself there.

17 Fool-a       fool  siig-a         beh ra   daa  píníŋ kuɗ  ka,   kuɗ    ka    antee      keen
jump-Cl.Dt jump rooster-Cl.Dt this SM DAA roll  pestle Cl.Dt pestle Cl.Dt then-PFV fall
It was the jump that this rooster jumped which rolled the pestle, the pestle then 
fell

ifa                 daaƴu         tal   ndoŋa         ra  if-Øa              poya‚te          ɗeh.
if-Øa             daaƴ   -u     tal   ndoŋ-Øa      ra if-Øa              poo -a‚-te      ɗeh      
calabash-Cl.Dt push.in-Pass base mortar-Cl.Dt SM calabash-Cl.Dt break-Trv-PFV like this
on the calabash at the base of the mortar, that's how the calabash broke.

18 Yaafa           hom ɗíisí     ifa,                  këkëyë       kúlë‚té       moroommi            
yaay-fa         hom ɗíis-i    if-Øa               këkëy-Øa   kúlë‚-te      moroom-pl-i         
mother-Cl.Dt be   sew -** calabash-Cl.Dt child-Cl.Dt come-PFV agemate-pl-Poss3s
The mother is sewing the calabash when the child comes from where his 
agemates

na   kot  përúk         fín       na    ac.  
Dur foot part.of.hut Cl-Loc Dur come 
are playing (yonder) at the foot of the enclosure of the hut.
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19 Lah-a‚        ri,   ya‚-a           yuliɗ  kiil     ka     na   ɗíis-ë‚      yaafa             ra. 
arrive-Trv 3sO hand-Cl.Dt  reach needle Cl.Dt Dur sew-Trv mother-Cl.Dt SM  
When he arrives his hand is reaching for the needle which his mother is sewing 
with.

20 Yaafa            accee              ri    nofa‚,   yeɗte       ri     ɓíibë.     
yaay-fa          ac -ce-e          ri    nofa‚    yeɗ -te     ri     ɓíiɓ -Øa 
mother-Cl.Dt come-PFV-** 3sO deceive give-PFV 3sO breast-Cl.Dt  
The mother tries to trick (distract) him, offers him the breast.

21 Ɗi ŋaɓpe    ɓíibë          saar kiis, yékítté      ri, ya‚a          yulliilte           kiil     kin
ɗi  ŋaɓ-pe   ɓíiɓ -Øa     **   **   yékít-te      ri  ya‚ -Øa     yuliɗ-il-te       kiil     k-in.
3s hold-PFV breast-Cl.Dt **   **    release-PFV 3sO hand-Cl.Dt reach-Iter-PFV needle Cl-Loc
He took the breast between his teeth for an instant, then let go, the hand is 
reaching for the needle again.

22 kadda‚ ri     yaafa            níi    ɗi wooñ-ce      ri   ra,   yaafa          
forbid  3sO mother-Cl.Dt until 3s resist-PFV 3sO SM mother-Cl.Dt  
When the mother forbid him and he persisted, the mother

yéehléh                               ɗih  hena‚     ri,  yeeltee               ri     yeɗɗa‚    
yúh-eh-il-eh                        ɗih  hen-a‚    ri   yeel-te-e             ri    yeɗ-**-a‚   
know-NegHab-Iter-NegHab how do-Trv 3sO resolve-PFV-**  3sO give-Trv 
didn't know what she would do, and resolved to leave him

a      kiil      ka,     haal-te      waañ-a           na   las        too      ka.      
with needle Cl.Dt  enter-PFV kitchen-Cl.Dt Dur separate millet Cl.Dt 
with the needle,  went in to the kitchen to clean the millet. 

23 Woc-a‚     ri     las-i             too     ka       yuloh   nahas koon keloh-te    liik,
finish-Trv 3sO separate-AM millet Cl.Dt  prepare rinse   **     hear-PFV cry
When she finished the cleaning of the millet, and was preparing to  rinse she 
heard a scream,

yúhsëté           un      koyga,        ɗi  heeltoh ot  koohi           na    hawoh     feey.  
yúhsë-te          un      koy  -ka     ɗi  heeltoh ot   koy-i           na    hap -oh   feey 
recognize-PFV voice child-Cl.Dt 3s turn      see child-Poss3s Dur beat-Rflx earth 
recognized the voice of her child, she turned to see her child throwing himself 
on the ground.
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24 Húrsë            púlëhté        në,   won biti    koon këkëyë       looy looyyi       bilaante
húrís -Øa       púlëh-te       na    won biti    koon këkëy-Øa   looy looy-pl -i   bilaante
co.wife-Cl.Dt appear-PFV PLoc say CMPL **   child-Cl.Dt  cry  cry-pl-AM senseless
The co-wife appeared and said (thought) the child is crying his senseless cries

yee      ke      ri    merees, ay   ri    ɓéyré            feey  fa,
yee      k-e     ri    merees  ay   ri    ɓéy -iɗ -e      feey  f-a
DemN Cl-** 3sO usual    Fut  3sO take-Ben-**  earth Cl.Dt
as usual, went to pick him up off the ground,

ot   ñif     ma      na  hút    kakaa          bee   paa‚  feey  ra. 
see blood Cl.Dt  Dur flow cheek-Cl.Dt  this stand earth SM  
saw the blood flowing on the cheek which was in the dirt.

25 Këkëyë       ee    pitingal la,   na  píníŋëh,    na  pay   na   ac,  
këkëy-Øa    ee    pitingal ra    na  píníŋ-oh    na  pay  na   ac   
child-Cl.Dt Exst  scream SM  Dur roll -Rflx Dur go  Dur come 
The child is screaming, and rolling around back and forth continually,

kaƴaa‚                ri,  húrsí            yaafa              sígímpé    ay   ri    ɓéyré           rë,
kaƴoh-a‚             ri   húrís -i        yaay-fa           sígím-pé   ay   ri    ɓéy -iɗ -e     ra
lie.on.back-Trv 3sO co.wife-AM mother-Cl.Dt  bend-PFV Fut 3sO take-Ben-** SM
when he turned on his back, the co wife bent over to pick him up

ola‚        kiil     ka       íl   këkëyë        në     antee        ɗaas foŋ.
ot-a‚       kiil     k-a     íl   këkëy-Øa     na     an-te        ɗaas foŋ
see-Trv needle Cl.Dt eye child-Cl.Dt  PLoc then-PFV let    cry
and saw the needle in the eye of the child, then let out a cry.

26 Ɓëy            keloh foŋa        ɓéeɓ  fu yerisse            yee      na húmú       paŋ fu ra
ɓëë-i          keloh foŋ-Øa     ɓéeɓ  fu yeɗ -is -se       yee      na hom-Past paŋ fu ra
person-AM hear  cry-Cl.Dt  all    2s  give-Rvs-PFV DemN Dur be-Past  do  2s SM
Whoever heard the cry, you left whatever you were doing,

fu caŋke           fa      na  síkírëh tígée        ɗúhë‚         una            ra. 
fu caŋ-ke          fu-aa na  síkírëh tígë -ee     ɗúh -a‚      un-Øa         ra  
2s remain-PFV 2s-be Dur listen  place-Loc leave-Trv voice-Cl.Dt SM
you stood there listening to see where the voice was coming from.

27 Ɗi ɗaas-aat-te    foŋ, na  lús     un-a             ra,   faam   fa      líif-fé      ow.    
3s  let-Iter-PFV cry  Dur finish voice-Cl.Dt SM  house Cl.Dt  full-PFV person 
She let out another cry, before her voice had stilled, the house was full of 
people.
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28 Misik caakke     a    bokaay   ndaa, bi     man     ɗeh      lëhrëy               ginee.          
misik caak-ke     a   bok-ay    ndaa  bi    man     ɗeh      lah -íɗ-ay          gin-Øee  
pain   much-PFV and share-Neg but which resemble like.this have-do.once-Neg village-Cl.Loc 
There are many kinds of pain, and which are not the same, but one like this 
one has never occurred in this village.

29 Ɓeleɓɓa,        ɓëy            ot   na   kiil     ka      íl    këkëyë        ɓéeɓ 
ɓeleɓ-pl -a     ɓëë-i          ot   na   kiil     k-a     íl    këkëy-Øa    ɓéeɓ 
woman-pl-Dt person-AM see Dur needle Cl.Dt eye child-Cl.Dt  all    
The women, whoever saw the needle in the child's eye,

fu haba        ya‚u            ɓúkú.        
fu ham -a     ya‚-u           ɓúk  -u      
2s hold-Sbjn hand-Poss2s mouth-Poss2s 
you hold your hand to your mouth.

30 Ɓahaya      daa   míllúu ac,    naafute         këkëyë         ya‚yi       
ɓah-pl-a     daa   ***     ac     naaf-u-te       këkëy-Øa    ya‚-pl -i  
elder-pl-Dt DAA ***    come take-PL-PFV child-Cl.Dt  hand-pl-AM 
The elders were the last to arrive, they took the child from the hands of

húrsí           yaafa,            haaluute                  a      ri     las      
húrís  -i       yaay-fa          haal-a‚-u-te             a      ri     las      
co.wife-AM mother-Cl.Dt  enter-Trv-PL-PFV with 3sO separate 
the co-wife of the mother, and went with him to the fathers room

boffa             filoon dokotaana, pagute        yee       pagu   wa na     ra. 
baap-fa          filoon ***           paŋ-u -te     yee       paŋ-u  wa na     ra  
father-Cl.Dt  behind ***           do -PL-PFV DemN do -PL 3p PLoc SM  
behind the curtain (?), and did with him what they do there.

31 Na  ɗúhú     wë në   rë heluu         ri  na.  
na  ɗúh  -u  wa na   ra hel  -a‚  -u  ri  na   
Dur leave-PL 3p PLoc SM leave-Trv-PL 3sO PLoc 
When they came out they left him there.

32 Caakke      ɓëëwí             keluu     yúfëhí               ílë           kéyí                 fín.    
caak-ke     ɓëë-pl-i           keloh-u  yúf -oh -i          íl-Øa        kéy-i               f-ín  
much-PFV person-pl-AM hear-PL empty-Rflx-AM eye-Cl.Dt tomorrow-AM Cl-Loc 
Many of the people heard about the puncture of the eye the next day. 
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33 Këkëyë       bah  hena‚     ri   gaan ra,  lah   bis  ɗi  meelte     yaafi:
këkëy-Øa    bah  hen-a‚    ri   gaan ra   lah   bis  ɗi  meel-te    yaay  -f-i
child-Cl.Dt that  do-Trv 3sO big  SM  have day 3s ask -PFV mother-Cl-Poss3s
When that child grew up, one day he asked his mother:

(Këkëyë:) “Yaay,    yi     tah     ílée            ke      so‚ beh  na  oleh?”   
                  yaay     yi     tah     íl -Øee       k  -e   so‚ beh  na  ot -eh     
child-Cl.Dt  mother what cause eye-Cl-Loc Cl-**1sO this Dur see-NegHab   
(Child:)  "Mother, why does this eye of mine not see?"

34 (Yaafa:)       “ílú             kiil     na   húmú       jam  na,    ɗi antee            yúfëh.”    
yaay-fa          íl -u           kiil     na   hom-Past jam  na     ɗi an-te-e          yúf  -oh   
mother-Cl.Dt eye-Poss2s needle Dur be-Past    stab PLoc 3s then-PFV-** empty-Rflx 
(Mother:)  "A needle poked your eye, then it ran out"

35 (Këkëyë:)   “Fu húmú      paŋ yi    níi    kiil     ka       na  jam   so‚  íl?”
këkëy-Øa     fu  hom-Past paŋ yi    níi    kiil     k-a      na  jam   so‚  íl  
child-Cl.Dt  2s  be-Past    do  what until needle Cl.Dt  Dur stab 1sO eye 
(Child:) "What were you doing when the needle stuck me in the eye?"

36 (Yaafa:)         “Kiil    ka       mi húmú      ɗíisë‚      ri     if,      fu     acce        
yaay-fa            kiil     k-a     mi hom-Past ɗíis-a‚     ri     if       fu     ac-ce     
mother-Cl.Dt   needle Cl.Dt 1s  be-Past    sew-Trv 3sO calabash 2s come-PFV 
(Mother:) "The needle, I was sewing a calabash with it, you came

fa          na   maannda‚ ri     a     so‚,  níi    mi yeɗte       ro    ri. 
fu-aa     na   maannda‚ ri     a     so‚    níi   mi yeɗ-te      ro    ri  
2s-Exst Dur quarrel     3sO with 1sO  until 1s give-PFV 2sO 3sO 
and quarreled with me about it until I let you have it.”

37 (Këkëyë:)   “Fu mínéh              kaa‚   koon a?  
këkëy-Øa     fu mín-eh              kaa‚   koon a   
child-Cl.Dt  2s be.able-NegHab refuse **    YNQ 
(Child:)  "You weren't able to refuse, then?"

38 (Yaafa)         “Mi kaa‚ koon fay       looye   looyo.   
yaay-fa           mi kaa‚ koon fu-ay     looy-e looy-o   
mother-Cl.Dt  1s deny **     2s-Fut   cry-** cry-Rdp 
(Mother:)  "If I had refused you would have cried."
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39 Këkëyë      “Fu kaa‚    so‚ rii   yeɗ  mi looy koon, fu hap  so‚,  mi looy mi héddëh. 
këkëy-Øa     fu kaa‚    so‚  ri    yeɗ  mi looy koon  fu hap  so‚   mi looy mi héddëh  
child-Cl.Dt  2s refuse 1sO 3sO give 1s  cry  **     2s beat 1sO  1s  cry   1s be.quiet  
(Child:) "If you refuse to give it to me and I cry, you beat me, I cry, I settle 
down."

40 Yaafa            olsohte                    níi,   otte       biti      bah  daa    waɗ    koon,
yaay-fa          ot-is-oh  -te             níi    ot -te     biti      bah  daa    waɗ    koon 
mother-Cl.Dt  see-Intns-Rflx-PFV until see-PFV CMPL that DAA should **    
The mother considered that until she saw that that was what should have been 
done, 

ɗi sígímpé   na  looy. 
ɗi sígím-pé na  looy  
3s bend -PFV Dur cry   
she sat down and cried.

41 Daa   tah    ɓaha            séréel na   wonti:    Koy   fu kaa‚ ri    looy ra, 
daa    tah    ɓah-Øa        séréel na   won-ti    koy   fu  kaa‚ ri    looy ra  
DAA cause elder-Cl.Dt  sereer Dur say-Quo child 2s deny 3sO cry  SM  
That's why the Sereer elders say, 'If you refuse to let your child cry,

ay    roo   lëëyríiɗ.         
ay    ro     looy-íɗ-íɗ   
Fut   2sO  cry -do.once-Caus 
he will make you cry once.'
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